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Electrical contacts can suffer damage when they make or break 
electrical circuits. This damage usually results 
from the electrical 
discharges which can accompany switching and generally takes 
the form 
of a pip onýone electrode and a complementary crater 
in the other. 
The investigation, involves a study of the discharge phenomena 
accompanying the switching of silver, palladium and silver-palladium 
alloy contacts in low-current circuits. Measurements of 
the volume 
of transferred material have been carried out by a novel method and 
have concentrated on the erosion occurring at the breaking of inductive 
circuits. Before this investigation started there was little or no 
quantitative data on the erosion of the above materials particularly 
in low current circuits. The effects of operation in a number of 
different gases; air, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen and argon are also 
considered in detail. 
The thesis commences with an historical survey of previous work in 
this field of study and goes on to describe the test arrangements and 
measuring techniques in detail. The investigation begins with a basic 
study of the phenomena accompanying the switching of pure silver contacts 
in air for a wide range of circuit conditions. This is followed by an 
investigation of the behaviour of silver in different gases, namely, 
nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen and argon. The switching performance of pure 
palladium and finally three palladium-silver alloys in different gases 
is then examined. 
It is shown that the presence of oxygen in the operating ambient has 
a marked effect on the erosion and discharges occurring with silver and 
palladium-silver alloys containing a high percentage of silver. Further, 
the presence of hydrogen in the operating ambient greatly influences the 
erosion and discharges occurring with palladium and palladium-silver 
alloys containing a high percentage of palladium. The erosion results 
are explained in terms of the accompanying discharge phenomena and the 
properties of the electrode materials. 
ýh 
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Silver absorbs oxygen at high temperatures and palladium occludes 
large quantities of hydrogen. It is concluded that absorbed gases 
modify the properties of the electrode materials with respect to low- 
voltage arcing. This leads to more stable arcs which can be more 
readily maintained. Purther, palladium which has occluded hydrogen 
undergoes a phase change and suffers embrittlement and this is considered 
to be an important factor in causing the greatly increased erosion 
observed when palladium and alloys containing a high percentage of 
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CHAPTER I- INTRODUCTION 
Summary : 
This chapter introduces the switching contact and defines the general 
contact problem. The objectives of this investigation are then described 
both from practical and fundamental viewpoints. Finally the layout of 
this thesis is discussed. 
1.1 Introduction to the switching contact 
An electrical contact is defined as a separable junction between 
two conductors which carry the same electric current. The term switching 
contact is used to emphasise that the making or breaking of a circuit is 
of primary interest. 
Electrical contacts may be broadly classified into three categories, 
depending on the magnitude of the current being switched : 
(i) heavy duty contacts, 
(ii) light and medium duty contacts, 
(iii) electrostatic or micro-contacts. 
Contacts of the first group are often employed as circuit breakers 
in power transmission lines and may be regired to carry currents of 
hundreds of amperes and switch voltages of hundreds of volts. Contacts 
of the second group are often used in relays and telecommunication 
circuits. They are required to carry currents ranging from less than one 
ampere to several tens of amperes and to switch voltages from'a-few volts 
to several tens of volts. Contacts of the third group find application as 
miniature plugs and sockets in electronic circuits where the-currents 
have values of the order of microamperes. 
The work in this thesis is concerned with the behaviour of contacts in 
the second category. 
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1.2 The general contact problem 
The main problem associated with contact operation is that of 
selecting electrode materials which produce a low contact resistance 
and continue to do this for a large number of operations. However, 
during use, the electrode surfaces are gradually eroded and this 
results in a deterioration of the contact between the electrodes. 
Three basic causes of contact failure can be distinguished :- 
(i) mechanical wear, 
(ii) corrosive wear, 
(iii) electrical wear. 
The first of these can be minimised by a suitable design of the 
mechanical contact system and the second by eliminating corrosives from 
the operating ambient. These first two causes are not considered in 
this investigation. Electrical erosion usually takes the form of a pip 
on one electrode and a corresponding crater in the other and this has 
been found to result from the accumulative transfer of material from one 
electrode to the other. The magnitude and direction of transfer have 
been found to depend on the contact material and the ambient gas as well 
as on the circuit parameters. However, the way in which these factors 
affect erosion is not completely understood and it is therefore 
difficult to predict. 
At this stage it is useful ton ntion the physical phenomena which 
accompany switching. When two nominally flat electrode surfaces are 
brought together, actual contact only occurs at a few microscopically 
small areas. Any current flow through the two electrodes takes place 
through this small area of contact. As the electrodes start to move 
apart the area of contact decreases and the current-carrying 
constriction experiences a temperature rise due to joule heating. 
Subsequent separation of the contacts eventually leads to the formation 
of a microscopic molten metal bridge. Although the erosion resulting 
from the rupture of this molten metal brid'eis extremely small in the 
circuits examined, a study of some of the properties of the bridge is 
important for an understanding of the processes accompanying its rupture. 
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After the molten metal bridge has ruptured, a transient potential 
difference is set up across the electrode gap. The magnitude of this 
voltage, which depends on the circuit inductance, can exceed the 
ionisation potential of the ambient gas atmosphere or that of any metal 
atoms from the electrode material in the gap, and result in the setting 
up of an electrical discharge. Under these conditions evaporation of 
one or both electrodes can occur resu]bing in a net transfer of material 
from one electrode to the other which depends on the characteristics of 
discharges. 
These electrical discharges play the dominant role in effecting 
material migration at contact separation. 
1.3 The reasons for this work 
Although there is a large volume of information on contact erosion 
and on the dischargesaccompanying switching at higher values of current, 
there is little information for currents below 1 A. This is because the 
erosion occurring under these conditions has not generally been 
considered important with standard practical devices such as electro- 
mechanical relays and because of the difficulties involved in measuring 
the relatively small amounts of erosion, However, there is evidence to 
suggest that the erosion occurring at these low currents is significant, 
particularly as the smaller contacts may be expected to last for at least 
a million operations. 
Further, many practical devices are mounted in sealed containers 
and the contacts may be operated in an inert ambient such as nitrogen. 
However, experiments have indicated that the performance of contacts is 
greatly affected by the ambient gas and is not necessarily reduced by 
operation in ambients other than air. Before the investigation described 
in this thesis the reasons for this were not clearly understood. The aim 
of this investigation is therefore to elucidate some of the factors which 
influence the electrical erosion resulting from the use of specific 
combinations of contact material and, operating ambient. Rests have been 
obtained for a wide range of inductive circuits representative of those 
likely to be met in practice within the current range 100mA to 1A. 
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Out of necessity the number of materials and gases was restricted 
and since silver is the most widely used contact material a detailed 
investigation was carried out with this metal. However, it was found 
that in order to explain some of the phenomena observed it was necessary 
to include other materials andp alladium and palladium/silver alloys have 
also been studied. 
1.4 The layout of this thesis 
The first part of this thesis (Chapters 1- 4) introduces the subject 
and describes the apparatus and experimental techniques. Chapter 2 
summarises the previous work on contact erosion relevant to this present 
study and indicates in which areas knowledge is lacking. It also 
introduces and explains terms and concepts used in this thesis. Chapter 3 
describes and discusses the apparatus used for the erosion measurements, 
the test circuits employed and the test pncedures adopted. Chapter 4 
discusses methods that have been used to measure material transfer and 
introduces the technique employed in this study. The accuracy of the 
measurements made is also discussed. 
The order in which the experimental results are presented has been 
dictated largely by the observations made. Chapter 5 describes the 
erosion results and discharge characteristics obtained during a basic 
study with pure silver contacts switching a wide range of circuit 
parameters while being operated in air. The relation between the electrical 
wear and observed discharges is discussed. In Chapter 6 the effects of 
operation in different ambient gases on the erosion and discharges of silver 
contacts are described. The hypothesis that oxygen absorption by the 
silver is responsible for the differences*in results in air and nitrogen is 
introduced. The possible effects of gas absorption are further examined 
in Chapter 7 where the behaviour of palladium is studied with emphasis 
placed on results obtained in hydrogen. It is shown that absorption of 
hydrogen by palladium changes the structure of the metal. In Chapter 8 
all the results are summarised and discussed. The effects of oxygen and 
hydrogen on siver and palladium respectively are confirmed with a brief 
study of palladium/silver alloys in various gases. Finally possible 
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mechanisms of how gas absorption by a metal affects the characteristics 
of the low voltage arc are discussed. The conclusionsof this thesis are 
presented in Chapter 9 
4 
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CHAPTER 2- SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Summary 
This chapter briefly describes previous work on contact 
erosion relevant to the author's investigation. The phenomena 
occurring at contact closure and at contact separation are described 
separately. Fundamental concepts of contact physics are introduced 
and some of the terms employed are defined. The types of electrical 
discharge accompanying switching and the modes of material transfer 
are described. A brief survey of the effects of operation in different 
gases is followed by a summary of the present position and an 
indication of those areas in which knowledge and information are lacking. 
2.1 Introduction 
Erosion of electrical contacts can occur whenever a pair of 
electrodes are closed to complete a circuit or pulled apart to break it. 
The erosion, which usually takes the form of a pip on one electrode and 
a crater in the other, results from the discharges which can occur when 
the circuit is made or broken and from the molten metal bridges which 
accompany break. For the types of circuit considered in this 
investigation the erosion at contact closure results solely from low- 
voltage arcing but the break erosion can result from other types of 
discharge as well as from low-voltage arcing and the rupture of molten 
metal bridges. This study is therefore based largely on interpreting 
the phenomena which occur both at make and at break. 
In introducing this subject and in summarising the extent of present 
knowledge in this field it is convenient to consider make and break 
phenomena separately commencing with the former because the phenomena 
accompanying closure are less complex than those occurring at break. 
2.2 Phenomena at contact closure 
According to classical theory there should be no electrical break- 
down between two separated contacts if the voltage between them is less 
than the Paschen minimum (approximately 340V in air). 
1 Further, even if 
the voltage between the pair of contacts exceeds this value, ionisation 
must take place in the gap for breakdown to occur. Therefore operation 
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in a vacuum should prevent the occurrence of any discharge in this latter 
case. However, it has been observed with approaching contacts that when 
the separation becomes sufficiently small electrical breakdown to an arc 
can occur both in a vacuum and in air when the voltage across the 
separated contacts is much lower than the Paschen minimum. 
2 
This has been 
explained by assuming that the touching of small surface projections 
resulted in their explosion by the rush of current through them with the 
subsequent ignition of an arc in the resulting metal vapour. The low- 
voltage arc can discharge whatever capacitance is directly in parallel 
with the electrodes and it is the melting and vapourisation of metal by 
this closure arc that results in erosion and material transfer when'two 
contacts are brought together. 
No detailed studies of the physical phenomena bringing about erosion 
at contact closure were made until about 1940(3) . However, with 
the 
advent of complex telephone exchanges which required a high degree of 
reliability from small contacts, work began on studying the factors which 
governed contact life. This work was continued for a number of years 
until by the end of the 1950's a qualitative picture of the phenomena 
occurring at contact closure had emerged. This will now be summarised. 
2.2.1 Discharge phenomena at contact closure 
One of the first studies of contact phenomena in telephone 
switching circuits was carried out by Curtis (1940(3. Emphasis was 
placed on phenomena at contact separation but it was also observed that 
arcing could occur between two contacts at closure through a low impedance 
line with an applied voltage of 50V dc. Curtis' arrangement is shown in 
Fig 2.1 where the line constitutes resistance, inductance and capacitance. 
It was considered that minute current carrying areas had been produced 
prior to final make and that on make these were exploded and blown apart by 
the heating due to the current, causing a discharge to occur. 
In 1948 the Bell Telephone Laboratories commenced a detailed study 
of the erosion and discharges occurring when a series R-C circuit was 
discharged through a pair of electrical contacts as they closed("2). It was 
found that a low-voltage arc discharge could be initiated between two 
approaching contacts when the separation became sufficiently small even for 





















































capacitance was closely associated with the electrodes. Moreover, the 
total arc energy was found to be approximately equal to the product of 
the arc voltage and the charge on this capacitance. 
The contact erosion which occurs when electrodes are brought together 
was considered to result from the violent melting and vapourising of the 
electrode material by the closure arc. It was found that two types of 
arcs could occur each distinguishable by the markings which they made 
upon the electrode surfaces. One type produced melting and vapourisation 
predominantly from the anode by electron bombardment. The anode was found 
to exhibit a crater from which material had been ejegted, most of which 
was redeposited as a rim around the crater but some of which was 
transferred to the cathode. When the other type of are occurred metal was 
melted and vapourised successively from a multitude of rough spots on the 
cathode. This was thought to result from electron field-emission currents 
of enormous densities ("108Am -2 ) flowing thrugh the spots, producing a 
large number of tiny pits (4j5). These two types of arcs were designated 
'anode' and 'cathode' arcs respectively. 
It was found that there was a critical electrode separation which 
determined the type of arc. For separations below this critical distance 
arcs were of the anode type with predominant loss of material from the 
positive electrode, and for greater separations than this arcs were of the 
cathode type with consequent metal loss from the negative electrode. The 
actual value of the critical distance was found to depend on the electrode 
material, in particular on its thermal conductivity and is greatest for 
silver being about 3-4x10-3 mm. The critical distance for palladium is 
considerably less being about 0.5x10-3 mm. For applied voltages of up to 
50V dc anode arcs usually occurred although with silver they could be 
observed for considerably higher voltages. 
It was found that the voltage of the closure arc was independent of 
the current and remained almost constant. This observation led to the 
conclusion that the arc at closure had no positive column since this 
usually has a voltage gradient. This is not unreasonable since the 
physical lengths of the arcs were small. 
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A number of other observations were made. In CR circuits where the 
electrical damping was small and where voltage and current oscillations 
could occur several arcs could be observed before the contacts finally 
closed. Another feature that was observed in about 101jo of cases was that 
transient closures occurred between such discharges. They were 
extremely short in duration and were thoughtto result from making of the 
circuit by elevations on the contact surfaces. The narrow bridge of 
metal carrying the current was rapidly vapourised and the are then 
reignited. 
Observations of the arc current showed that it increased from zero 
to a maximum and then decayed again to zero, either periodically or 
aperiodically. This sequence was observed during each arc. The electrodes 
sometimes touched at the end of an arc but they also often touched before 
the arc would normally extinguish. In other words, the are was 
frequently extinguished prematurely by making of the contacts. It was 
suggested that the premature termination of some arcs could be due to making 
of the circuit by means of elevations on the electrodes possibly as a result 
of the discharge. This point is discussed further later on. 
2.2.2 Material transfer at contact closure 
The arc on make causes erosion of the contact surfaces the 
accumulative effects of which lead . 
to the formation of a pip on one 
electrode and a crater in the other. For voltages up to 50V dc transfer 
is usually from anode to cathode. The amount of transferred material was 
measured by weighing the electrodes before and after a large number of 
switching operations. With silver the transfer per unit energy for each 
switching operation was found to be constant for voltages up to about 
300V and its value was 4x10 
10mm3 (PJ)-1 For voltages greater than 
about 300V the rate of transfer wasabout 1x10 
10mm3(ýJT1. With palladium 
the rate of transfer per }1J was about the same as silver for voltages up 
to 50V dcp whereafter it decreased to about 1x10 
1Dun3(jJ)-1 
for higher 
voltages. These results indicate that anode arcs occur for higher voltages 
with silver than with palladium and that the rate of transfer with arc 
energy is greater when anode arcs occur. The rates of transfer were found 
to increase with increasing capacitance but to decrease with increasing 
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resistance. Over a range of circuit parameters the rate of material 
transfer was proportional to the stored energy. However, this 
proportionality did not hold for low values of applied voltage or for 
high values of capacitance. 
The addition of extra inductance to the discharge R-C circuit had 
the same effect as adding resistance, in other words, increasing 
inductance reduces the rate of material transfer. It is the nearest 
substantial capacitance or resistance to the contacts that is the 
important parameter in determining the rate of erosion, since it is 
this capacitance that is discharged through the contacts on make, the 
current being limited by the resistor in the discharge loop. 
Further information could be gained by examining the effects of single 
operations. When anode arcs occurred the anode exhibited a smooth crater 
with a raised rim around the edge. The cathode exhibited a number of small 
droplets on its surface. The volume of the anode crater was generally 
found to be about one third of that which could be melted by the available 
arc energy. It was suggested that the rim surrounding the anode crater 
might be responsible for some of the closure arcs being extinguished 
prematurely since this rim could result in closure of the contacts before 
the bulk members touched. When cathode arcs occurred the anode was 
virtually unmarked but the cathode exhibited roughening over a wide area. 
For the circuits considered in this dissertation the arc which occur on 
closure are predominantly of the anode type. 
2.2.3 Arc initiation mechanisms at contact closure 
It has already been mentioned that arcing at the closure of low 
voltage circuits could be explained by assuming that the touching of small 
surface projections followed by their explosion due to the rush of current 
through them produced an are in the resulting metal vapour. 
However, oscillographic studies carried out by the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories revealed no evidence that the contacts touched before the 
are on closure and it was concluded that arcs occurred before there was 
any metallic contact ' It was suggested that a new type of breakdown 
process was occurring. When the electric field at the cathode became 
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great enough, i. e. about 109Vm 
1, 
theory and experiment showed that 
current must flow from the cathode. Projections on the cathode provide 
regions of increased electric field and flow of field emission currents 
heated these projections and at the same time field emitted electrons 
heated the anode. Eventually one electrode boils and the density of 
atoms and molecules in the gap increased. Electrons experience ionising 
collisions and further electrons are produced causing the current to 
build up. Eventually the gap breaks down and an arc is produced. 
Such processes have been found to occur in vacua (6) but 
experimental confirmation in air has proved to be difficult because of 
the extremely small gaps involved. It is considered that extremely short 
gap lengths at atmospheric pressure are stressed by an electric field in the 
same way as electrodes at more normal gap lengths in vacuum.? _This 
results 
principally from the fact that the electron mean free path at small 
-4 FRUVM gaps 10 cm) at atmosphericAis approximately equal to gap length. The 
ambient gas then has insufficient movement to participate in avalanche 
formation so that breakdown is controlled essentially by the electrical 
stresses placed upon the electrode surfaces just as occurs in vacuum. 
Holm,. (8) does not accept the field-emission theory for arc 
initiation and maintainence but presents the idea that a whisker forms 
before final make and when it makes contact short circuits the gap 
exploding and igniting an arc. Once roughening of the surface has occurred 
initial contact is made at such elevations. 
2.3 Phenomena at contact. separation 
The phenomena occurring at contact separation are usually much more 
complicated than those accompanying contact c]nsure described in Section 2.2. 
However, it is possible to study in isoltation some of the different 
features of break phenomena by selecting the appropriate circuit conditions. 
It is first necessary to consider the molten metal bridge formed at contact 
separation and to introduce a theorem relating the potential and 
temperature in a current-carrying constriction. 
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2.3.1 The relationship between potential and temperature 
in a current-carrying, constriction (il-Ar theorem) 
There is a relationship between the electric potential across 
a current-carrying constriction and the maximum temperature in the 
constriction, known as the*- 6, theorem ($11 ). In its simplest form 
it is assumed that thermo-electric effects are negligible. The derivation 
of this theorem appears in Llewellyn-Jones (Q). It may be expressed 
in the form, 
e2 - e2 = v2/ ------- ----1 Mo0 /4L 
where eM is the maximum temperature in the constriction e0 that of remote 
regions in the body of the constriction, usually taken to be that of the 
ambient. Vc is the potential difference applied across the constriction 
and L is the value of the Lorentz constant in the Weidemann-Franz law. 
(ý& 
= L® where 
% 
andO'are the thermal and electrical conductivities 
respectively). Thus the potential across a current-carrying constriction 
and its maximum temperature are related by a simple expression. 
2.3.2 The microsclopic bridge and bridge transfer 
Although bridge transfer has not been considered in this 
investigation, the formation and rupture of the molten metal bridge at 
break have been studied. In introducing this aspect it is necessary to 
consider what happens during the initial stages of contact separation. 
Prior to the final separation of a pair of current-carrying contacts 
there is a short period during which the contact area decreases due to a 
reduction in the contact pressure. This means that the contact resistance, 
which depends on the area of contact, does not change instantaneously from 
a low value to infinity. Provided that the opening contact carries a 
current and the voltage in the external circuit is sufficient a stage will 
eventually be reached when the current density in the constricted areaof 
contact is sufficiently high to melt the electrode material in that region. 
It follows that a further small separation of the contacts will not 
actually separate the electrodes because they will be joined by a 
microscopic bridge of molten metal which still carries the current. 
Continued separation of the electrodes then draws out the molten metal 
bridge constricting it and thus increasing its resistance. If the current 
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is constant, the potential difference across the contacts increases and 
in accordance with the 
t- 9 theroem the temperature rises. In this way 
more metal is melted and the molten bridge grows in volume. Continued 
separation increases the temperature still further and eventually the 
boiling temperature of the metal may be reached. Near this stage the 
bridge ruptures, finally breaking the circuit. 
The rupture of the bridge results in some material being deposited 
on the electrodes. The rupture is usually asymmetrical and one electrode 
exhibits a net gain of material. After a large number of operations a 
pip is formed on one electrode and a crater is formed in the other. 
The fine transfer resulting from bridge rupture is not considered in 
this thesis because, for the circuits considered it is small compared with 
the erosion resulting from discharges. However, bridge rupture is of 
importance because it is the stage immediately preceding a possible arc 
discharge. 
The discharge phenomena that follow bridge rupture are described in 
the following sections. 
2.3.3 The low voltage arc discharge 
With resistive or inductive circuits breaking steady currents 
greater than a certain minimum value, usually about 0.3 - 1.0A, a low- 
voltage arc discharge occurs at contact break following bridge rupture, 
provided that the voltage appearing across the contacts at break exceeds 
12 - 15V. The arc is a low-voltage, high current-density discharge which 
is maintained in electrode metal vapour at a potential of about 12 - 15V. 
The potential distribution of an arc is shown in Fig 2.2 and shows three 
distinct regions, the cathode fall region, the positive column and the 
anode fall. The cathode and anode fall regions are physically small being 
about 1.0 X 10-6 m in length. When the gap is large these two regions are 
separated by the positive column or arc plasma, a region of approximately 
neutral charge density. This region has a small voltage gradient, _of 
about 10-20Vcm 
1 
so that the total arc voltage increases as the electrode 
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Provided the current broken is greater than about 1A an arc will 
nearly always ignite even in a nominally resistive circuit. Warham10 
has calculated the effect that the inductance in an LCR circuit 
(Fig 2.3 
has on the voltage across the contact gap in the absence of arcing. For 
the assumptions made which are that, C01G C and LC 
« Lb 
(kin 
V(t) _ IB C 
(wt)+ Vb; + ---------?, 
0 
where V(t) is the voltage rise across the contacts, and C0 is the 
capacitance of the electrodes after the bridge has broken. L=L +L (1, 
c 
c 
i. e. the inductance of the local circuit (see Fig 2.2 ). wö 
1/2 
and Vb is the voltage and IB is the current across the electrodes at the 
time the bridge breaks. The basis of the calculation can be quite a 
simplification of what actually occurs. This is because there is strong 
evidence that the bridge does not break cleanly (10) leaving a cnpa¢itance 
C0 across the electrodes, but rather explodes leaving a hot metal vapour 
in the gap. Thus as soon as V(t) rises above the ionisation potential of 
the metal vapour in the gap between the electrodes, an arc can occur. 
This discharge would prevent any further voltage rise across the 
electrodes. Warham11 used Fig 2.3(b) and calculated the are current to be 
I= Ig - 
`VAR 
b, 1- exp-(RL) ---------3 
ahQlt VA i4 t(r, arc V&t63e. 




------------1ý- VA 7E 
Experiments did in fact show that mean arc durations are proportional to 
the inductances in the circuit. However, the above expression is an 
oversimplification since in practice the minimum current necessary for 
arcing is greater than zero. Moreover the above expression was originally 
applied to circuits with supply voltages, E, of less than 12V. For 
voltages greater than this value the arc can be maintained by the supply 
voltage alone and in such cases the arc duration may be greater than 
predicted by the above equation. 
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2.3.4 Discharge phenomena at the breaking of low current circuits 
- In circuits breaking small steady electric currents 
that are 
unable to ignite or sustain a low-voltage arc by themselves transient 
arcing may nevertheless occur during switching operations. These 
discharges usually have short durations, less than a few us, because they 
are maintained by the small local capacitances and inductances whose 
energies are quickly consumed. The results of an investigation of 
transients in telephone switching circuits was published by Curtis in 
1940 (3). Typical discharge transients are now discussed. 
With a substantial amount of inductance, in the circuit and in the 
absence of arcing the voltage across the separating contacts increases in 
accordance with equation 2 above. If there is sufficient inductance the 
voltage may exceed that needed to break down the contact gap, i. e. about 
300V in air. The small local capacitance (Co) will then be discharged 
resulting in a micro-arc. Curtis has examined a number of circuits where 
different lengths of cable were used, which is equivalent to changing the 
circuit capacitance. It is worthwhile considering some of these cases. 
The type of circuit used is shown in Fig 2.4 where the line essentially 
constitutes the capacitance appearing across the open contacts. The 
circuit contained a 50V dc battery, an inductance and a two wire line to 
the contacts. Fig 2.5 shows the variation with time of the voltage across 
the contacts at break. At time t=0 the contacts start to open and are 
completely separated typically after some few hundred ps. This constitutes 
the lifetime of the molten metal bridge formed during opening. In this 
case the steady current is too small to ignite an arc at incipient 
separation. Therefore the current is utilised to charge the capacitance 
CL of the leads thus causing the voltage across the separating contacts to 
increase. The rate of increase depends approximately on the ratio I/CLbut 
is typically about 106-107Vsec-1 for cables of several metres. The 
inductances in the circuit provided sufficient energy for the gap voltage 
to reach about 300V which is sufficient to ignite a glow in the gap. The 
glow immediately developed into an arc which was maintained by the charge 
of the leads for a few dis. After this time the arc has discharged only 
the nearest part of the line and then extinguished due to a deficiency in 
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The inductive energy available was still sufficient to recharge the 
leads until a new breakdown--at about 300V again occurred in the gap. The 
glow formed also immediately developed to an arc which extinguished at 
current zero during an oscillation. However, this time the plasma of 
the 
arc remained conducting long enough to enable reignition of a glow 
in the 
reversed direction during the next half-cycle of oscillation in the line. 
The process was repeated several times until the gap became too large for 
a breakdown to occur and the remaining capacitive and inductive energy 
was dissipated in damped low frequency oscillations. 
Fig 2.6 depicts the current behaviour of a series of transients 
similar to those discussed in Fig 2.5. A series of short-duration high- 
current pulses occur coincident with each transient arc. 
It is evident that the presence of inductance and capacitance has 
led to arcing that otherwise would not have occurred. The inductahce 
provides voltages higher than the battery can do. The capacitance can 
deliver current pulses greater than IM, the minimum current necessary for 
arcing, although the steady current was below this value. 
Curtis also studied the effects of varying the length of the cable. 
Increasing the length of the wire effectively increases the capacitance 
appearing across the separated contacts. With long wires it was found 
that the rate of voltage rise across the contacts at break was so slow that 
the breakdown voltage was not reached. (The breakdown voltage increases 
with increasing gap separation in accordance with Paschen's law). In this 
case no transients were observed. 
On the other hand with short wires another type of transient was also 
observed. Fig 2.7 shows the early part of a transient for a short line in 
which rapid breakdowns were interrupted by two brief periods during which 
a gas glow discharge was established but not maintained. The glow discharge 
was termed an 'A' type transient. Curtis found it impossible to 
completely eliminate the 'B' type transient but found that with a short 
line and freshly ground contacts the 'A' type predominated. 
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Martin and Stauss ( I2. ) observed the same type of transients as 
Curtis, and found that when the capatitance was less than 1.0x10ý. 
9F 
the 
glow discharge could be maintained without interruption except during 
its initial stages. 
2.4 Material transfer due to arcing at contact separation 
2.4.1 Previous theories of transfer 
Llewellyn-Jones has derived an energy balance equation 
for the amount of material vapourised by an arc discharge. In this 
equation the volume v of material evaporated from the electrodes is given by 
v= cV2 - ddb + 
ý(eb-eo) 
--------s 
P{(eb- GAS +L 
where 6b = the boiling temperature of the electrode material 
8= the initial it It It it " 
0 
s= the specific heat 
= the density 
= the thermal conductivity " 
V= the potential difference across the contact gap 
L= the latent heat of evaporation 
C depends on the local self capacitance discharges 
64P8 are constants 
, 
This equation indicates the material properties required for the 
lowest erosion rates, the most important single property being the boiling 
temperature of the electrodes, as it involves the fourth power in the 
above equation. The equation is in general in qualitative agreement with 
observed erosion rates. 
Holm has derived a more general empirical equation given by s 
G KIB2 + ýs4s - ýg ý"L ---- -- -_----6 
where G is the volume material transferred. 
The first term applies to bridge transfer where IB is the current broken 
and K depends only on the electrode material. The second terms, refers to 
anode dominated arcs which are characterised as being shorter than a 
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certain critical length where Ys is a factor dependent on current and is 
is the charge passed in the short arc. The third term refers to a longer 
arc which causes material transfer in the opposite direction to term 2. 
This is known as a cathode dominated arc. Each type of transfer is 
superimposed on the other during subsequent stages of the arc. 
2.4.2 Modes and mechanisms of material transfer 
Contact erosion at break usually takes the form of a pip 'on one 
electrode and a crater in the other. It is often plotted as a function of 
the circuit inductance since for a given value of current the energy 
dissipated in an arc is approximately proportional to the circuit 
inductance, 10 
For circuits in which the low-voltage arc predominates the general 
form of the contact-erosion-/circuit-inductance relationship for breaking 
contacts is shown in Fig 2.8. This is typical, for example, of the erosion 
of platinum contacts and shows four erosion regimes. These are called 
residual or bridge transfer, reversed short-arc, short-arc and long-arc 
transfer, which occur in succession and the effects of which build up on 
those of preceding stages. 
Bridge transfer occurs in the absence of arc transfer and is caused 
by the asymmetric distribution between anode and cathode of the liquid 
metal bridge which is drawn out when two contact separate. Reversed short 
arc transfer is generally considered to occur when there is sufficient 
inductive energy to form an arc but only while the contact gap is small. 
Dispersion of the vapourised material is then restricted to the proximity 
of the electrodes and the discharge therefore occurs in a region where a 
pressure greater than atmospheric is built up. The result is that the 
discharge behaves in a similar manner to that in the long arc regime with 
the electron mean-free-path shorter than the contact gap and, as in the 
long arc, erosion occurs from the cathode. This type of behaviour has 
only been observed with platinum. 
Short-arc transfer occurs at somewhat higher inductive energies, 
producing longer are durations, so that the discharge is not extinguished 
until the gap is significantly greater than for the reversed short-arc 
regime. In these circumstances, the pressure is more nearly atmospheric 
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and the gap is less than the electron mean-free-path. 
This results in 
electron bombardment of the anode and causes evaporation of metal 
from 
that electrode with subsequent deposition on 
the cathode. 
For still greater values of inductance the arc 
is maintained after 
the gap has increased well beyond the electron mean-free-path. 
A normal 
are discharge therefore occurs and consequent transfer of metal 
from the 
cathode due to ionic bombardment of its surface takes place. 
Although each of these processes probably occurs with silver and 
palladium the erosion due to the first two regimes in the case of silver 
is insignificant compared with the others and typical erosion curves 
follow the pattern illustrated in Fig 2.9. 
/ 
The absence of significant bridge erosion in the case of silver is 
due to the small volume of bridges formed, as a result of the high 
electrical and thermal conductivities of this metal. At the same time 
the erosion in silver produced by arcing is many times greater than for 
metals such as platinum and palladium and, again because of the high 
conductivities of silver, is of a spiky form compared with platinum and 
palladium. 
Work on silver and palladium has been published by other workersl(8,9, 
43,, 14,15 ) and the experimental results derived from this are generally 
in accord with the work described above. 
2.4.3 Material transfer in low-current circuits 
In circuits for which the current broken is low, i. e. less 
than approximately 200mA, the erosion occurring due to glow discharge is 
generally negligible and most of the contact damage results from showering 
arcs. Although there is not a lot of quantitative data the magnitude and 
direction of material transfer have usually been found to depend on the 
total duration of the showering phenomenon. 
With palladium contacts the glow discharge does not cause any 
significant erosion. When the total duration of 
the showery arcs is small, 
i. e. less than 10}ls, material transfer from 
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longer showering periods the cathode suffers a net loss of material. 
The rate of transfer with cathode loss is about 1x10 
4 em3erg-1 
which is 
about one quarter of that during the initial stages when anode loss 
occurs. This is consistent with the concept of a change from anode to 
cathode arc occurring, depending on the electrode separation. Moreover, 
cathode arcs only occurred when the gap was greater than 0.51im which is 
approximately the critical distance for palladium. 
With silver contacts switching a circuit containing a long cable in 
which showering arcs were likely to predominate, cathode loss occured 
again at a rate of alb? ut 1x10 
14cm3erg 1. 
However, in the circuits 
considered by Germer et al which were 0.5A circuits, a small value of 
capacitance (< 1.0x10 9F) resulted in a glow discharge of the abnormal 
type. This has a substantially greater current density than the normal 
glow (30-4OAcm 2 compared with 4 Acm 
2). 
With silver the abnormal glow 
was found to lead to considerable sputtering from the cathode resulting 
in increased transfer compared with cases when showering arcs predominated. 
Abnormal 
glows were not observed at lower currents, about 0.1A. In the 
absence of cathode sputtering and when showering arcs occurred the erosion 
was of the anode type, for longer showering times withsilver than with 
palladium. This is consistent with silver having a greater critical 
distance than silver. 
16 
It is of interest to note that Germer found that the erosion of 
silver was undetectable in the abnormal glow if oxygen was absent from 
the operating ambient. 
2.5 Phenomena at contact break in different gases 
Although no detailed oscillographic studies have been made, material 
transfer measurements have been carried out on contacts breaking 
inductive circuits while operating in different gases. During the 1960's 
the ERA carried out erosion measurements in air and nitrogen on a number 
of material including silver and palladium ( 17 ). A 6V dc 4.2A circuit 
was used with inductances ranging from 0.1, iH to 1mH. In these circuits 
the low voltage arc was the predominant discharge. Palladium contacts 
transferred material at the same rate in nitrogen as in air, whereas silver 
exhibited greatly increased transfer to the cathode 
in nitrogen for 
inductances up to about 101iH but reduced transfer with an inductance of 1mIi. 
37 
Iientsch ( 18 ) has also measured the material transfer rates of 
silver in air and a number of oxygen-free ambients. The gases considered 
were air, nitrogen, argon, oxygen and reduced air pressure. His circuit 
was similar to that above, 6V dc 4A. It was found that at high values of 
inductance (> 1OpH) material transfer was reduced in both pure and 
atmospheric oxygen. Similar observations were recorded by Swinehard ( lq ). 
At this stage (1969) it was considered that the differences between 
transfer rates in air and oxygen-free gases were due to an oxidation 
effect, However, this explanation is not satisfactory as silver oxide 
dissociates at 200 - 300°C so that it is unlikely to exist at the 
temperature at which material transfer occurs. 
Haworth ( 20 ) found that silver exhibited substantial sputtering 
of material from the cathode when an abnormal glow discharge occurred. 
This was observed when a pair of contacts broke a 0.5A inductive circuit 
in an atmosphere containing oxygen. If oxygen was not present in the 
operating ambient or with currents of 0.07A cathode sputtering did not 
occur. In these circuits low voltage arcing was not observed. 
Thus the presence of oxygen in the operating ambient considerably 
affects the rate of transfer of silver contacts, even when abnormal glow 
discharges 
are absent. 
2.6 Present position and areas where information is lacking 
It is clear that the phenomena occurring at contact closure are 
fairly well understood. Arcing can be initiated between approaching contacts 
before they touch even in relatively low voltage circuit (e. g. up to about 
50V dc), either by breakdown of the gap or by initial making and subsequent 
Vapourisation of local asperities. More recent work suggests 
21 
that both 
the phenomena can occur; The arc on make causes damage to the 
Contacts and leads to transfer of metal from one electrode to the other. 
When the arc is maintained across small gaps transfer occurs primarily 
from the anode, whereas when an arc is maintained across a longer gap, the 
cathode usually loses material. There is a critical gap length which 
determine the type of arc transfer, the actual value of the critical gap 
38 
depending on the properties of the contact material. Over a wide range 
of circuit parameters the amount of material transferred is approximately 
proportional to the energy dissipated in the arc discharge. 
Studies of the erosion at contact closure of R-C circuit have been 
included in this thesis to compare with results at contact break and with 
results of earlier workers. Further, the range of parameters covered is 
intended to cover those likely to be met in practice today. 
Erosion at the breaking of circuits in which the current is greater 
than a few amperes and in which low-voltage arcs predominate is also 
fairly well understood and is not covered in great detail in this 
investigation. However, there is little quantitative data for circuits 
breaking currents of less than 1A and it is in this area that this 
investigation has concentrated. 
In low-current circuits the phenomena occurring can be complex, and 
sustained glow discharges can occur or they may be interrupted by transint 
arcing, i. e. showering. The factors which determine the likelihood of each 
type of discharge are not completely understood. However, in general when 
the total duration of the showering is small material is lost from the 
anode, but when it exceeds a certain value, i. e. occurs across a greater 
separation, material is lost from the cathode. 
It is clear that the effects of operation in different gases, 
particularly with silver contacts, are not understood. One of the main 
objectives of this work is to elucidate those factors which influence the 
erosion characteristics of silver contacts in various gases. In achieving 
this objective it was necessary to examine the behaviour of palladium and 
palladium-silver alloys in different gases, particularly in hydrogen which 
palladium occludes in large quantities. 
3J-1 
CHAPTER 3- APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE 
Summary 
The need for a specially designed apparatus for switching test 
contacts under controllable conditions is shown and this apparatus is 
described. The types of test circuit that can be used are considered 
and the design and construction of those employed in this work are 
discussed. The test circuit parameters are listed and the experimental 
procedure adopted in this workata described. 
3.1 The apparatus for contact erosion studies 
For various reasons it was clear that the use of commercial switching 
devices (i. e. relays) for this work would not be satisfactory. For example, 
the mechanical operation of such devices is by no means simple and flexing 
between contact assemblies, wipe, bounce, variations of contact force, point 
of contact and so on, do not allow accurate control of the operating 
conditions. It is clearly undesirable to introduce too many variables into 
a basic investigation. Moreover, a specially designed apparatus has the 
advantage that it permits results to be obtained more readily and with a 
wider range of control of the operating parameters than could be obtained 
by using commercial switching devices. 
3.1.1 The requirements of the test apparatus 
It is obviously necessary to ensure that the operating 
characteristics of the test apparatus will closely simulate those of an 
equivalent commercial device. The mechanical factors which must be 
considered as far as the operation of making and breaking the circuits are 
concerned are the contact approaching and separating speeds, contact force 
and final gap width. These factors together with the time constants of 
the circuits will largely determine the maximum frequency of operation 
that can be used. 
Of these factors, the contact force is of least significance for test 
purposes. Its value can therefore be chosen to give the most satisfactory 
operation of the test apparatus provided that it is not so different from 
the contact force in an actual commercial switch that is produces abnormal 
wear or other phenomena not normally present. 
4Uý 
Since this investigation included an examination of the shape of the 
transferred material and because a transverse motion of the conitaat members 
would be likely to lead to variations in this parameter, it was desirable to 
reduce wiping between the contacts as far as possible. 
The values of final contact gap, opening speed and operating frequency 
are affected only by the consideration that the electrical discharges 
occurring at the contacts are the same as those likely to occur in practice 
under the same circuit conditions. Before the values of these parameters 
could be fixed, therefore, it was necessary to examine briefly the 
discharges occurring with such a practical switch during operation. 
Preliminary investigations showed that the duration of the longest 
electrical discharge likely to occur was about 1.5ms. In most cases the 
discharge duration was considerably-less than this value. The maximum time 
constant for the proposed test circuit was about 4ms. It was therefore 
considered that an operating frequency of 50 hertz could be used for these 
experiments. In the case of an inductive circuit with a4 ms time constant, 
assuming an equal mark space ratio of 10ms, the current broken was 92% of 
the steady state current. 
In practice the mark, space ratio could be varied and an operating 
frequency of 50 hertz was therefore acceptable. Oscillographic studies of 
contacts driven at 50 hertz by an electromechanical vibrator confirmed that 
the discharges accompanying switching using the test apparatus were 
essentially the same as those observed with practical devices. 
3.1.2 Description of the test apparatus 
The apparatus designed for this investigation consisted of two 
vertically mounted 2mm diameter rod contacts making end-to-end butting 
contact. One of the contacts was flat and the other was ground to a suitable 
radius, usually a hemisphere, so as to provide a defined contact gemometry 
and point of contact. The rod contacts were carried on two cantilever springs 
of novel design ( 17 ) which cross at a point one third of their length from 
the clamped ends (see Fig 3.1). This system substantially eliminated 
transverse motion between the contacts. The behaviour of parallel and 
crossed-spring systems is illustrated in Fig 3.2. The lower contact was 
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driven at a frequency of 50 hertz by an electromechanical vibrator. A 
variable dc bias could also be added to the ac drive to provide a fine 
adjustment of the mean position of the vibrating contact. This latter 
adjustment, together with an adjustable stop supporting the upper contact 
cantilever assembly enabled bounce-free operation of the contacts to be 
obtained. The maximum contact force was adjustable but a value of 
30-50g was normally used as this was found to give the most reliable 
operation of the contacts within the range likely to be met in practice. 
It was found that bounce was aggravated by a large amplitude of vibration 
and so the final gap width was set at about 0.1mm. The velocity of 
contact separation was then set at about 30mms-1 which was found to be 
suitable for practical devices. 
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The contacts of an auxiliary relay could be connected in parallel 
with the test contacts and their operation phased so that the circuit was 
broken by one pair of contacts and made by the other pair. Alternatively, 
two pairs of test contacts could be connected in parallel in the same way 
so that make and break erosion could be studied separately, if necessary. 
The apparatus was designed so that the test contacts could be 
operated in atmospheres other than free air and for this purpose the 
vibrator drive shaft was enclosed in a bellows (see Fig 3.3). In the work 
described in this thesis, compressed gases from commercial cylinders were 
used but were usually passed through a liquid nitrogen cold trap in order 
to remove any excess water vapour before they entered the bell chamber 
containing the test contacts. Most of the tests in air were carried out 
with the test contacts under the bell jar, dry air being used. It was 
found, in practice, that experiments carried out in free laboratory air 
produced contact erosion results which were the same as those obtained in 
22 - dry air. A brief survey of the effects of relative humidity on contact 
erosion were consistent with this observation and showed that the erosion 
was only significantly altered if the relative humidity exceeded 70-80-. 
However, in order to eliminate possible variables most tests were carried 
out in relatively dry gases. 
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3.2 Test circuits 
Two test circuits were required for this work, one to study the 
phenomena occurring at the breaking of inductive circuits and one to 
study the phenomena occurring at the making of series ß-C circuits. 
These are considered separately. 
3.2.1 Test circuits for resistive-inductive circuits 
In fundamental work on contact erosion it is desirable that 
the physical variables which affect the contacts should be precisely 
known. Two basic resistive-inductive test circuits have been employed 
in most of the previous work and these are shown in Figs 3.4(a) and 
3.4(b). In these circuits C is a capacitance, R is a current-limiting 
resistor, L is the inductance to the left of the capacitor, C, and Lb is 
the inductance to the right of the capacitor. The second circuit, 
Fig 3.4(b), has been used to simulate the normal working conditions of 
a practical contact circuit with arc suppression. However, it has the 
disadvantage that the break current is difficult to calculate and may be 
less than that obtained with the other circuit (Fig 3.4(a)). This is 
because the voltage across the contacts increases as they separate and 
current is diverted into C. This of course is the principle of the arc 
suppression capacitance. For this reason and because the parameters of 
the first circuit are known it was decided to use the circuit shown in 
Fig 3.4(a) for this investigation. In this circuit, the purpose of the 
capacitor,, C, was to eliminate the inductive effect of the leads to 
the battery from the loop abcd, i. e. to eliminate the effect of Lb, 
The test circuit diagram may be redrawn as shown in Fig 3.5, where 
LC is the self-inductance of the capacitor, CO Lb is the self-inductance 
of the battery plus its leads and l. d is the total of the added 
inductance, if any, the self-inductance of the current limiting resistor 
R, and the inductance of the leads to the test contacts. Provided that 
LC«« Lb and CC <-, C, where CC is the capacitance of the test contacts 
just after break, the inductive energy available at circuit break is 
12 
2 (LC+Ld) IB , that is, the energy available 
due to the break current, 
IB, flowing in the circuit loop abcd 
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3.2.2 Design and construction of the test circuit 
for R-L circuits 
In order to reduce the residual self inductance of the test 
circuit to the lowest practicable value, the dimensions of the test 
circuit loop abcd were made as small as possible. The limit was set 
by two factors. The first of these was the need to connect to the test 
contacts when they were enclosed inside the bell-jar so that the minimum 
length of these connections could not be reduced below a certain fixed 
amount. The second limitation was set by the current-limiting resistor 
R, which had to dissipate a considerable amount of heat, especially in 
the 1. OA circuits. For these circuits motor car lamps were +iused for 
current limiting resistors as they have low self-inductance (" 0.2PFi). 
In the 0.25A and 0.1A circuits glass-tin-oxide resistors were found to 
be suitable. 
The inductance of the test circuit loop abcd was measured using a 
constant attenuation radiofrequency measuring circuit at frequencies 
between 0.2MHz and 10MHz. The inductance of the test circuit loop 
including the current-limiting resistor R was found to be not greater than 
0.61111. 
I 
The capacitor C was chosen to have the lowest inductance and had a 
value of 25}1F. It was found that most of the residual circuit 
inductance was associated with the actual wiring of the loop abcd, but 
for the reasons mentioned above this could not be further reduced. 
During these measurements it was also demonstrated that variations 
in the battery lead lengths, which were usually a few pH, did not alter 
the inductance of the test loop abcd, showing that the capacitor C was 
effective. 
3.2.3 Test circuit for R-C circuits 
The requirements of this circuit were-to charge a known 
capacitance to a given voltage and then discharge it through a known 
discharge circuit as the test contacts closed. The circuit used for this 
part of the work is shown in Fig 3.6. In this circuit C was charged by 
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resistor R, when they closed. The capacitor C has the same value as that 
used in the circuit described in the previous section, i. e. 25pF, and has 
the same function, i. e. to eliminate the inductive effects of the leads 
from the battery from the test circuit. The purpose of the resistor R. 
was to limit the current supplied directly from the voltage supply to the 
test contacts when they closed and discharged C1. As the value of R, 
together with C19 governed the charging time of C1, the product RC1 had to 
be less than the time for which the contacts remained open in order that 
the capacitor C1 was charged to the full supply voltage each time. The 
maximum value of C1 used was about 1jiF and so a value of 1500 ohms was chosen 
for R giving a time constant of 1.5ms. In the circuits considered R1 was 
always much less than It. 
Germer et al ( -2 ) found that the source of power had no effect on 
the erosion, i. e. the battery itself did not have an effect1unless the 
steady state current exceeded 1A. This is because a steady state current 
of 1A is capable of sustaining the low-voltage arc since the minimum arcing 
current is of this order. This means that for the circuit used in this 
work the phenomena at the contacts are determined solely by the parameter -s 
of the discharge loop abcd. 
The residual inductance of the discharge circuit was measured by the 
rf method described in the previous section and was found to be not greater 
than 0.611H. 
3.3 Apparatus used for oscillo raphic studies 
Oscillographic observations and measurements were made of the voltage 
and current behaviour accompanying switching. A Tektronix 555 or 556 high 
speed oscilloscope which had an input resistance of 1MJland a maximum sweep 
speed of 20ns cm 
1 
was used for this part of the work. The oscilloscope 
was connected across the test contacts in order to observe the voltage 
transients accompanying switching. The use of low capacitance probe leads 
meant that only 7pF capacitance was added across the test contacts by the 
oscilloscope and this was found to have a negligible effect, i. Measurements 
of the current transients were made by connecting the oscilloscope across a 
non-inductive resistor, usually the current limiting resistor of the test 
circuit. 
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3.4 Test circuit parameters 
In order to limit the number of combinations of test parameters, the 
measurements were made with values of circuit parameters covering the 
ranges likely to be met in practice. For the resistive and inductive 
circuit, the values of current chosarrwere approximately 0.1A, 0.25A and 
1. OA. Initially supply voltages of 6V, 12V and 24V dc were used and the 
circuit inductance was selected at suitable intervals in the range from 
nominally resistive, i. e. 0.6pH to 400mH. Later work was limited to 24V dc. 
In the resistive-capacitive circuit most of the measurements were carried 
out at 50V dc. Capacitance values ranged from 0.0001pF to 1iF and the 
series resistors were increased from 0.1 ohms up to values for which 
further increase produced no measurable change in the contact erosion. A 
few experiments were also carried out at 350V dc. 
3.5 Preparation of the test contacts 
In order to define the contact geometry, one of the pair of contacts 
was polished approximately hemispherically and the other was polished flat. 
As measurements of the erosion shape were made using a profile measuring 
instrument it was necessary to obtain an extremely flat surface on one of 
the contacts since any slight curvature would be grossly exaggerated by the 
profilometer and render measurement of the relatively small amount of 
erosion difficult,. Adequate flatness was achieved by mounting six contacts 
in a flat-surfaced, stainless steel jig and then polishing the whole 
assembly. The hemispherical surface was obtained by holding the contact in 
a rotating chuck, obtaining the approximate shape required using emery, paper, 
and then polishing to give a final surface. The contacts were polished with 
alumina until a shiny, scratch-free surface was obtained. Any powder or dust 
particles were carefully wiped off and any grease was removed by washing in 
iso-propyl alcohol. The contacts were then allowed to dry before being 
mounted in the test apparatus. The contacts were never stored but were 
alwgys polished and cleaned immediately before each test, the same procedure 
being used throughout the investigation. 
Other cleaning methods such as cleaning with a glow discharge in 
hydrogen or vacuum baking indicated that contacts prepared in the manner 
described above were not subject to gross contamination. 
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3.6 Test procedure 
Immediately after being prepared in the manner described in the previous 
section the test contacts were placed in the test apparatus. Satisfactory, 
stable switching, determined by using a monitoring oscilloscope, was 
obtained at a low voltage before the bell-jar was placed over the test 
contacts. The monitoring oscilloscope was found to have negligible effect 
on the phenomena accompanying switching. Moreover, it was always connected 
in circuit so that the circuit conditions during the investigation were the 
same throughout. The system was then pumped down to a pressure less than 
1mm I1g and twice flushed through with the particular ambient gas being used 
before being filled. The test contacts were then operated a specified 
number of times. Most of the tests were carried out for 90x103 operations, 
although they could be shorter than this; the erosion rate was independent 
of the number of switching operations for values between 103 and 100x103. 
At the end of a test run the contacts were removed from the apparatus 
and examined under an optical microscope. The rate of material transferred 
to or from the flat electrode, which was usually made the cathode was then 
measured by the method described in the next chapter. 
Tests were usually repeated twice unless the spread of individual values 
was large, when they were repeated more times. 
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CHAPTER 4- MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUME OF TRANSF I RF]) MATERIAL 
Summary 
This chapter introduces the terms "contact erosion" and "material 
transfer" and briefly discusses the principal methods used for measuring 
these quantities. The principle and technique used in this work are then 
described. 
4.1 Introduction 
When the switching of electrical contacts is accompanied by electrical 
discharges damage to the electrode surfaces -usually occurs. If the 
currents being switched are limited to less than about 10A the contact 
damage appears as a pip on one electrode and a corresponding crater in the 
other. However, if the currents being switched are much greater than this 
some loss of material by evaporation from the electrode system may also 
occur. The general term "erosion" embraces both of the conditions but 
under the first condition the electrodes are usually said to exhibit 
"material transfer". For practical purposes the contact erosion in low- 
current circuits can be determined by calculating the rate of material 
transferred at each operation. In this work this is taken to be the amount 
of material transferred to or from the cathode. 
4.2 Summary of methods used to measure material transfer 
Three main methods of measuring transfer have been used up to the 
present time. These will now be described and a brief assessment of their 
relative merits made. 
4.2.1 Gravimetric method 
One of the early methods of measuring transfer employed a 
gravimetric technique. 
This 
involves weighing the contacts with a micro- 
balance before and after a large number of switching operations. Even 
with substantial currents, of the order of 10A, the amount of material 
transferred during each operation is small and in order to measure the 
amount of transfer a large number of operations (^'105 - 106) is required. 
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Another disadvantage of this method is that it only measured the net 
amount of transfer to or from an electrode. This method also assumes 
that the amount of transfer varies linearly with the number of operations. 
This has been found to be true for circuits where moderate arcing occurs 
but not for nominally resistive circuits. 
4.2.2: Optical method 
13,2T 2V Other workers have measured material 
transfer by an optical 
method. This involves the determination of the transferred prominence by 
means of a microscope and the pip height or the crater depth together with 
the diameter of the erosion area are measured. The volume of the material 
transferred is then determined by assuming the erosion to be an 
ellipsoidal shape of volume, 
?C d1 d2h/2 + 7C h3/6 -----------7 
where d1 and d2 are two perpendicular diameters and his the maximum pip 
height or crater depth. This technique suffers from the same disadvantages 
as the gravimetric method. Moreover, it assumes that the erosion takes the 
form of a geometrical shape the volume of which can be calculated with 
reasonable accuracy and this is not always the case. 
4.2.3 Radioactive-trace method 
A third method of measuring transfer utilising a radio-active 
tracer technique was first used at Swansea University in 1955 and has 
subsequently been used by many workers. 
9 In this method one of the contact 
members is made radioactive and then operated against the other non-radio- 
active member. The amount of material that has been transferred from the 
radioactive electrode to the other is found by measuring the activity of 
the latter. This method is more sensitive than the other methods described 
and the number of operations necessary for a measurement of transfer can 
therefore be substantially reduced. It also has the further advantage that 
the actual migration of material from one electrode to the other as 
distinct from the net transfer is measured. 
ý"ý,. 
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4.3 Discussion of method required in this work 
In this investigation the currents being switched are mu--i smaller than 
those for which transfer measurements have already been made and the 
magnitudes of transferred material have sometimes been found to be very 
small. Moreover, the erosion does not usually take the form of a simple 
geometrical shape. It is clear that the first two methods of transfer 
measurement described above are unsatisfactory. The radioactive traG-er 
method is sufficiently sensitive but does not provide information about the 
shape of the eroded areas. For the purpose of this study it was required 
to compare the net rates of material transferred over a wide range of 
conditions. It was also required to study the shape of the eroded area in 
some detail particularly the heights of the pips and the depths of the 
craters. It was considered that a profile measuring technique could be used. 
However, in most of the circuits considered the erosion produced by a single 
switching operation was too small to be easily measured. Moreover, it was 
also required to consider the accumulative effects of transfer. Measurements 
of the net volume of material transferred from one electrode to the other 
were therefore measured after a fixed number of operations, normally 90 x 103. 
(A preliminary investigation showed that the average rate of transfer was 
independent of the number of switching operations over the range 9x 103 to 
9x 105). A Talysurf 4 profile measuring instrument was used to measure the 
volume of material transferred after a known number of switching operations. 
4.4 Description of Profile Measuring Equipment 
The Taylor-Hobson Talysurf 4 makes use of a pyramid shaped diamond 
stylus to trace the profile of surface irregularities. A flat shoe is used 
to provide a datum and a pick-up arm carrying the stylus and the shoe is 
traversed across the surface by means of a motorised drive unit, the shoe 
trAvelling. 
on a flat reference surface. By using an inductive transducer 
the up and down movements of the stylus, relative to the shoe, are converted 
into corresponding changes in electric current. The resulting sisal is 
amplified and the profile of the surface being examined is reproduced on an 
enlarged scale on a chart recorder. The diamond stylus has a tip dimension 
of 2.5 x 103mm and bears on the specimen with a force of about 100mg. The 
tip will reach to the bottom of most scratch marks more than 5x 15-3mm wide 
and will often give a fair representation of narrower ones. The instrument 
can produce horizontal magnifications of X20 and 
X100. For the measurements 
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made in this work a horizontal magnification of X100 was used whilst the 
vertical magnification was varied from X500 to X5000 depending on the size 
of the erosion being measured. The quoted overall accuracy is 3 per cent 
of full scale deflection for any magnification 
4.5 Technique of measurement of volume of transferred material 
Consider the figure shown in Fig 4.1 in which a00 a1"..... an are the 
cross-sectional areas at small intervals, x apart. The volume of v1 of 
of element 1 is given by : 
V1 =2 (ao + a1). x 
similarly V2 =1 dal + a2). x and so on 
The total volume V is therefore given by : 
v C(ao 
+ an) + (a, + a2 + ..... + an -j 
x 
and if a0 = an = 0, then 
nn-1 
V=' ------------5 a 
n=1n 
Therefore if the cross-sections of the erosion pips or craters are measured 
the volume can be readily measured. The series of scans were made at fixed 
intervals and by estimating the areas of each of the profiles (alp a20 .... * 
an-1) the volume of material transferred to or from the particular contact 
could be determined. 
4.6 The accuracy of a volume measurement using the Talysurf 4 
It was first required to determine the most suitable number of profile 
scans to provide an accurate measurement of the volume of transferred 
material. This was done by varying the number of scans made on a particular 
sample from 3 to 25 and calculating the volume of the prominence for each 
set of scans. The results are plotted in Fig 4.2 which shows that the 
variation in values resulting from the use of a number of scans greater than 
6 is very small, i. e. a few per cent. On this basis it was decided to use 
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4.6.1 The accuracy of a single volume measurement 
The accuracy of a particular volume measurement is determined 
by two factors. The first is the accuracy of measurements of profile areas 
made with the Talysurf instrument. The second is governed by observer 
error in adjusting the distance between each scan. 
The first factor can be considered briefly. The Talysurf profile- 
measuring instrument was calibrated regularly and in practice was found to 
retain its accuracy between checks. The quoted maximum error in a vertical 
reading was 3 percent of maximum deflection. The horizontal error was not 
quoted but it is likely to be of the same order. The profile on the chart 
recorder was used to estimate cross-sectional areas as explained in 
Section 4.5. Both horizontal and vertical error come into an area measure- 
ment so that the maximum error in area would be about 6 per cent. Since the 
area is estimated by counting squares in a graphical chart there is also 
an error by the observer. However, it is considered that this is small. 
The volume measurement was assessed in more detail. Eight different 
sets of seven scans were made across the same prominence, the specimen being 
rotated through about 22 °before each new scan was made. The results are 
shown in Appendix 1. The mean value of the eight readings was 266.5 
± 3.5ö. 
The standard error, O', was 5.51 and the standard deviation was 2 
(8 observations). 
It is concluded that the maximum possible error in a volume measurement 
is approximately 1 o. However, most observations are probably subjected to 
a smaller error than this. 
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CHAPTER 5- BASIC STUDY WITH SILVER CONTACTS OPERATED IN AIR 
Summary : 
This chapter describes the results obtained during a study of 
the 
electrical erosion accompanying the switching of a pair of silver 
contacts in air. A wide range of circuit parameters, many representative 
of those likely to be met in practice, have been considered. It is shown 
that erosion in the form of a pip on one electrode and a crater in the 
other occurs primarily at the breaking of inductive circuits and also, 
although not necessarily the same in detail, at the making of capacitive 
circuits. However, emphasis has been placed on studying phanomena 
occuring at the breaking of inductive circuits. The physical appearance 
of the eroded contacts has been studied in depth making particular use of 
a Talysurf profile measuring instrument and a scanning electron 
microscope. A detailed oscillographic study of the discharges 
accompanying switching has been carried out using a high speed oscillo- 
scope. The erosion results are discussed qualitatively in terms of the 
discharge characteristics and the circuit parameters making use of the 
concepts introduced in Chapter 2. 
5.1 Introduction 
Material transfer measurements carried out in the past have 
concentrated on circuits switching currents up to about 15A. Little or 
no quantitative data is available for circuits switching currents below 
1A. Although sustained arcing may not occur when such currents are 
broken, if there is sufficient inductance in the circuit the voltage 
across the contacts at break may exceed the raschen minimum causing break- 
down of the contact gap. Short duration transient discharges will then 
occur with consequent erosion of the contacts. Mar practical relays 
switch currents below 1A and experiments indicate that with these devices 
the erosion resulting from a large number of operatbns may be considerable. 
Moreover, the local capacitance can be discharged through the contacts at 
closure. 
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A study of the phenomena occurring under low current conditions 
was therefore carried out. Since silver is probably the most widely 
used contact material for light-duty applications, it was selected as 
the most suitable contact material for these studies. Moreover, 
because plating can introduce many additional v'ariablest it was 
decided 
to limit the work to solid silver. 
5.2 Erosion results with silver contacts in air in inductive circuits 
In general after a number of switching operations the erosion of the 
anode and cathode were complementary, so that when the cathode grew a pip 
the anode exhibited a matching crater. Erosion measurements were 
therefore made on the cathode only and are expressed as net cathode gain 
or loss per operation. This has been shown experimentally to be 
approximately equal to the anode loss or gain. The number of switching 
operations performed with the inductive circuits was 90x103 except for 
those conditions which gave the largest amounts of erosion when the 
number was reduced to 30x103. The total transfer was found to be 
proportional to the number of operations at least up to 90x103, For the 
inductive circuits erosion measurements were made at 6V, 12V and 24V dc 
for currents of approximately 0.1A. 0.25A and 1. OA. The circuit 
inductances ranged from 0.6pH up to about 400mH, the upper limit being 
dependent on the current. In this basic study the erosion occurring at 
make and the erosion occurring at break were examined separately by 
making use of a pair of auxiliary contacts connected in parallel with the 
test contacts as described in Chapter 3. 
TABLE 
.1 Cathode gain at break for resistive circuits 
in (mm3x10 
9 
per op ) 
CURRENT 
0.1A 0.25A 1. OA 
VOLTAGE 
6V -0.02 -0.02 0.54 
12V -0.09 0.01 0.54 
24V -0.04 = .0 1.64 
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5.2.1 Erosion results in nominally resistive circuits 
The mean results of these measurements of the erosion at 
break for nominally resistive circuits are shown in Table 5.1. The 
circuit inductance for these tests was the residual value of 0.6jiii. 
The erosion and material transfer was small for currents of 0.1A and 
0.25A at all three voltages. A pip with an adjacent crater was visible 
on both electrodes and the net transfer to the cathode was sometimes 
zero or even negative. The spread of individual results was greatest 
at low currents. Similar observations have been made previously for 
gold contacts switching low current, low inductance circuits. ( 27 ). 
For circuit currents of 1. OA, the erosion was more clearly defined and 
the spread of individual results was smaller. The cathode gained 
material in the form of a symmetrical spiky pip, while the anode 
generally exhibited a complementary crater. The cathode gain per break 
operation was practically the same for the 6V and 12V circuits, but was 
about three times larger than this value in the 24V dc circuits. 
Little or no erosion occurred at make for any of the currents and 
voltages considered. Small blemishes were sometimes observed on the 
contacts used to make the circuit but these were extremely slight and 
the erosion was very small compared to that observed at break. 
5.2.2 Erosion results at break for inductive circuits 
The mean results of the erosion measurements for inductive 
circuits at break are shown in Figs 5.1,5.2 and 5.3. Since the circuit 
inductance is a measure of the energy available at a given current, 
material transfer measurements were plotted as a function of inductance. 
For inductance values up to about 2mH in the 0.1A circuits both 
electrodes exhibited a pip and a crater although there was usually a net 
gain of material by the cathode. It was also found that the cathode pip 
increased in size whereas the adjacent crater decreased with increasing 
inductance. With further increases in inductance, up to 100mH, the 
erosion took the form of a cathode pip and an anode crater which were 
almost exactly complementary. The net cathode gain increased steadily 
with inductance, and its magnitude was approximately the same for each 
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of the three voltages. For inductances greater than 100mH, the transfer 
to the cathode took the form of a raised ridge with a central crater 
indicating that some loss was occurring from the cathode, although the 
net transfer to the cathode was positive. Moreover, the magnitude of 
the amount transferred was still increasing as the circuit inductance was 
increased (see Fig 5.1). In these high inductance circuits the 
magnitudes of cathode loss and cathode gain varied considerably from test 
to test and so there was a large spread of values of net cathode gain, a 
spread of 
±50% 
or more being frequently observed. 
With currents of 0.25A and with the lower values of circuit 
inductance the cathode exhibited a net gain of material although both 
electrodes showed a pip and a crater. The cathode exhibited a net gain 
of material for inductances up to 20mH, for the dc circuits and about 1mH 
for the 12V and 24V dc circuits (Fig 5.2. ) For circuit inductances above 
these values the cathode exhibited a net loss of material and the cathode 
erosion took the form of a crater with a raised rim around it. As with 
the 0.1A circuits, the spread of individual results was considerable under 
these conditions. 
In the 1. OA circuits the variation of material transfer with 
inductance was similar to that in the 0.25A circuits, with cathode gain 
occurring at low values of inductances and cathode loss at high values 
(Fig 5.3). The values of inductance at which the changeover occurred 
were lower 
, however, 
than for the 0.25A circuits, being 100p11,40pH and 
20µH for the 6V, 12V and 24V dc circuits respectively. Values of cathode 
loss of over 100x10-9 mm3 per operation were observed with an inductance 
of 20m11. This is much greater than the cathode loss observed in the 0.25A 
circuits and very much greater than the maximum values of cathode gain of 
up to 1 . 5x10 
9mm3 
per operation which were observed for both the 0.25A and 
1-OA circuits. 
5.2.3 Erosion results at make for inductive circuits 
The erosion at make was small for all the test conditions but 
was not always insignificant. The spread of individual results was very 
large, with some values several times greater than others, and'the erosion 




















The material transferred formed a craggy, uneven pip and the amount 
tended to increase with circuit inductance. However, since the 
capacitances of the larger coils were greater than those of the smaller 
ones it is likely that the tendency for the make erosion to increase 
with increasing inductance was actually the result of the increasing 
capacitance of the circuit. Nevertheless, since the break erosion also 
increased with increasing inductance the make erosion was always much 
smaller than the break erosion. The wide difference between individual 
results precluded, however, any exact analysis of the observed behaviour. 
5.2.4 The effect of increasing the coil capacitance on 
the erosion at break 
The capacitances of the inductance coils varied from about 
50pF to 150pF and so a preliminary investigation was carried out with the 
24V dc, 1. OA circuit to determine the effect on the erosion at break of 
adding a capacitance in parallel with the coil. It was found that adding 
capacitances of 200pF and 500pF bad no measurable effect and even with a 
capacitance of 0.01jF added the magnitude of the erosion, although 
reduced at higher values of inductance, was still large (see Fig 5.4). 
Measurements made in the 0.1A and 0.25A circuits also showed that the 
addition of a capacitance of 500pF across the inductive load did not 
measurably alter the erosion at break. The small variations in coil 
capacitance were therefore considered to be unlikely to significantly 
affect the erosion produced at break. 
During this study it was found that the value of the added resistance 
in the capacitive discharge circuit could be important. In the test 
circuits considered above with capacitance added across the coil a series 
resistance of at least 20 ohms was usually connected in series with the 
discharging capacitance Pig 5.5(a)). However, if the additional 
capacitance was connected across both the inductance and current limiting 
resistance the local capacitance is discharged directly through the test 
contacts and the initial discharge current could be considerable. This 
latter condition more closely resembles the practical case in as much as 
the inductive load is also the current-limiting resistor of the circuits 
and its capacitance is discharged through the contacts (Fig; 5.5(b)). 
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Some erosion studies made in the past have failed to include the 
effects of differences in the circuit capacitance and this may explain 
different experimental results under apparently similar circuit conditions. 
5.3 Erosion results in resistive-capacitive circuits at make 
Although material transfer measurements for series resistive- 
capacitive circuits have been carried out for a fairly wide range of 
circuit parameters the results presented in this thesis will be limited 
to 50V dc circuits. This is because there is already a considerable 
amount of information on the erosion occurring under these conditions. 
However, it is necessary to consider the erosion occurring at make in 
these circuits for comparison with the break erosion and also for 
comparing the make erosion in different gaseous ambients. 
In the resistive-capacitive circuits considered the material transfer 
at break was small for all the voltages used and did not usually exceed 
0.1X10-9 mm3 per operation. The erosion occurring at /make in 6V and 
12V dc circuits was also small even for a 1. OpF capacitance being 
mm discharged through a 0.1ohm series resistance again being about 0.1x1O 
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per operation. However, in circuits switching 24V dc and above the 
transfer at make could be considerable. (See also Ref 2. ). 
5.3.1 The variation of material transfer at make with 
capacitance and resistance in 50V dc circuits 
Capacitance values ranged from 0.005pF to 1.0µF and 
resistances ranged from 0. lohms to 30ohms. The general results showed 
that the rate of material transfer to the cathode increased with 
increasing capacitance but decreased with increasing values of resistance. 
The variation of material transfer rate with capacitance at 50V dc 
is shown in Fig 5.6. It can be seen that, in general, the cathode gain 
increased as the capacitance was increased, this effect being most marked 
for the smaller values of series resistance. It can also be seen that 
with the 1. OpF capacitance the net cathode gain was smaller with a 0.1ohm 
series resistor than with a 1.0ohm resistor. This is contrary to the 
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observations with lower values of capacitance. Fig 5.7 shows the 
variation of material transfer with resistance and this shows that the 
rate of cathode gain decreases approximately exponentially with 
increasing resistance except for small values of resistance in high 
capacitance circuits. 
5.4 Visual observations of transferred material 
A study of the physical appearance of the eroded contacts has been 
carried out and this has been done in two ways. The relative heights 
and depths of the pips and craters and their steepnesses have been 
compared under different conditions. Secondly, the appearance and 
structure of the transferred material and the eroded regions have been 
examined in detail. 
5.4.1 The appearance of the eroded contacts in induötive circuits 
With currents of approximately 0.1A in a resistive circuit a 
small pip with a crater adjacent to it was observed on both electrodes 
and the shape of the erosion was therefore assymetrical. As the inductance 
in the circuit was increased the erosion became better defined and took the 
form of a pip on the cathode with a corresponding crater in the anode. The 
size of the cathode pip increased steadily with inductance up to a value of 
about 200mH. At this inductance the pip was surrounded by a roughened 
circle, then by a ring of more finely structured surface and next by a 
roughened annulus whose diameter was several times greater than that of the 
base of the pip. The whole of this eroded area was surrounded by a blue 
annulus. The appearance of the anode erosion was similar except that the 
main area of erosion formed a crater instead of a pip and the outer annulus 
was coloured black instead of blue. A typical cathode is shown in Fig 5.8. 
For inductance increases from about 200mH up to 400mH, examined in the 
24V dc circuit, the roughened outer annulus on the cathode increased in 
height and extended inwards towards the pip, the centre of which gradually 
became eroded away to form a crater. The net cathode gain, however, 




The erosion of contacts breaking 0.25A in a resistive circuit was 
again in the form of a small pip and adjacent crater on both electrodes. 
As the inductance was increased the pip became first tall and spiky, 
corresponding to the range of increasing cathode gain but subsequently 
flattened out again as the cathode gain started to decrease. For still 
higher values of inductance, for example above 2mH in the 24V circuit, 
the pip was eroded away and was replaced by a shallow crater with a 
raised annulus around it. The diameter of this annulus was several 
times that of the crater (Fig 5.9). As the inductance was further 
increased the ridged annulus increased in height and extended inwards to 
the crater, which simultaneously increased in depth. The coloured annuli 
also appeared, a blue one predominating on the cathode and a black one on 
the anode. The net transfer in this range, however, was very variable 
(see Fig 5.10). 
In the 1. OA circuits a pip was formed on the cathode and a crater 
on the anode, even for the lowest inductance. The pip was tall, steep- 
sided and symmetrical and the crater was complementary to this. As with 
the 0.25A circuits the height of the cathode pip decreased and its base 
broadened as the inductance-was increased until in the 12V and 24V 
circuits with 30pH inductance the eroded area was almost flat and the 
net volume of transferred material about zero. The cathode pip was 
replaced by a shallow crater increasing in diameter and depth as the 
inductance was further increased and a blue colourating surrounded the 
crater for inductances in excess of 100}iH. The whole surface of the 
contact gradually became more roughened. This pattern of behaviour is 
shown in Figs 5.11 - 5.14. The variations of pip height or crater depth 
and erosion steepness with inductance are shown in Figs 5.15 and 5.16. 
Erosion steepness is defined by the ratio, pip height or crater depth to 
erosion diamter. Comparison of these results with the erosion curves 
(Pig 5.3)- shows that the cathode pip is both tallest and steepest 
at the maximum value of cathode gain. 
The scanning electron microscope has been used to obtain more details 
of the structure of the eroded surfaces in other circuits. Fig 5.17(a) 
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Fig 5.17(b) shows the inside of this crater at a much greater 
magnification, and this suggests that the surface consists of flattened 
droplets of metal which have condensed on it. Fig 5.17(c) shows the 
area beyond the main crater. The small craters shown are less than 0.5}lm 
in diameter and are probably caused by single discharges. The anode 
erosion is shown in Fig 5.18. It can be seen that droplets of'molten 
metal have been deposited on the central part of the eroded area which' 
is a flat pip (Fig 5.18(b)). Purther, the electrode surface beyond the 
central pip is covered with a fine deposit which may be silver removed 
from the cathode by evaporation (Fig 5.18(c)). 
After a few operations in a high inductance 1. OA circuit the cathode 
exhibited a large number of tiny craters (see Fig 5.19). Moreover, the 
eroded area was greater than that of the anode. The anode exhibited a 
few small granules of metal. The form of the anode erosion in low 
inductance circuits where arcs of relatively short duration occurred is 
illustrated in Fig 5.20. It can be seen that metal has melted to form a 
crater and that some of the molten metal has been deposited as a rim 
around the crater. The cathode exhibited small droplets of metal and a 
smaller crater. It is shown in the next section that the erosion 
occurring when a capacitance is discharged at closure is the same form as 
that described above. 
5.4.2 The appearance of the eroded contacts in capacitive circuits 
In the 50V dc circuits the erosion took the form of a pip on 
the cathode and a crater on the anode. In a 1pF, lohm circuit the pip 
built up on the cathode after a large number of operations was very large. 
It was craggy in appearance but symmetrical. As the resistance was 
increased or the capacitance decreased the pip became smaller and flatter, 
the rate of diminution becoming more rapid as the resistance became larger 
or the capacitance smaller. For small values of capacitance (< 0.01pF) 
the erosion was less well defined and flatter. It was found that for a 
0.1ohm resistance with the 1pP capacitance the erosion was much flatter 
and more spread out than would be expected from the other results. The 
initial discharge current in this circuit is high and melting and 
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erosion for the lowest value of series resistance, 0.1ohm, is shown 
in Pigs 5.21 and 5.22, for one of the lower values of capacitance and 
for the highest value used respectively. It can be seen that there is 
always some material splashed around the edges of the pips and that 
the pips appear to be formed from individual granules of metal, the 
sizes of the granules increasing with increasing values of capacitance. 
In attempting to present a clearer picture of the phenomena 
occurring at make it is useful to examine the erosion resulting from 
single switching operations. Fig 5.23 shows scanning electron micro- 
scope photographs of the anode erosion resulting from a 1. OPF 
capacitance charged to 50V dc discharging once through a 0.1ohm 
resistance. It can be seen that violent melting has taken place and a 
crater has formed in the anode with material'being deposited around the 
crater rim. The short duration arc discharges occurring under these 
conditions are essentially a bombardment of the anode by a high energy 
beam of electrons emitted from the cathode. This is likely to lead to 
rapid heating, melting and probably some vaporisation of the anode 
material such that a pool of molten metal is formed in the anode. Some 
of the molten material is displaced from the pool, and deposited around 
its edges possibly as a result of the pressure produced by the electron 
beam (28).. Some proportion of this displaced material must also be 
deposited on the cathode since that electrode gains material after a 
number of switching operations. Examination of the cathode showed small 
droplets of metal surrounding a crater-like eroded region that was 
smaller in area than that observed on the anode. Measurements of the 
volume of a single discharge crater have been carried out for the larger 
craters and show that the volume of the crater is much greater than the 
average rate of transfer per operation under the same circuit conditions. 
Moreover, it was found that the volume of material deposited as a rim 
around the crater was approximately equal to that of the crater. Thus 
it appears that under these conditions only a relatively small fraction 
of the whole material that is melted is actually transferred to the 
cathode. 
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5.5 Oscillographic observations in inductive circuits 
An essential part in explaining the erosion occurring with switching 
contacts requires an investigation of the electrical discharge phenomena 
that accompany switching. A detailed oscillographic study has therefore 
been made of the discharges occurring at make and break in the circuits 
used for the erosion measurements. The instrument used for this study 
was a Tektronix 555 or 556 high speed oscilloscope which has already been 
described in Chapter 3. 
In order to observe the voltage behaviour the oscilloscope was 
connected across the test contacts. The current through the contacts was 
observed by connecting the oscilloscope across a non-inductive series 
resistor of known value, usually the current-limiting resistor of the 
circuit. 
5.5.1 Observations at the making of inductive circuits 
No discharges were observed at circuit make and this finding 
was supported by the erosion measurements which showed the make erosion 
to be extremely small. This is to be expected since the capacitance in 
these circuits was small being between 50pF and 150pF. It will be shown 
later that these observations are consistent with those made at the 
making of R-C circuits of much greater energy. 
5.5.2 The voltage across the contacts at break 
As the switching contacts separated the voltage across them 
was observed to increase slowly to about 0.4V. The circuit was then 
broken and the voltage across the contacts increased rapidly. However, 
sometimes the initial contact voltage continued to increase beyond 0.4V 
reaching about 0.7 - 0.8V before the contacts separated. In this latter 
case there was usually a discontinuity in the rate of voltage rise and 
this appeared at about 0.4V (See Fig 5.24). These observations can most 
readily be interpreted by making use of the )'- 0 theorem (Q) which 
relates the electric potential in a current-carrying constriction to the 
temperature in it, relative to the bulk contacts, by the following 
approximate expression , 
T_2 -T 
2= 



































In this expression V is the potential (volts) across the 
constriction, Tm is the maximum temperature in the constriction and T0 
(°K) is the temperature of the bulk metal, usually that of the ambient. 
By using this expression the temperature behaviour in a current-carrying 
constriction during the initial separation phase can be explained. As 
the contacts start to separate the current-carrying area is decreased 
and its resistance is increased. The temperature in the constriction 
increases due to joule heating. This is accompanied by an increase in 
the contact voltage. Eventually melting occurs and a liquid metal bridge 
is drawn out between the separating contacts. Putting To = 300°K and 
m=0.4V and 0.8V in turn the above expression gives T=m 1230°K and 
2500°K respectively, which are in good agreemeniwith the melting and 
boiling temperatures of silver. Thus the observations suggested that 
although a molten bridge is sometimes formed circuit rupture occurs 
usually when the current-carrying constriction melts. 
It was sometimes found that the circuit was remade after the first 
voltage rise. This suggests that more than one molten metal bridge can 
occur at break ( 2( ). This particular phenomena will be discussed in 
detail in the next chapter. 
When the contacts finally separated the voltage across them 
increased to a maximum before being followed by circuit oscillations, 
provided that no gap breakdown or discharges occurred. The value of the 
voltage maximum VM is determined by the inductance and capacitance of 
the circuit and it can be shown that V is given approximately by M... ý 
VM = IB(R + (L/C)3) --------- ý(ý 
In the above equation R is the circuit resistance, L is the circuit 
inductance, C is the circuit capacitance and IB is the current broken. 
IB in turn is given by IB = (E- Vb)/R where E is the supply voltage and 
Vb is the circuit rupture voltage, usually 0.4V. 
VM has been plotted against L1 in Fig 5.25 which shows that the 
maximum voltage across the contacts at break is proportional to the square 
root of the circuit inductance. Further, the slopes of the curves for the 
three currents broken, (III) are approximately in the same ratios of the 
current values. Fig 5.26 shows how the values of Vrt calculated from the 
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above equation compare with observed values when the capacitance connected 
across the coil was deliberately varied. Considering that the equation is 
approximate the agreement is reasonable for values of VM up to about 300V. 
For values greater than this the gap between the separating contacts 
breaks down. The discharge phenomena which then take place are described 
in the next section. 
5.5.3 Discharge phenomena at the breaking of inductive circuits 
Three types of discharge could be distinguished during the 
study of the voltage transients across the contacts at break. Capacitive 
breakdowns sometimes called "showering discharges", because of their 
appearance on an oscilloscope screen, occurred if the circuit inductance 
was sufficient to cause the contact voltage to exceed 300 - 400V. This 
type of discharge predominated in inductive circuits switching 0.1A and 
0.25A. If the inductive energy was sufficient a glow discharge followed 
the capacitive breakdowns. In circuits breaking currents greater than 
approximately 0.25A a low-voltage arc discharge occurred immediately after 
break and therefore preceded the capacitive breakdowns and glow discharge. 
Showering discharges are characterised by a rapid sequence of 
charging and discharging of the local capacitance appearing across the 
contacts, (see Fig 5.27). The local capacitance is charged to about 300V 
at a rate which depends on the circuit capacitance and the resistance 
between the capacitance and the contacts. When the charging voltage 
reaches the Paschen minimum for air, the voltage decays abruptly as the 
capacitance is discharged to about 12 - 15V when an are of extremely short 
duration (typically about 10 
7s) 
is ignited. If the resistance of the 
discharging circuit is low then after arc extinction the voltage across 
the contacts oscillated about zero and sometimes breaks down in the 
negative direction resulting in an arc in the reverse direction to that of 
the first. The frequency of voltage oscillation depended on the 
capacitance and inductance of the discharge circuit, the inductance being 
that of the wiring in the discharge circuit. 
ý9ý1ý 
If the resistance in series with the coil, with which most of the 
circuit capacitance is associated, was sufficiently large there were no 
voltage oscillations following breakdown and in this case a single arc 
followed each breakdown (see Fig 5.28). The duration of the arc 
following a capacitive breakdown depended on the value of circuit 
capacitance and although variable was approximately proportional to the 
capacitance value. 
Fig 5.29 shows in detail a feature that is usually observed. After 
the rising voltage at break has reached a maximum it decreases slightly 
and then remains constant at about 340V for approximately lusec before 
decreasing abruptly. This suggests that a glow discharge is formed 
prior to voltage breakdown across the gap, i. e. that glow-to-arc 
transitions are occurring. The breakdown to a low-voltage arc is 
clearly shown in Fig 5.29. On some 'occasions a glow could be sustained 
for a considerable period between capacitive breakdowns (see Fig 5.30). 
It was observed that breakdown occasionally occurred for voltages below 
the Paschen minimum, notably in low inductance circuits. It is possible 
that this may be due to field or thermionic processes in a very small gap, 
or may result from ionisation of bridge material in the gap which will 
provide a discharge path when the gap is extremely small and the rate of 
voltage rise high, or a combination of these processes. 
In general for the inductive circuits considered the energy 
available at cimrent break under low current conditions (I < 0.25A) was 
insufficient to produce a sustained arc when breakdown did occur so that 
the discharge was rapidly extinguished. This is also true because the 
minimum current necessary for arcing is about 0.25A. The local capacitance 
was charged up again and this resulted in a second breakdown. This sequence 
of capacitive charging and discharging continued until the charging current 
was too small to charge the capacitance to the breakdown value which 
usually increased as the contact separation increased (see Fig 5.27). Such 
breakdowns were also observed in high-energy circuits following extinction 
of the low-voltage arc since although the current was insufficient to 
maintain the arc it was still capable of charging the local capacitance to 
a high voltage. Any available energy remaining after discharges was 
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When the inductive energy was greater than approximately 100PJ a 
sustained glow discharge occurred after the multiple capacitive breakdowns. 
This discharge was a diffuse purple colour and usually ignited at about 
300V. The glow voltage first decreased rapidly to about 280V and then 
decreased only slowly until the glow extinguished, when the remaining 
energy was dissipated in circuit oscillations at the natural frequency 
(see Fig 5.31). A simple expression for the glow discharge duration can be 
deduced on the assumption that the discharge dissipates the total 
available stored energy, ILIB2. This assumption is approximately true if 
no sustained arcing precedes the glow since the total energy dissipated 
in capacitive breakdowns is usually only a small fraction of the total 
available energy. It is shown in appendix 2 that when the current decays 
linearly with time during the glow discharge, its duration T9 is given by, 
Tg = LIB/Vg ------------It 
where Vg is the glow discharge voltage (assumed constant). Thus the glow 
discharge duration should be proportional to both the current broken, IB0 
and the inductance L and this was generally confirmed by observations 
(see Tables 5.1 - 5.3). In general when the circuit current exceeded 
approximately 0.25A low-voltage arcs occurred before the glow discharge 
ignited. These were observed in the 1. OA circuits for all values of 
inductance except with 0.6pH in the 6V and 12V dc circuits. They also 
occurred in the 0.25A circuits with inductances greater than 263J1H at 12V 
and 24V dc. Once established the voltage of the arc discharge remained 
approximately constant at about 12V although the mean voltage tended to 
increase slightly if the arc duration was greater than about 1O0xsec 
(Pig 5.32). The arc was sometimes interrupted by a high voltage transient 
followed by breakdown and reignition of the are (Fig 5.33) or it could be 
followed by a glow discharge. 
Since the circuit inductance determines the rate of current decay at 
break and because an arc requires a certain minimum current for its 
maintainence it would be expected that the arc duration would depend on 
the value of the circuit inductance. This has been found to be the case 
in the past in the current range 2- 15A where the arc duration was shown 
to be directly proportional to the inductance ( II ). This linear 
relationship is demonstrated for the 1. OA circuit in Fig 5.34 where the 
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However, it was found that the linear relationship did not hold for 
inductances greater than 2mH. Warham11 has-shown that the -' 
duration of the arc occurring at the break of an inductive circuit is 
given by the following expression, 
tA= L/R loge(VA vb)/(VA-E+RIe) '------ --12 
where VA is the mean arcing voltage, E is the supply voltage and Ie is 
the arc extinction current. Values of arc duration calculated from this 
expression are in reasonable agreement with observed values. It is 
likely that the failure of the above expression at inductances greater 
than 2mH is because the arc cannot be sustained across the increasing 
contact gap and therefore extinguishes. This suggestion is 
substantiated by the observation that for are durations greater than 
about 100psec the arc extinction current is increased, a feature which 
predominates in the high inductance 24V dc circuits. 
Comparison of the mean are durations at the three voltages in 1. OA 
circuits shows that while the arc duration for a given inductance in 
the 6V and 12V circuits are similar, the arc is maintained for a longer 
time in the 24V circuit. This is not surprising since in this circuit 
the battery voltage alone is capable of supporting an arc if there is 
sufficient current whereas in the 6V and 12V circuits the arc is 
maintained largely by the circuit inductance. 
It was also observed that in 1A circuits where sustained arcing 
occurred the glow was shorter in duration that predicted by the expression 
Tg = LIB 
9 
This will be discussed later. 
A summary of the discharges described in this section is given in 
Tables 5.2 - 5.4. 
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TABLE 5.2 Type of discharge and average duration in 6V dc circuit 
Approximate 
break current 
0.1A 0.25A 1. OA 
Inductance S* G* A* S G A S G A 
o. 6iH 
2.0pH 0.111s 
5. OpH 0.2}is 
7.2pH 0.3)is 
12.61H 0.6}ßs 
30.6pH 1 . 51is 
74.6}iH Yes 3.5}ßs 
110µH Yes 5.01is 
2631H Yes Yes 15.0µs 
2mH Yes Yes Yes 2}is 80ps 
20mH Yes Yes 18}ßs 4µs 50}ßs 100µs 
97.3mH Yes 14118 Yes 80}ßs 15}ßs 
205mH Yes 22}ßs 
*S = showering discharge; G= glow discharge; A= arc discharge 
99ýý 
TABLE 5.3 Type of discharge and average duration in 12V dc circuit 
Approximate 
reak current 
0.1A 0.25A 1. OA 
Inductance S* G* * S G A S G A 
0.631H 





74.6}111 Yes 3.0µs 
263pH 0.4µs Yes 15jis 
2mH Yes Yes 1.0µs Yes 2}ßs 100µs 
20mH Yes 7ps Yes 12}ßs 20}ßs Yes 40ps 300}is 
97.3mH Yes 37}ßs Yes 80)is 30µs 
*S showering discharge; G= glow discharge; A= arc discharge 
lull 
TABLE 5.4 Type of discharge and average duration in 24V dc circuits 
Approximate 
teak current 
0.1A 0.25A 1.0A 
Inductance S* G* * S G A S G A 
0.6pH 0.2}ßs 





11 O)iH 15µs 
263pH Yes 0.4}ßs 3011s 
2mH Yes Yes 2}ßs Yes 3}ßs 200is 
20mH Yes lops Yes 12}ßs 20µs Yes 55}ßs 500µs 
107mH Yes Yes 100µs 50µs 
*S = showering discharge; G= glow discharge; A= arc discharge 
. ý. ý: ö ýý 
.£ 
5.5.4 The effect at break of increasing the capacitance 
across the contacts 
When the capacitance across the contacts was increased the 
rate of rise of voltage was decreased since the time constant of the 
charging circuit was increased. The number of individual capacitive 
breakdowns was usually reduced. The duration of the micro-arc following 
a capacitive breakdown increased as the capacitance was increased. If 
the added capacitance is large enough the maximum break voltage is 
reduced to below the Paschen minimum and the circuit energy is then 
dissipated in oscillation at the natural frequency. The value of 
capacitance necessary for this may be obtained by putting Vr1 ^- 300V in 
equationlo. In 1.0A inductive circuits where sustained low-voltage 
arcing normally occurs increasing the capacitance across the contacts 
causes the arc to become unstable since it reduces the small voltage 
changes necessary for arc maintainence and reduces the arc duration. 
Moreover the larger capacitance requires more current to charge it so 
more current is diverted through the capacitance and less is available 
for the arc. 
5.5.5 The current through the contacts at break 
When the break current was sufficient for a low-voltage arc 
to ignite immediately after bridge rupture the arc current decayed 
exponentially, according to the circuit time constant, to a value which 
was greater than zero (usually between 0.4A and 0.6A) (see Fig 5.35 
where a 1A current is broken). 
If a sustained glow discharge occurred the glow current was observed 
to decay approximately linearly to almost zero. Circuit ringing then 
occurred (see Fig 5.36). 
If the current broken was small (< 0.25A) a low impedance discharge, 
e. g. arc, did not ignite and so the current tended to fall abruptly with 
time. The inductance in the circuit tried to prevent this and a high 
voltage then appeared across the contact, which if sufficient to cause gap 
breakdown (300V) rapidly discharged the local capacitance usually 
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usually fairly low (4 240ohms) the discharge current could be up to 
several amperes. Moreover, current oscillation occurred if the damping 
was small. The current behaviour associated with multiple capacitive 
breakdowns is shown in Fig 5.37. 
5.6 Oscillographic observations in resistive-capacitive circuits 
In resistive-capacitive circuits no discharges were observed when 
the contacts separated and as already mentioned the break erosion in 
these circuits is negligible compared with the erosion occurring at make. 
This study is therefore confined to phenomena occurring at contact closure. 
For convenience the voltage and current behaviour are described 
separately. 
5.6.1 The voltage across the contacts at make 
In the absence of arcing the voltage across the contacts at 
make decayed periodically or aperiodically to zero depending on the 
circuit parameters. However, a low voltage arc discharge was usually 
ignited before the contacts finally closed if the capacitance was greater 
than about 0.001jF and the resistance was less than 30 - 50ohms, 
depending on the value of capacitance. In oscillatory circuits it was 
observed that the voltage decayed rapidly to about 30V when an are 
could ignite, and then decayed approximately exponentially to about 
8- 12V when the arc extinguished, Moreover, short duration arcs often 
occurred in the negative direction following extinction of the first arc, 
and sometimes multiple arcs occurred (see Fig 5.38). 
In circuits which were overdamped the voltage decayed abruptly to 
about 20V before an arc ignited. The arc voltage decayed slowly until 
the are extinguished at about 12V (see Fig 5.39). In these circuits the 
duration of the arc discharge was very variable and in about 90ö of cases 
the voltage decayed to zero on arc extinction. However, when maximum 
duration arcs were observed for a given set of circuit parameters, the 
voltage began to increase slowly after arc extinction indicating that in 
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Measurements of arc durations have been made for different circuit 
parameters and the variation of mean arc duration with capacitance is 
shown in Fig 5.40, (for these measurements the mean arc duration was 
taken to be the average of fifty individual observations). It can be 
seen from Fig 5.40 that the mean arc duration increased approximately 
linearly with increasing capacitance. Possible reasons for this will be 
discussed later. The variation of mean arc duration with resistance was 
found to be more complex and the results are shown in Fig 5.41 for a 50V 
dc 111F circuit. It was found that as the resistance was increased the 
arc duration increased, reaching a maximum at between 2 and 5 ohms; 
however, with further increase in resistance the mean are duration 
decreased. It was also observed that the spread of individual values of 
arc duration tended to increase with increasing resistance, so that even 
when the mean arc duration was., decreasing with resistance the maximum 
individual value of arc duration sometimes tended to increase. The ratio 
of minimum observed are duration to the maximum observed value increased 
typically from about 4: 1 in 2 ohm circuits to about 20 :1 in 30 ohm 
circuits. For smaller values of capacitance the arc duration varied in a 
similar way with resistance. 
5.6.2 The current through the contacts at make 
After the first closure of the contacts the circuit current 
increased from zero to a maximum, because of the inductance present in the 
wiring, before decaying again to zero either periodically or aperiodically 
depending on the circuit parameters. Sometimes after the first closure of 
the contacts an arc occurred. There is sometimes a second closure of the 
contacts later. The arc usually ignited before the current reached a 
maximum and the greatest value of current was then less than the maximum 
which occurred in the absence of arcing. It was found that in 
oscillatory cases the arc ? sometimes occurred after the discharge current 
had passed through zero (see Fig 5.42). Moreover, the oscillations 
normally accompanying closure in these circuits were substantially reduced 
after arcing since some of the circuit energy which would have been 
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Figs 5.43 and 5.45 apply to overdamped cases and three distinct 
occurrences are depicted. Fig 5.43 shows the case when no arc occurs, 
with the current rising to a maximum and decaying exponentially with 
the circuit time constant. Fig 5.44 shows an arc that has ignited and 
which is extinguished when the current has decayed to a value 
approximately equal to the arc extinction current. However, in about 
90% of observed cases the arc is prematurely interrupted by metallic 
closure of the contacts which is shown by a rise in current on are 
extinction (see Fig 5.45). It was found that the arc duration in over- 
damped circuits was very variable even for the same circuit parameters. 
With capacitances greater than 0.01µF and resistances less than about 
20 ohms, closure without an arc was very rare. 
Close examination of the current waveform showed no evidence of any 
basic difference in the current behaviour when arcs occurred to that 
observed in the absence of arcing. However, because of the resistance of 
the arc, the magnitude of the current during arcing was less. While 
performing single operation experiments it was observed that the initial 
operation of freshly polished contacts did not usually produce an arc. 
However, once roughening of the contacts surfaces had occurred arcs were 
clearly observed at make. This observation suggests that under these 
conditions most arcs are ignited as a result of vaporisation of the 
asperities which make initial contact as the electrodes are brought 
together. 
The addition of inductance to the discharge circuit had a similar 
effect to adding resistance and even a few microhenrys considerably 
reduced the likelihood of arc occurrences. This is probably because the 
inductance reduces the initial rate of rise of current. 
5.7 Discussion 
It is now possible to consider the oscillographic observations and 
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5.7.1 Interpretation of oscillographic observations in 
resistive-capacitive circuits 
It is reasonable to assume that the duration of the are on 
make should be dependent on the are characteristics and on the variation 
of circuit current and voltage with time and therefore on the circuit 
parameters. With aperiodicity the behaviour of the test circuit is 
approximately that of a series R-C circuit with the rate of current decay 
depending primarily on the product of resistance and capacitance. 
In oscillatory circuits the variation of current with time can be 
expressed by : 
I(t) A exp - 
Rt 
- sin Wt ----- --- 13 
L 
where A is a constant, R is the circuit resistance, L is the circuit 2 






expression means that the current oscillates with frequency and that 
the amplitude is damped by the exponential term. If R is small, less 






This means that for given values of R and L the current 
decay epends on the period of oscillationw , and therefore on C'. 
Consider firstly the variation of mean arc duration with resistance 
for a fixed value of capacitance. The arc duration can be calculated 
approximately from simple circuit theory by considering that, except for 
low values of resistance when the circuit is oscillatory, the current 
decays exponentially from its initial value and extinguishes at about 1A 
(a typical arc extinction value). The results of such a calculation have 
been plotted as a function of resistance in Fig 5.46. for a capacitance of 
0.1pF. Observed values of maximum and mean arc durations have also been 
plotted and it can be seen that, although the values of maximum arc 
duration are comparable with calculated values, the values of mean are 
duration are much lower. A likely explanation for this observation may be 
found from a consideration of Fig 5.45 which shows that with most over- 
damped circuits, the arc is prematurely extinguished by final metallic 
closure of the contacts, at a current greater than the normally observed 
inductance, C is the circuit capacitance and W =(LC - 
R2 1. This 
l 4L 
elpression means that the current oscillates with frequency and that 
the amplitude is damped by the exponential term. If R is small, less 






This means that for given values of R and L the current 
decay Wep/ends on the period of oscillation 
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extinction value and before the capacitive energy is fully dissipated 
in the discharge. This closure probably occurs at the rim of metal 
thrown up around the erosion crater in the anode as originally suggested 
by Germer ( 2. ). The considerable spread of individual values of arc 
duration normally observed in overdamped circuits may arise from this 
since the height of the erosion rim will probably vary considerably from 
one operation to the next. In cases where the series resistance was very 
small and the circuit therefore oscillatory, the spread of values of arc 
duration was much smaller and the mean value was approximately half the 
period of oscillation. 
The variation of mean arc duration with the value of capacitance is 
more complex than that with resistance since, for a given value of 
resistance, the circuit could be oscillatory or aperiodic. In cases 
where the circuit was oscillatory it was found that the mean are duration 
was approximately proportional to the square root of the capacitance as 
indicated by analysis. However, when measurements were made in aperiodic 
circuits, it was not possible to demonstrate a simple relationship 
between mean arc duration and capacitance because, as explained above, 
the are duration in these circuits was generally found to be less than 
that expected from a consideration of circuit parameters. 
It has already been mentioned that the average volume of material 
that is transferred at each operation is considerably less than the volume 
of material that is melted on the anode. If it is assumed that the amount 
of anode material melted during the arc is dependent on the amount of 
energy dissipated in the arc and that, on average, the amount of 
transferred material is some fraction of the total volume of material 
melted then the average material transfer per operation should also depend 
on the energy dissipated in the arc. Now the energy dissipated in the arc 
discharge can be expressed by the following equation : 
tA 





where VA is the arc voltage, which can be assumed approximately constant, 
-t/RC IA(t) is the arc current, given approximately by 10e, where I0 is 
the maximum current, and tA is the average arc duration, which will be 
taken to be the mean observed value. 
It has generally been found that the variation of energy dissipated 
in the arc with capacitance and resistance showed reasonable agreement 
with the observed variation of material transfer rate with these two 
parameters. The relationship between arc energy and observed cathode gain 
was found to be approximately linear. 
Thus it appears that when a short arc occurs on make the amount of 
material transfer depends on the energy dissipated in the are discharge. 
However, theoretical calculations of arc energy can only be very 
approximate because of premature extinction of the arc by a second 
metallic closure which results in a shorter arc lifetime than expected. 
5.7.2 Discussion of results at the breaking of inductive circuits 
The colourations that are observed on the electrodes, 
particularly the cathode, only occur when a glow discharge occurs at break 
and are thought to result from sputtering in the glow. This phenomenon is 
essentially a bombardment of the cathode by high speed particles such as 
gas ions or neutral atoms with consequent removal of electrode material. 
However, this process is not very efficient at pressuresnear atmospheric 
since ejected atoms are returned to the cathode by collisions with gas 
atoms. This means that some of the material sputtered from the cathode is 
redeposited on that electrode. Moreover high gas pressure, e. g. atmospheric, 
tends to assist the formation of small aggregates of metallic dust. The 
deposited silver is in finely divided form and if the ambient gas contains 
oxygen it is highly probable that an oxide film will be formed on the 
surface of the deposited silver. It is therefore considered that the 
occurrence of coloured annuli results from the formation of different 
thicknesses of oxide film. 
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Detailed studies of the surfaces of eroded contacts indicate that 
the erosion due to the glow discharge is negligible. Examination of 
surfaces which have been subjected to a glow discharge shows that the 
colourations produced are a surface effect. Figs 5.47 and 5.48 show a 
typical turface which has been subjected to a glow discharge using 
secondary and reflected electrons respectively. Fig 5.48 indicates that the 
coloured annuli shown in Fig 5.47 are not topographical features. 
This particular point is illustrated more clearly by examining 
electrodes which have discharged a small capacitance once from 300V. Here 
the colourations are due to very thin films. Figs 5.49 - 5.51 show the 
cathode surface of an electrode which has switched a circuit in which a 
glow discharge has predominated. Using secondary electrons (with a 
scanning electron micrscope) the area of colouration produced by the glow 
is illustrated as well as the erosion resulting from capacitive breakdowns. 
Reflected electrons can be used to show only the topographical features 
(Fig 5.50) and it can be seen that the actual erosion associated with the 
area of colouration is negligible. If capacitive breakdowns alone take 
place no colourations occur but the small deposits of molten metal are 
observed. 
Estimates of the current density of the glow are consistent with 
negligible erosion. If it is assumed that the diameter of the colouration 
is approximately equal to that of the originating glow discharge diameter 
then the area of the glow can be estimated. Consider for example Fig 5.10, 
the glow diameter is about 0.145cm and its area is therefore . 0165cm2. 
The initial glow current is about 0.25A and so its current density Jg is 
given by : 
0.25 15 Acm L 
0.0165 
This is extremely low when compared with typical current densities of 
106 - 108 A cm 
-2 for arc discharges and spark breakdowns. It can further 
be shown by considering electrodes which have switched different currents 
that the current density in the glow is constant, i. e. if the current 
increases the diameter of the glow the current also increases the current 
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The relation between discharge characteristics and erosion in low 
current inductive circuits can now be discussed. 
In the 0.1A inductive circuits, capacitive breakdowns and glow 
discharges were observed at break. As discussed above the erosion 
resulting from glow discharges is negligible compared with that produced 
by other types of discharges largely because of the low current density 
of the glow which results in its energy being dissipated over a 
relatively large area. Thus the break erosion in these circuits results 
primarily from the multiple discharges of the local capacitance 
(of the 
order of 100pF) from approximately 300V. These discharges cause melting 
and evaporation of both electrodes but primarily of the anode. Similar, 
but smaller, erosion pattern4ere observed at make when capacitances of 
the order of 0.1JIF were discharged from 50V. The anode exhibited a 
number of small craters after each operation similar to the one shown in 
Fig 5.23. Increasing the circuit inductance means that there is more 
energy available for charging the local capacitance and thus one would 
expect the number of breakdowns to increase with inductance. This is 
usually observed and so erosion of the anode and consequent gain by the 
cathode increases with increasing inductance, 
In 0.25A circuits glow discharges and capacitive breakdowns occurred, 
and for inductances up to 2mH or 20mH, depending on the supply voltage, 
increasing cathode gain was observed. However, this increase in cathode 
gain with inductance was not so marked as in the 0.1A circuits and there 
was cathode loss at high inductances. Since a large number of capacitive 
breakdowns usually occurred in high inductance circuits, the contact 
separation at which the later breakdowns occurred could be greater than 
several electron mean free paths and considerable ionisation could take 
place in the contact gap. This ionisation is mainly due to collisions 
between electrons and gas atoms and has two effects. Electron bombardment 
of the anode is reduced and ionic bombardment of the cathode is increased. 
These processes are likely to decrease the anode erosion and increase the 
cathode erosion so that the net cathode gain is reduced under these 
conditions. This is probably also the reason for the cathodes in high 
inductance 0.1A circuits exhibiting a crater inside the cathode mound. 
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Further, a low voltage arc discharge precedes the capacitive breakdowns 
and glow discharges and its effect is superimposed on that of the other 
discharges. Under these conditions the erosion produced by the low 
voltage arc will probably take the form of a cathode loss. The effects 
of the low-voltage arc are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
In 1A circuits a low voltage arc discharge occurred as well as the 
glow and the capacitive breakdowns and in most cases its effects 
predominated over those of the other types of discharge. The arc is a 
high current density discharge running in metal vapour and the general 
shape of the transfer-inductance curve showing cathode gain in low 
inductance circuits and cathode loss in high inductance circuits has been 
explained in terms of the low-voltage arc ( II ). When the contact gap 
is small, up to a few electron mean free paths, the electrons emitted 
from the cathode do not experience many ionising collisions and therefore 
dissipate most of their energy on the anode causing ejection of material 
from that electrode, some of which is distributed on the cathode. This 
probably occurs in the low inductance circuits in which the arc duration 
is short so that the arc only exists while the contact 
gap is small. 
Therefore, transfer to the cathode would be expected under these 
conditions and this is actually observed. 
It has been found in general that the cathode gained material in the 
form of a pip for arc durations of up to about 3ps. The velocity of 
contact separation is about 30mm. sec-1 so that 3jisec after opening the 
contact gap is about 10 
mm 
which is about one electron mean free path 
at N. T. P. This observation is therefore consistent with the views 
discussed above. 
When arcs of longer duration occur, so that they are maintained across 
a greater contact gap, the physical phenomena in the gap are different. 
When the contact gap is greater than a few electron mean free paths the 
electrons emitted from the cathode will experience collisions with metal 
or possibly gas atoms and produce ions in the gap. Energy transfer to the 
anode by electron bombardment is thereby reduced and that to the cathode 
is increased as a result of increased ion bombardment. The cathode 
therefore suffers a net loss of material as the inductance and consequently 
the arc duration is increased. Cathode loss was observed for arc durations 
greater than approximately 101sec. This corresponds to a contact separation 
of several electron mean free paths. 
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It is necessary to discuss some of the observations made for the 
low voltage arc discharge. It has been shown ( II ) that if the arc 
voltage VA is assumed constant, the current in the circuit while the arc 
is running is given by IA(t) = IB - 
(VA VG) /R C1-exp(- R/Lt)1 
where IB is the break current and VG is the boiling voltage of the 
electrode material, approximately 0.8V in the case of silver. Such 
exponential decay of the current in the arc has been observed 
experimentally. 
If the arc lasts for a time tA, the extinction current is given by 
I(t) at t=tA= Ie = IB -(VA VG)/R 
[1_exp(_R/LtA)] 
--- IT 
by putting IB = (E_VG)/R, where E is the battery supply voltage this 
expression can be rewritten. 
(VA-E+RIe) = (VA-VG) exP 
[_m/L t A] --------- 16 
which can be rearranged to give 
to AýVGJ _- 17 
LR 
loge [(VA_E+RIe)J ---------- 
, , 
Measured values of to/L can be obtained from the slopes of the curves in 
Fig 5.34 substituting values gives VA = 13V and Ie = 0.5A which are in 
good agreement with observed values of mean arc voltage and extinction 
current. It may be noted that the mean arc extinction current is greater 
than 0.25A at which current arcs could sometimes occur. This is probably 
because in the 1A circuits the contact separation at the moment of arc 
extinction could be considerable so that an increasingly higher voltage 
is required to maintain the arc. That it is more difficult to maintain 
an arc across large contact gap is demonstrated in some of the 
oscillograms where the are is often interrupted by high-voltage transients, 
particularly during its latter stages. These observations are reasonable 
if one considers the typical voltage-current (V-I) characteristics for the 
low-voltage arc, shown in Fig 5.52. This shows that the arc voltage 
remains approximately constant as the current through it is decreased from 
high values until the current reaches a critical value, which can be 
identified with the minimum arcing current. For currents below this value 
the arc voltage increases rapidly and in practice the arc extinguishes. 
The voltage corresponding to a particular current value is increased as 
the contact separation is increased. 
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It is considered that breakdown from a high voltage following an 
arc extinction under the conditions described above is probably 
responsible for arc reignition. Moreover, the heating due to the arc 
is likely to clean up the contact surface so that when a glow follows a 
long arc, glow-to-arc transitions are less likely unless the arcing 
current is still considerable. This probably partly explains why the 
arc duration is less than expected in the high inductance 1. OA circuits 
and why the arc extinction current is greater than for smaller gaps. 
The effect of increased contact separation was most marked in the 24V dc 
circuits and in practice the arc extinction current was normally about 0.6A. 
The amount of energy required to boil 1.0 x 10 
9mm3 
of silver is 
approximately 0.3pJ. It is worth comparing the amount of silver that 
the available stored energy would evaporate with the magnitude of material 
transfer that is actually observed in practice. Allowance has been made 
for the fact that even with a long arc where cathode loss occurs the 
initial transfer is from the anode. The evaporation efficiency, defined 
by the ratio of the observed transfer to the amount that the available 
inductive energy would evaporate, is plotted as a function of inductance 
in Fig 5.53 for the 1. OA circuits. The results suggest that there is 
little difference in the evaporation efficiencies of the 6V and 12V dc 
circuits but that the evaporation efficiency of the 24V circuit is greater 
probably due to the fact that the energy supplied by the battery is more 
important in this latter circuit. Fig 5.53 also shows that the 
evaporation efficiency decreases with increasing inductance. This 
suggests that as the inductance increases, less of the available energy 
is dissipated in the arc discharge and this is confirmed by oscillographic 
observations which show that there is considerable energy dissipation in 
the glow discharge. Moreover, evaporation is probably'also reduced 
because more ionising collisions occur during long arcs and a greater 
loss of energy takes place from the electrode hot spots by thermal 
conduction. 
It is also worth considering the rate of transfer as a function of 
arc energy. For short duration arcs, say 0.5ps in the 24V dc 1A circuit 



















approximately constant energy of about 6pJ assuming the current remain Xro 3 
the transfer per arc energy is then about 0.14r (µJ)-1. This is in 
reasonable agreement with a value quoted by Germer15 of 4 
1x10 
14cm3erg 1 [0.1^mm3(pJ)-1, for anode arcs. For longer arc s, about 
10jisec the rate of transfer per unit energy is about 0.02 - 0.03mm3(pJ)-1 
XIcl 3 -1 Germer's value for cathode arcs is 0.04. mm (11J) . Thus the concept of 
two 
main types of arc, short and long arcs, is consistent with Germers anode 
dominated and cathode dominated arcs. 
If the evaporation efficiences are calculated for R-C circuits it is 
found that for the high energy circuits this factor is greater than 1000. 
This is interpreted as meaning that the transfer is not primarily the 
result of evaporation but of melting or bulk transfer of metal particles. 
Examination of eroded contacts confirm this. It is likely that transfer 
occurs in the same way in low inductance circuits since the evaporation 




CHAPTER 6- RESULTS WITH SILVER CONTACTS IN DIFFERENT GASES 
Summary 
The results of erosion measurements and oscillographic observations 
obtained with silver contacts operating in nitrogen, hydrogen, argon 
and oxygen in turn are described. It is shown that both the discharges 
and erosion are substantially affected by the presence of oxygen in- the 
the operating ambient. Further, the results suggest that oxygen 
absorption rather than the formation of silver oxide is a more likely 
explanation for the differences observed in oxygen-free gases and those 
containing more than a few per cent oxygen. 
6.1 Erosion results with silver contacts in different gases 
Measurements of the material transfer to and from the cathode have 
been made in a number of different gases. It was considered that a 
study of inductive circuits at one voltage would be sufficient to 
demonstrate any changes in erosion brought about by operation in different 
gases and 24V dc circuits were chosen. The study of erosion at the making 
of R-C circuits was limited to a few values of resistance and capacitance 
at 50V dc and 350V dc. The basic study carried out with silver contacts 
in air showed that erosion occurred mainly at the breaking of inductive 
circuits and at the making of resistive-capacitive circuits. It was 
therefore considered unnecessary to separate make and break erosion in 
each test as has been done previously. 
6.1.1 Erosion results in nitrogen 
Material transfer measurements have been carried out on silver 
contacts which had been operated in nitrogen and which had switched a wide 
range of inductive circuits at 24V dc. The results appear in 
Figs 6.1 - 6.3 where they are compared with those obtained in air for the 
same circuit conditions and it can be seen that the material transfer' 
rates in the two gases differ considerably. For circuits switching 
126 
approximately 1. OA in nitrogen (Fig 6.1) material transfer to the cathode 
occurred over the whole of the inductance range, reaching a maximum value 
at about 2mH whereafter it decreased slightly. In air cathode loss was 
found to occur with inductances greater than approximately 20PH. It can 
also be seen that the change in erosion characteristics due to operation 
in nitrogen becomes more apparent as the inductance is increased. In 
0.25A circuits (see Fig 6.2) the rate of material transfer to the cathode 
was slightly greater in nitrogen than in air for inductance values up to 
200pH. For inductances greater than this value, the difference between 
the rates of cathode gain in the two gases became much more marked so 
that when the inductance exceeded 2mH, cathode gain occurred in nitrogen 
and cathode loss occurred in air. In 0.1A circuits (see Fig 6.3) the 
variation of cathode gain with inductance was similar in both gases with 
material transfer to the cathode increasing steadily with inductance. 
However, the rate of cathode gain was greater in nitrogen. 
A few tests with series resistive-capacitive circuits and with the 
contacts being operated in nitrogen were also carried out. In these 
circuits capacitances between 0.1pF and 1.0}IF were discharged from 50V dc 
through several values of resistance when the test contacts made the 
circuit. It was found that with a low_series resistance (0.1 ohm) 
the average rate of material transfer in nitrogen was not measurably 
different from that observed in air even though arcing was known to be 
occurring on make. However, when larger values of series resistance 
(10 ohms) were used, the rate of material transfer in nitrogen was 
slightly greater than in air. It was also observed that the contacts 
were much more likely to weld together in nitrogen and with low values of 
resistance in particular, this resulted in erratic switching. 
When capacitances of 200pP and 500pF were discharged through 
different resistances from approximately 350V dco it was found that the 
rate of transfer of material to the cathode was greater in nitrogen than 
in air. These conditions are similar to those encountered at break when 
the local capacitance (usually about 100pF) is repeatedly charged up to 
about 300 - 400V and discharged. Moreover, the greater rate of transfer 
observed in nitrogen in these R-C circuits is consistent with the greater 
rate of transfer observed in nitrogen in low current inductive circuits 
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The results for inductive circuits in air and nitrogen are generally 
consistent with earlier findings of the ERA for higher current circuits 
shown in Fig , 6.4 
(I1). This compares the variation of cathode gain per 
break operation with inductance in air and nitrogen for a 6V dc 4.2A 
circuit. It can be seen that in the regime where cathode gain occurred 
in air, operation in nitrogen greatly increased material transfer. On 
the other hand for an inductance of imH, for which considerable cathode 
loss was observed in air, the transfer was substantially reduced by 
operation in nitrogen, following the pattern observed in the present work. 
6.1.2 Erosion results in other ambients 
Erosion measurements have also been carried out in 1. OA 
inductive circuits with silver contacts operating in other ambients, and 
the rates of material transfer in hydrogen and argon are shown in 
Fig 6.5 as a function of inductance. Results obtained in nitrogen are 
included for comparison. Although there are some differences in the 
erosion rates in these gases, probably resulting from differences in their 
physical properties, it can be seen that they all exhibit a similar 
variation 'with inductance showing cathode gain over the whole range, 
although results in hydrogen do not show decreasing cathode gain at high 
inductances. Moreover, the results in all these gases are different from 
those obtained in air. 
For completeness a few erosion measurements were carried out at 1.0A 
for contacts which were operated in oxygen. It was found that the 
magnitude and direction of the material transfer was similar to that 
observed in air for the same circuit conditions. However, there was a 
tendency towards increased cathode loss in oxygen as compared with air 
over the inductance range considered. 
6.1.3 The effect of varying the percentage of oxygen in the 
operating ambient 
Since air already contains 79% nitrogen it was considered that 
the difference in the erosion characteristics observed in pure nitrogen 
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nitrogen. An examination of how material transfer varied with oxygen 
content was therefore made. Using a partial pressures technique to mix 
pure gases in known volume ratios, the oxygen content by volume in a 
nitrogen ambient was varied from 0 to 100% and a series of erosion 
measurements were made in a 1. OA, 24V dc 20mH circuit. The results appear 
in Fig 6.6 and show that the cathode gain observed in pure nitrogen was 
reduced when oxygen was added to the ambient and that about 2% of oxygen 
was required to produce a net cathode loss. The rate of material loss 
from the cathode increased with increasing oxygen content up to about 30f 
oxygen, but remained approximately constant for further increases. The 
results of a few tests carried out in argon /air mixtures were consistent 
with the observations described above. 
Hentsch (fit) found that the rate of material transfer for inductive 
circuits was altered when oxygen was prsent in the operating ambient. He 
examined the effect of varying the percentage of oxygen in a nitrogen 
ambient for a 6V dc 4A 50pH circuit. The results showed that the greatest 
change in material transfer rates occurred for oxygen contents between a 
few per cent and 30 - 40 per cent. These results are consistent with those 
presented in this thesis for lower current circuits. 
A few measurements were also made with the test contacts operating in 
air at different pressures. The variation of cathode gain with air pressure 
for a 1. OA 20mH 24V dc circuit is shown in Fig 6.7, and it can be seen that 
at low pressure the cathode gainsmaterial at about the same rate as in 
nitrogen. As the pressure is increased the direction of material transfer 
was reversed and increasing cathode loss was observed. 
These results suggest that it is the presence of oxygen that causes 
the contact erosion of silver in air to differ from that observed in 
nitrogen and the other oxygen-free gases. 
6.2 The physical appearance of the eroded contacts 
The physical appearance of the contacts which had been operated in 
pure nitrogen, or in pure argon or in pure hydrogen, while switching 
inductive circuits was different from that of contacts which had been 
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In all the inductive circuits considered, contacts which had 
been operated in oxygen-free gases exhibited a cathode pip and a 
complementary anode crater. In nitrogen and with 1. OA circuits the 
cathode pip increased in height and steepness as the inductance was 
increased up to 300pH. For higher values of inductance the height 
decreased and the base diameter increased. The results in air were 
very different showing a cathode crater for inductances greater than 
about 20pH. A comparison of the erosion steepness in air and 
nitrogen for 1A circuits is shown in Pig 6.8. Erosion steepness is 
defined by the ratio, pip height or crater depth to maximum pip or 
crater diameter. 
After operation in an oxygen-free ambient, contacts which had 
switched 0.25A circuits had a similar appearance to those which had 
switched 1.0A, although the cathode exhibited the tallest and 
steepest pips at higher values of inductance than in 1A circuits. A 
comparison of erosion steepness in air and nitrogen for the 0.25A 
circuits appears in Fig 6.9 which shows that the erosion in nitrogen 
is steeper than in air, particularly at the higher values of inductance. 
In 0.1A circuits the pip height and steepness increased with inductance 
to a maximum at about 2mH in air and 20mH in nitrogen. For inductances 
greater than 2mH the cathode pips were much taller and steeper after 
the contacts had been operated in nitrogen than after operation in air 
(see Fig 6.10). The coloured annuli were observed on contacts 
switching highly inductive loads in air for the three current values 
considered. They were not observed after operation in nitrogen, 
although the cathode surface was usually covered with a layer of finely 
divided silver. The general appearance of the electrodes after 
operation in hydrogen and argon was the same as those which had been 
operated in nitrogen although there were some differences in the 
variation of pip shape with inductance. 
In 50V dc resistive-capacitive circuits discharging at make the 
cathode exhibited a symmetrical pip of granular appearance which was 
















In the 350V dc circuits the cathode exhibited a symmetrical pip of 
granular appearance with the anode displaying a complementary crater. 
No colourations were observed after operation in nitrogen. However, 
after operation in air, the cathode pip was surrounded by coloured 
annuli and looked similar to a cathode which had broken a low-current, 
high inductance circuit in air and the anode exhibited a complementary 
crater with a bluish-grey surround. further, the pips produced by 
operation in nitrogen were not only larger than those observed in air, 
for the same circuit conditions, but were also taller and steeper. 
In the experiments in which the oxygen content of the ambient gas 
was varied the addition of oxygen resulted in the small cathode pip 
observed in oxygen-free ambients being replaced by an increasingly 
deeper crater and also increased colouration of the electrode surfaces, 
particularly that of the cathode. This is consistent with results 
described above since these tests were carried out with highly inductive 
circuits. (Since these colourations were only observed when glow 
discharges occurred in an ambient containing oxygen it is likely that 
they are a sputtering phenomena (see Section 5.7.2)). 
6.3 Oscillographic observations with silver contacts in 
different gases 
An oscillographic study was carried out using a Tektronix 556 
high-speed oscilloscope to examine the electrical discharges occurring 
as the contacts were switched in the various gases. With silver contacts 
the main discharge features observed in ambients containing more than a 
few per cent of oxygen were found to be the same as those observed in air. 
On the other hand the main features observed in hydrogen, or argon, or at 
low air pressures were found to be the same as those observed in nitrogen. 
6.3.1 Oscillographic observations in 0.1A and 0.25A inductive 
circuits at break 
In the 0.1A and 0.25A inductive circuits in which glow 
discharges and capacitive breakdowns predominated, it was found that in 
an oxygen-free ambient the times for which capacitive breakdowns 
ýýº 
preceded the glow were less than observed in air and that the glow was 
less likely to be interrupted by breakdowns once it had been 
established. It was also observed that low voltage arcing, which 
occurred in high inductance 0.25A circuits for contacts operating in 
air, was absent if the contacts were operated in nitrogen, hydrogen or 
argon. This suggests that the minimum current required to support a 
low voltage arc is greater in an oxygen-free ambient. This observation 
was confirmed by separate measurements of minimum arcing current which 
were found to be approximately 1.0 and 0.25A in nitrogen and air 
respectively. The duration of the glow discharge following capacitive 
breakdown was found to depend on the ambient gas and was shortest for 
ambients containing oxygen. There are two possible reasons for this. 
Firstly, in air an are discharge preceded the glow in the high 
inductance, 0.25A circuits and so for these cases less energy was 
available for dissipation in the glow discharge. Secondly, the glow 
voltage depended on the ambient gas and was least for argon and greatest 
for oxygen. It has been shown that provided a sustained are does not 
precede the glow discharge the duration of the glow discharge Tg is 




I _. , A. t, 
where L is the circuit inductance, IB is the current broken and 
gV 
is 
the mean glow voltage. It is clear from this expression that for 
given values of inductance and current the smaller the glow voltage the 
greater its duration. Values of glow duration in different gases 
calculated from the above expression were in good agreement with 
observed values (see Table 6.1). Pigs 6.11 and 6.12 show some of the 
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TABLE 6.1 Glow duration in different gases - 24V DC, 1. OA, 20m11 
Glow Voltage 9 Glow Duration Glow Duration 
Gas 
(observed) volts (observed) jis (calculated) ps 
Air 300 60 67 
Nitrogen 280 70 71 
Hydrogen 290 70 69 
Argon 200 100 100 
6.3.2 Oscillographic observations in 1. OA inductive 
circuits at break 
In 1. OA circuits the characteristics of the low voltage arc 
discharge in oxygen-free gases were different from those observed in 
air. In an ambient containing oxygen the arc was sustained at an 
approximately constant voltage of about 12V (see Fig 6.13). When the 
arc extinguished the voltage increased rapidly to about 300V when a 
glow ignited. On the other hand, in nitrogen, and also in hydrogen and 
argon, two different features were observed. Afterthe first bridge 
rupture a series of multiple arcs occurred each extinguished by contact 
closure. This feature is illustrated in Fig 6.14 for a 1A circuit and 
in Fig 6.15 for a 2A circuit where it is more clearly shown. After the 
interrupted are phase a sustained arc ignited at about 14-20V, the 
voltage of which fluctuated considerably. The mean arc voltage increased 
with time at a rate of approximately 200kVs-1 before increasing rapidly 
to about 300V when a glow discharge ignited. This feature was normally 
observed in circuits breaking currents greater than 1. OA and is 
illustrated in Fig 6.16. It was found that after a few hundred operations 
in hydrogen arcing became less likely even in high inductance 1. OA 
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6.3.3 The initial separation phase 
Oscillographic studies have shown that the initial contact 
separation phase is different from oxygen or air in oxygen-free gases. 
The most detailed investigation has been a comparison of the bridge 
formation and rupture in air and nitrogen for 1A circuits. The 
formation and rupture of the ligrid metal bridge in air by circuits 
breaking a current of 1A is shown in Fig 6.17. It was usually found 
that the rate of rise of voltage was approximately 700V s^1 and when 
the voltage reached about 0.4V the bridge ruptured. The duration of 
the bridging phase in air was normally several hundred microseconds 
although sometimes more than one bridge occurred during this period. 
Fig 6.18 shows the bridging phase in nitrogen under the same 
circuit conditions, and it can be seen that a number of short duration 
bridges occurred. It was found that the initial rate of rise of bridge 
voltage was slightly greater than in air being about 1000V s-1 but when 
the bridge voltage exceeded 0.1 - 0.2V the rate of voltage rise 
increased substantially. Since the potential in the current carrying 
constriction is related to its temperature (by the -e relationship) 
(see Chapter 2) this observation suggests that the rate of rise of 
temperature in the current-carrying constriction is greater in nitrogen 
than in air, particularly when the constriction temperature is greater 
than a few hundred °C. The mulitplicity of bridges at contact 
separation was not observed at currents below 0.5A although more than 
one bridge could occur. The observation that multiple bridging 
predominated in circuits switching 1. OA or more and in which arcing 
occurs suggests that the phenomena of rebridging is associated with the 
ignition of an arc immediately after break. This will be discussed in 
more detail later. 
6.3.4 Oscillographic observations in R-C circuits 
discharging at make 
Observations showed that the discharges occurring in 
nitrogen at the making of R-C circuits switching 50Vdc were the same 
as those in air with a low voltage arc occurring before the bulk 
contact members touched. In the 350V dc circuits a glow discharge and 
multiple capacitive breakdowns followed by micro-arcs were observed 
, prior 
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6.4 Discussion of results 
The results obtained so far show that it is the presence of oxygen 
in the operating ambient that results in the'differences in the discharge 
characteristics accompanying the switching of silver contacts in various 
gases. Moreover, the electrical erosion of silver contacts in an oxygen- 
free ambient is different from that observed in an ambient containing 
more than a few per cent of oxygen. It is now necessary to see if the 
erosion observed in these two ambients (one oxygen-free and the other 
containing more than a few per cent of oxygen) can be adequately 
explained in terms of the differences in the observed discharges and how 
the presence of oxygen causes these differences. 
6.4.1 Relation between discharges and erosion 
Measurements of minimum arcing currents . have shown 
that a 
low-voltage arc can be supported by a lower current in an ambient 
containing oxygen than in one which is oxygen-free. Values in air and 
nitrogen (or hydrogen or argon) were found to be approximately 0.25A and 
1. 
-OA 
respectively. Thus contacts breaking currents up to 0.25A in an 
oxygen-free ambient did not exhibit arcing but those breaking high 
inductance 0.25A circuits in air did. 
It has already been shown that in oxygen-free ambients silver 
contacts switching 0.1A and 0.25A inductive circuits exhibited two types 
of discharge at break, multiple capacitive breakdowns, which usually 
lasted for a total period of a few microseconds, and glow discharges, the 
duration of which depended on the circuit inductance. The damage to the 
electrodes resulting from the glow has been found to be small since this 
type of discharge is diffuse and has a low current density of the order 
of 20 A cm-2. It is thought that sputtering in the glow occurs and this 
results in the deposition of a layer of finely divided silver (or silver 
oxide in air) on both electrodes (see Chapter 5). However, the 
capacitive breakdowns which are followed by micro-arcs at 12 - 15V are 
short duration discharges having high current densities which cause 
considerable local heating of the electrodes, and it is considered that 
these discharges are primarily responsible for the erosion in low-current 
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circuits. In these circuits capacitive breakdowns usually last for aböüt 
3-4 jis. The velocity of contact separation is about 30mm s -1 P so 
that as the capacitive breakdown phase commences immediately after 
bridge rupture after 3-4 jisec the contact separation is about 0. lum 
which is approximately one electron mean free path in air at N. T. P. 
If the contact gap is so small the anode will suffer more heating than 
the cathode due to electron bombardment since for this separation most 
electrons do not collide with other particles in the gap and so 
dissipate their full energy on the anode. Thus under these conditions 
the anode would be expected to lose material and this is confirmed by 
observations. 
In air the capacitive breakdowns could last for a longer period of 
time, tens of microseconds, and the glow discharge, when in occurred, 
could be interrupted by an occasional breakdown after it had been 
established. Consider what happens in 0.1A circuits in air. Although 
conditions during the first few microseconds are similar to those 
described above, breakdowns at contact separation greater than one 
electron mean free path result in ionising collisions between gas and 
metal atoms which will have several effects. The electrons lose some 
of their energy in ionising collisions and thus impart less energy to 
the anode and the ions produced in the gap will bombard the cathode 
causing heating of that electrode. Further, the scattering of particles 
resulting from the collisions will tend to cause the erosion areas to be 
more spread out. Observations showed that the cathode gain in high 
inductance 0.1A circuits was less in air than in an oxygen-free ambient 
and was also more spread out. These effects were most marked at the 
higher values of inductance. 
In 0.25A circuits in air the same considerations apply expect that 
for inductance greater than about 2mii, a low-voltage arc discharge 
preceded the capacitive breakdowns. The duration of the arc was up to 
50µsec in high-inductance circuits and long-arc erosion resulting in 
cathode loss would be expected to predominate (see also Chapter 5). This 
was confirmed by observation. 
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It is not clear why the cathode gain observed at the making of 
50V dc R-C circuits is sometimes greater in nitrogen than in air. 
Oscillographic observations suggest that the duration of the arc on 
make is not very much affected by the ambient gas. If the erosion is 
assumed to be proportional to the energy dissipated in the arc, as is 
normally found, then any marked change in erosion suggests a change 
in the properties of the contact material. This possibility is 
discussed more fully in Section 6.4.3. 
6.4.2 The initial contact separation phase 
It is necessary to discuss the bridging phase in air and 
oxygen-free ambients in some detail before considering the results in 
1. OA circuits. Consider two separable contacts which are closed and 
which have current passing through them. As the contacts start to move 
apart the contact area is reduced and the resistance of the current- 
carrying path is thereby increased. This causes local heating which in 
turn results in a small potential difference across the contacts, which 
can be monitored oscillographically. Examination of the voltage across 
the contacts prior to actual separation showed that for silver contacts 
breaking a 1. OA circuit in air the rate of voltage rise during this 
stage is about 700 Vs-1, and it takes about 500µs to reach 0.4V at 
which the circuit usually ruptures. On the other hand, in oxygen-free 
ambients the rate of voltage rise under these conditions is more rapid 
particularly after the contact voltage has reached 0.2V and the time 
from the initial voltage rise to about 0.4V is between 10µs and 1001's. 
As mentioned in 6.3.3 this means that the current carrying constriction 
heats up more rapidly in oxygen-free ambients. If it is assumed that the 
commencement of heating in the current-carrying constriction occurs for 
the same conditions in an oxygen or. oxygen-free ambient, i. e. when the 
contact area reaches a critical value, then the separation at which 
bridge rupture first occurs in oxygen-free ambients is smaller than it is 
in air. As soon as the contacts separate a low-voltage arc discharge 
ignites. Observations have shown that the contact reclosures and multiple 
bridges occur in oxygen-free ambients predominate in 1. OA circuits and 
thus appear to be a consequence of arc ignition. The most likely 
explanation for this phenomener), based on the observations made, is that 
the are is extinguished by contact reclosure resulting from rebridging of the 
small 
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contact gap by the damage produced by the arc. It has already been found 
that the arc on make in R-C circuits appears to be prematurely 
extinguished by the rim thrown up around the erosion crater in the anode 
(see Section 5.4.2. ). It seems likely that a similar phenomenon is 
occuring at break in oxygen-free ambients. This process of arc ignition 
followed by reclosure is repeated for a period of about 500ps which is 
approximately the same time as the bridging phase in air. 
Since the voltage and temperature rise in the current-carrying constriction 
in air is much slower than in oxygen-free gases the separation at which the 
arc ignites is greater and multiple reclosures do not normally occur, 
although one or two arc interruptions are sometimes observed. The phenomenon 
of arc interruption by closure has been observed by other workers. 
21 
The relation between the discharges and material transfer of silver contacts 
breaking 1. OA inductive' circuits in air has already been discussed. 
(Chapter 5. ) 
The arc is less stable in oxygen-free ambients and in most cases a series of 
short duration arcs interrupted by contact closures are observed. Each 
multiple opening followed by a short arc, would be expected to produce the 
same kind of erosion as observed in low-inductance circuits in air and the 
erosion would therefore be expected to take the form of a cathode gain. 
This was observed in practice. Moreover, the multiplicity of arcs on break 
is also likely to be the reason for the greater material transfer observed 
in nitrogen for low inductance circuits. 
The variation of cathode gain with inductance in hydrogen deserves some 
comment. It was found that sustained arcing did not occur after the first 
few hundred operations so that the erosion resulted from capacitive 
breakdowns. This absence of any sustained arcing, even in high-inductance 
circuits, probably accounts for the observation that the rate of cathode 
gain did not start to decrease at high inductances. Cobine ( 30 ) found 
that both copper and silver could not support an arc in pure hydrogen in 
the current range 1-10A. However, in 98%. 2% oxygen an arc could be 
readily maintained. These observations are consistent with those obtained 
in this work. 
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The differences in values of minimum arcing current in air and 
oxygen-free gases may suggest a reason for the differences in the 
arcing voltage in 1. OA circuits. In air the are is sustained at a 
practically constant voltage whereas in nitrogen or argon a sustained 
arc only occurs in circuits where the inductance exceeds 20mH. In 
these circuits the arc voltage increases with time as the inductance 
tries to maintain a current of approximately 1A in order to sustain 
the arc. 
6.4.3 Possible reasons for the effects of the presence of 
oxygen in the operating ambient 
It is now necessary to briefly discuss possible reasons 
for some of the observations made so far. The difference between the 
erosion characteristics observed with contacts operated in oxygen-free 
ambients and those which were operated in an ambient containing more 
than a few per cent oxygen are thought to result from the different 
discharges observed in these ambients. These latter differences may 
be solely due to the ambient gas or may be brought about by a change in 
the surface of the contacts as a resdt of operation in an ambient 
containing oxygen. There are several reasons for considering that the 
surfaces of the contacts are affected by the operating ambient. 
Firstly, when the ambient was changed from air to nitrogen, hydrogen or 
argon, the discharge characteristics, particularly those of the low 
voltage are, did not change immediately, but required several hundred 
operations before a consistent nitrogen-type interrupted arc was 
obtained. Contacts which had been cleaned by a glow discharge in 
hydrogen exhibited an unstable are immediately they were operated in a 
1A circuit in nitrogen and a stable are after a few operations in air. 
Since oxidation occurs in air it seems likely that some form of surface 
cleaning takes place if the ambient is changed to an oxygen-free one 
and this probably causes the delay in the transition from a stable 
arcing condition to an unstable one. It was also found that the bridging 
phase in nitrogen, hydrogen and argon was less stable than in air and 
that the rate of temperature rise in the current-carrying constriction 
was greater in the oxygen-free ambients. This latter observation suggests 
that the thermal properties of the constriction are affected by the 
ambient. 
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Silver forms an oxide and so at first sight it seems reasonable to 
assume that oxide formation may be responsible for the more stable arcs 
observed in air. Electron probe analysis has been used in an attempt to 
detect the presence of oxygen but, as it is difficult to detect this 
element in small quantities, it was not possible to confirm its presence. 
Hentsch (I) has also considered the possible effect of oxidation. 
This explanation is the obvious one but it is not quite satisfactory as 
the dissociation of silver oxide is so high even at temperatures of 200 
to 300°C that it is hardly likely that silver oxide would exist at the 
temperatures at which material transfer occurs. The effect of oxygen on 
material transfer might also be explained by the endothermic process of 
ozone formation, by means of which thermal energy would be withdrawn from 
the arc. However, when Hentsch carried out material transfer measurements 
in a 3t1, hydrogen, nitrogen atmosphere where ammonia was formed by an 
exothermic process, the results showed no change from the transfer in a 
pure hydrogen atmosphere. He was therefore unable to find a satisfactory 
explanation for the effect of oxygen on material transfer. 
Of course the oxide will probably re-form as the contact surfaces 
cool and since only a monomolecular layer is known to substantially 
affect the arc cathode mechanism the presence of oxide may still be 
responsible for increasing the arcing stability (I). Further, the 
presence of an oxide film is likely to bring about multiple glow to arc 
transitions, a feature which is sometimes observed with contacts 
operating in air. However, the differences in bridge formation and rupture 
in an oxygen-free ambient and in air are not readily explained by means of 
oxide formation. If the silver oxide has dissociated when the temperature 
has reached 200°C then the rate of temperature rise in the current- 
carrying constriction, which leads to molten-metal bridge formation at 
contact separation, should not be affected during its latter stages when 
its temperature is greater than 200°C. This is contrary to observations 
made in the investigation since the differences in the rates of voltage and 
temperature rise of the constrictions in the two types of ambient were most 
marked for temperatures greater than about 400°C. It is therefore 
necessary to look for another explanation for this behaviour. 
I 
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It is known that silver absorbs oxygen, and that the rate of 
absorption increases with temperature from about 400°C up to melting 
point of the metal whereafter it decreases31 At its melting point silver 
will dissolve twenty volumes of oxygen. This phenomenon lends itself 
most readily to explaining the differences in the observations leading to 
bridge formation in oxygen-free ambients and those which contain more 
than a few per cent of oxygen. The increasing rate of absorption of 
oxygen as the constriction temperature increases will probably produce 
changes in the thermal properties of the constriction. Purther the 
differences in the bridge formation observed in these two types of 
ambient, air and oxygen-free, would be expected to increase as the 
temperature in the current-carrying constriction is raised to the melting 
point. This was observed in practice. 
This phenomenon of gas absorption by the metal may affect the 
stability of the arcs observed in ambients containing oxygen although the 
formation of oxide films may also be an important factor. 
The surfaces of contacts switching an electrical load are clearly 
subjected to rapid and severe temperature changes. Since the solubility 
of oxygen in silver varies with temperature, being a maximum at the 
melting temperature of the metal, a process of oxygen absorption and 
desorption must occur. It seems probable that rapid absorption and 
evolution of gas will affect the surface of the silver and since arcing 
stability has usually'been found to be markedly affected by the surface 
conditions of the electrodes this may be another possible reason for the 
change in arcing stability observed when silver contacts are operated in 
an ambient containing oxygen. 
Surface examination of a piece of silver wire which had been heated 
momentarily to redness a few hundred times in air showed cracking of the 
surface and the formation of small holes probably caused by expulsion of 
gas from the material. (See Figs 6.19 and 6.20. ) Parts of the wire which 
had been melted exhibited a break-up of the surface into defined shapes. 
(Fig 6.21). These are thoughtto be grain boundaries (surface 
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different orientation) which are probably the result of thermal etching 
in the presence of oxygen. On the other hand silver which had been heated 
to redness in nitrogen was not damaged at all. Surface features similar 
to those described above for air have been observed with silver contacts 
which had broken inductive loads in air. Fig 6.22 shows the formation of 
possible grain boundaries on the cathode surface. Small blowholes have 
also been observed which could result from gas evolution from the metal. 
Faults in the surface of an electrode can provide low energy sites from 
which a low voltage arc may more readily be initiated. 
It is also possible that oxygen absorption by silver may affect the 
properties of the metal. Oxygen absorption has been found to slightly 
reduce the melting temperature of silver. Further, if the gas is absorbed 
into the bulk metal the electrical and thermal conductivities of the 
material will probably be reduced. The melting and boiling temperatures 
and the thermal conductivity are important parameters in determining the 
evaporation of material from the cathode and could therefore influence the 
rate of material transfer. 
However, it is proposed to discuss these aspects as well as possible 
mechanisms of arc initiation and maintenance in Chapter 8 after further 
experiments have been carried out to examine the possible effects of gas 
absorption on the switching behaviour of other contact materials. The most 
obvious choice of another material which absorbs a gas is palladium which 
can absorb large quantities of hydrogen. Hence a series of experiments 
with palladium in two types of ambient, one hydrogen and the other hydrogen- 
free, was considered. 
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CHAPTER 7 .. RESULTS WITH PALLADIUM CONTACTS IN DIFFERENT GASES 
Summary s 
The electrical erosion accompanying the switching of palladium contacts 
in air, nitrogen, argon and hydrogen has been examined. The results 
are described together with those of an oscillographic study. It has 
been found that the behaviour of palladium in air, nitrogen or argon is 
very similar and that the variation of material transfer with circuit 
parameters follows the same pattern as with silver contacts in air. 
However, the rate of material transfer for palladium contacts is 
substantially increased by operation in hydrogen. The duration and 
stability of the low-voltage arc discharge are also increased. 
Explanation of the results in hydrogen suggests that the surfaces of the 
palladium contacts undergoes a phase change due to hydrogen absorption 
and evolution resulting from the violent temperature changes experienced 
by the surface during switching. The experimental results also suggest 
that the thermal balance between the electrodes is changed by operation 
in hydrogen. The observations made support the hypothesis made in 
Chapter 6 that gas absorption by a metal can affect the characteristics 
of the low-voltage arc discharge and the resulting erosion. 
7.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter it was suggested that oxygen absorption by 
the silver was the most likely reason for the different discharge 
characteristics and erosion resulting from the operation cf silver in 
different gaseous ambients. Since palladium is known to absorb and 
occlude large quantities of hydrogen the operation of palladium contacts 
in different gaseous ambients has been studied with particular emphasis 
placed on operation in ambients containing hydrogen. Detailed 
oscillographic studies have been carried out using a high speed 
oscilloscope. Particular attention has been paid to an examination of 
the surfaces of eroded contacts. 
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7.2 Results of material transfer measurements 
Any difference in erosion resulting from operation in various 
ambients can be demonstrated by limiting the range of current 
parameters to those covered in Chapter 6. Accordingly material transfer 
measurements were carried out for inductive circuits switching currents 
of 0.1A, 0.25A and 1.0A at 24V dc. With inductancesin the range 5jH to 
400mH the values used depending on the current. Measurements have also 
been made for R-C circuits discharging at make from 50V dc for a limited 
range of capacitance and resistance values. 
7.2.1 Erosion results in inductive circuits in 
air and nitrogen 
The variation of net cathode gain per operation with 
inductance for palladium contacts breaking 1. OA circuits in air is shown 
in Fig 7.1. The results show that the cathode gained material for 
inductances up to 100)11and lost material for inductances greater than 
this value. The rate of material transfer of palladium contacts was 
about one fifth of that of silver in air at the higher values of 
inductance. In 0.25A circuits the cathode gain increased with increasing 
inductance for inductances up to about 20m11 whereafter it decreased 
(Fig 7.2). Results for 0.1A circuits are also shown in Fig 7.2 and it 
can be seen that the rate of material transfer to the cathode increased 
with increasing inductance. However, for both these currents the transfer 
with palladium at high inductances was about half that of silver. The 
erosion of palladium in nitrogen and also in argon in 1A currents was 
similar to that observed in air which suggests that palladium is not 
markedly affected by the presence or absence of oxygen in the operating 
ambient. 
7.2.2 Erosion results in inductive circuits in hydrogen 
When material transfer measurements were carried out on 
palladium contacts which had been operated in hydrogen at 1. OA over the 
inductance range 5iH to 107mH it was found that the rate of material 
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The results are shown in Fig 7.3 which includes those obtained in air 
for comparison. It can be seen that when'the contacts were operated in 
hydrogen the cathode gain increased with inductance up to about 0.5mH 
and thereafter decreased so that large cathode loss occurred with 
inductances of 20mH and 107mH. In general the rate of transfer of 
material was of the order of a hundred times greater than that in air. 
It was found that operation in hydrogen also greatly increased the 
rate of transfer to the cathode in 0.25A and 0.1A circuits particularly 
with higher values of circuit inductance. An indication of the 
difference in erosion rates in air and hydrogen at low currents can be 
obtained from Fig 7.4 which compares the transfer rates with inductance 
in 0.25A circuits. 
7.2.3 The effect of varying the percentage. of hydrogen in 
the operating ambient 
In view of the substantial increases in the material transfer 
rates of palladium contacts operated in hydrogen compared with other 
gases it was decided to examine the effect of varying thepercentage of 
hydrogen in the test ambient. Since air and hydrogen in combination 
produce an explosive mixture, the percentage of hydrogen in a nitrogen 
atmosphere was varied from 0- 100f. Erosion measurements were carried 
out for 1.0A inductive circuits and results proved to be most unexpected. 
Fig 7.5 shows the variation of net cathode gain with hydrogen content in 
a nitrogen/hydrogen mixture for a 1.0A, 2mH circuit. It can be seen that 
as the volume percentage of hydrogen was increased up to about 40ä, 
increasing cathode loss occurred. However, the cathode loss was reduced 
by the addition of more hydrogen until with about 70 hydrogen in the 
ambient the direction of material transfer was reversed and the cathode 
gained material. 
A similar variation in transfer rate was observed with other 
inductance values although of course the magnitudes of transferred material 
were different. In the case of a 20mH inductance cathode loss occurred 
over the whole range of gas mixtures but showed a maximum at about 40 - 501fo 
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possible for nitrogen and hydrogen to combine to form ammonia in an 
exothermic process and thus produce more heating in the small contact 
gap. A few tests were therefore carried out in argon/hydrogen mixes. 
However, the results were very similar to those described for nitrogen/ 
hydrogen mixes. 
7.2.4 Erosion results in R-C circuits at make in 
different gases 
The results of material transfer measurements at the making 
of R-C circuits at 50V dc in air or nitrogen showed that the cathode 
gained material and the anode lost material and results were very similar 
in both these gases. The variation of cathode gain with resistance and 
capacitance was similar to that observed with silver contacts in air 
although the actual rate of material transfer with palladium contacts was 
smaller. However, when palladium contacts were operated in hydrogen the 
rate of material transfer to the cathode was greatly increased. A 
comparison of the variation of cathode gain in air and hydrogen with 
capacitance and resistance is shown in Figs 7.6 and 7.7. 
The results with palladium contacts show that operation in an 
ambient containing hydrogen leads to a greatly increased rate of transfer 
of material from one electrode to the other for most of the circuit 
conditions considered. 
7.3 The physical appearance of the eroded contacts 
In this section the shapes of the eroded regions on the cathode are 
compared and the physical appearances of the eroded contacts are described. 
The erosion profiles are expressed in terms of erosion steepness, defined 
by the ratio of maximum pip height (or crater depth) to pip (or crater) 
diameter. Studies of the contact surfaces and of the effects of single 
operations have also been carried out using a Cambridge Instruments 
scanning electron-microscope. 
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7.3.1 Results in air, nitrogen and argon 
The variation with inductance of pip height or crater depth 
followed the same pattern as the erosion results. In 0.1A circuits the 
pip height and steepness increased with increasing inductance reaching 
a maximum at about 263pH, but for further increases in inductance the 
pip gradually became broader. In 0.25A circuits the pip steepness 
increases slightly with inductance up to about 26311Ii, thereafter 
decreasing. However, for inductances greater than 100mH the pip was 
replaced by a shallow crater. In 1. OA circuits the pip height and 
steepness increased slightly as the inductance was increased from 51iH 
to about 20µH but for further increases in inductance up to 10OµH the 
pip became flatter and more spread out being gradually replaced by a 
crater. For inductances greater than about 200pH the crater depth and 
steepness increased with increasing inductance. Comparison of results 
with silver showed that the palladium pips were smaller and less spiky 
than those of silver. Further, there were no colourations on the 
palladium cathodes after operation in air although the anodes exhibited 
a thin black film after switching high-inductance circuits. 
7.3.2 The physical appearance of palladium contacts 
after operation in hydrogen 
After a large number of operations (-104) with palladium 
contacts the magnitude of transferred material was much greater after 
operation in hydrogen than after operation in the other gases examined. 
In most cases the erosion took the form of a symmetrical pip and 
complementary crater, both of which were often surrounded by finely 
divided black powder. The pips and craters were also much taller and 
deeper for contacts which had been operated in hydrogen. Although the 
eroded area was substantially increased the erosion steepness, i. e. the 
ratio of maximum pip height (or crater depth) to pip (or crater) 
diameter was also greater after operation in hydrogen. This parameter, 
erosion steepness, varied with inductance in a similar wary to the 
material transfer with the steepest cathode pips corresponding to maximum 
cathode gain. The pips had a fine granular structure and appeared to be 
built up from a large number of small metallic particles. The final 
170. 
craters resulted from the accumulation of a number of tiny craters 
produced at each operation. Fig 7.8(a) shows the cathode pip from a 
1A circuit and details of the structure appear in Figs 7.8(b) and 
7.8(c). Examination of the fine black powder surrounding the pip 
suggested that it was palladium in a finely divided form. It was 
found that the cathode sometimes exhibited small holes which suggested 
that gas had been forced out from inside the metal. (See Fig 7.9). 
It was also found that the size of the individual granules making up 
the pip were smaller after operation in a hydrogen ambient than in a 
hydrogen-free one. In 1A, 20mH and 100mH circuits the rate of transfer 
was so great that the number of operations was limited to about 3x103 
and in these cases both electrodes were covered with large quantities 
of dark finely divided powder. Moreover, the shapes of the pip and 
crater were unusual. It was found that although the cathode exhibited 
a large crater there was a pip built up inside it and the anode 
exhibited a complementary shape (Fig 7.10). It can also be4: seen from 
Fig 7.10 that the anode surface has a cracked appearance; the cathode 
also exhibited this feature. The cracked appearance was found to be 
due not to break-up of the anode surface but to deposition of material 
ejected from the cathode, a feature which is clearly shown in Fig 7.11. 
It can also be seen that the transferred material consisted of small 
particles pressed together and its density was less than that of the 
solid material. Comparison of the volumes of the cathode crater and 
anode pip under these conditions were consistent with this observation. 
Comparison of palladium contacts which had been subjected to short 
duration arcs occurring at the making of 50V dc R-C circuits in air and 
hydrogen 
showed that apart from being larger the pips were much steeper 
after operation in hydrogen. However, the sizes of the individual 
particles which made up the pip were much smaller for contacts which had 
been operated in hydrogen. This is shown in Figs 7.12 and 7.13. 
The erosion resulting from a few switching operations has also been 
examined. The cathode from a pair of palladium contacts after breaking 
a 1A inductive load in hydrogen is shown in Fig 7.14, which shows 
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observed in other gases. Moreover, the erosion craters appear to 
follow the line of the cracks. It is possible therefore that arcing 
occurs preferentially in or near these cracks since an arc root is 
likely to form at a fault in the surface structure. Measurements of 
the diameter of individual craters show that they vary from less 
than 1)im to about 5pm. 
The appearance of single discharge craters resulting from the 
making of high energy R-C circuits has also been examined. After 
operation in air the anode exhibited*a smooth crater with a rim of 
metal thrown up around it very similar to that observed with silver in 
air (see Fig 5.2 ). The cathode exhibited a smaller crater with a 
few droplets of metal deposited in and around it. However, after 
operation in hydrogen the palladium anode crater was not smooth but 
broken up and the rim surrounding it was small. The cathode exhibited 
an ill-defined erosion area with a large number of small particles 
deposited in and around it. These particles were much smaller than 
those observed in air for the same circuit conditions. 
The results described in this section suggest that when palladium 
contacts switch current in hydrogen the structure of the electrode 
surface is changed. 
7.4 Oscillographic observations with palladium contacts 
An oscillographic study of the discharges occurring when palladium 
contacts are operated in different gases has been carried out using the 
Tektronix 556 high-speed oscilloscope. Particular emphasis has been 
placed on the behaviour of the low-voltage arc discharge. The are 
duration was found to vary considerably for all circuit conditions and 
the mean values quoted are usually the average of 50 individual values. 
7.4.1 Results in air. nitrogen and argon for inductive 
circuits at break 
The discharge characteristics of palladium contacts in air, 
nitrogen and argon were similar and in the 1.0A circuits the mean arc 
duration was found to be approximately proportional to the circuit 
inductance for values up to 20mH. The characteristics of the low-voltage 
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arc, i. e. mean arc voltage and variation of arc voltage with time, were 
not affected by the presence of oxygen in the operating ambient. The 
palladium arc was not as stable as the silver arc in air and its 
voltage usually fluctuated between about 12V and 30V. Moreover the 
mean arc voltage tended to increase with time. It was also found that 
the arc was sometimes interrupted by high-voltage transients before it 
extinguished. The contacts voltage then increased rapidly to about 
300 - 350V depending on the gas when a glow ignited (see Fig 7.15). 
Arc interruption by high-voltage transients was more common in high- 
inductance circuits where the arc durations could be considerable 
(100ps 
or more). 
The general results in low-current circuits were similar to those 
observed for silver contacts in air except that no sustained arcing 
occurred even for high-inductance 0.25A circuits. When the inductance 
was sufficient to cause the voltage across the contacts at break to 
exceed 300V multiple capacitive breakdowns. occurred, resulting in the 
local capacitance being discharged. At high inductance values a glow 
discharge followed the capacitive breakdowns. It was found that the 
duration of the glow was greatest in argon and least in air, a feature 
which has been observed with silver. 
7.4.2 Results for inductive circuits in hydrogen 
When the palladium contacts were operated in hydrogen the 
mean arc voltage in 1.0A circuits was less than that observed in air 
or nitrogen remaining approximately constant at between 12V and 20V. 
If the arc duration was greater than about 300ps the voltage increased 
fairly rapidly to about 300V when a glow ignited (see Fig 7.16). The 
mean arc duration was greater in hydrogen than in the other gases, 
particularly at the lower values of circuit inductance. This indicates 
that the minimum current necessary for arcing is lower in hydrogen. 
Moreover the variation of mean arc duration with inductance was 
approximately linear. This is shown in Fig 7.17 where results in air 
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The bridging phase with palladium contacts was not significantly 
affected by changing the ambient gas. Multiple bridges were usually 
observed at circuit break in all ambients and the bridge voltage 
increased more rapidly than with silver in air. The maximum bridge 
voltage with palladium was greater than with silver being about 
1.0V. 
Since voltage and temperature in the bridge are related, this is to be 
expected because the melting and boiling temperatures of palladium are 
greater than those of silver. 
In the 0.1A and 0.25A circuits the duration of capacitive break- 
downs which preceded the glow was increased when the contacts were 
operated in hydrogen. Moreover, glow-to-arc transitions were more 
likely to occur in hydrogen. The duration of the capacitive breakdown 
period was variable for a given set of circuit conditions and this in 
turn resulted in a much more variable glow duration than was observed 
in other gases. 
7.4.3 Results in R-C circuits at make 
For resistances less than 20 ohms and capacitances greater 
than 0.01pF with palladium contacts in air an arc ignited just prior 
to contact closure. The voltage and current behaviour with palladium 
in air was similar to silver in air which has already been described in 
detail in Chapter 5. Mean values of arc duration in air, nitrogen and 
argon were similar. However, the duration of the arc on make in 
hydrogen was longer than in the other gases. The mean are duration is 
plotted as a function of capacitance and resistance respectively in 
Figs 7.18 and 7.19. Detailed studies showed that premature arc 
extinction by metallic closure in circuits with resistances greater 
than 10 ohms was less likely in hydrogen than in the other gases, 
occurring in only about 50 per cent of cases as compared with about 
70 - 80 per cent of cases in air. 
As shown in Chapter 5 this metallic 
closure is thought to result from the rim thrown up around the anode 
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7.4.4 Results in hydrogen-nitrogen mixes 
When the palladium contacts switched 1.0A inductive circuits 
in an ambient containing hydrogen and nitrogen it was found 
that the 
addition of about 10 per cent hydrogen increased the duration of 
the low- 
voltage arc discharge. The arc duration increased only slightly with a 
further increase in hydrogen percentage up to about 75 per cent and 
then 
increased more rapidly. This variation is illustrated in Fig 7.20. 
Observations in hydrogen-argon mixes were similar. 
These observations indicate that with palladium contacts the low- 
voltage arc is more easily maintained when the contacts are operated 
in 
an ambient containing hydrogen. 
7.5 Discussion of results with palladium contacts 
in different gases 
The erosion results in ambients where no hydrogen is present can be 
explained using the same concepts that have been used to explain the 
erosion results of silver contacts in different gases. Explanation of the 
erosion of palladium in an ambient containing hydrogen has necessicated a 
discussion of the properties of the material when gas absorption occurs 
and of the mechanisms of the low-voltage arc discharge. The fundamental 
aspects of the latter have not been discussed in this chapter but have been 
included in Chapter 8 which is a summary and general discussion of this 
whole work. 
7.5.1 Discussion of results in air, nitrogen and argon 
Erosion studies and oscillographic observations showed that 
the results in air, nitrogen and argon were similar. Like silver, 
palladium forms an unstable oxide which decomposes at 400 - 600°C but unlike 
silver it does not absorb oxygen. These observations indicate 
therefore that'-the presence of an unstable oxide does not affect the 
arcing characteristic significantly. In 0.1A and 0.25A inductive circuits 
low-voltage arcing was absent and the erosion resulted from capacitive 
breakdowns and glow discharges, the former being by far the more 
destructive. It was found that the glow did not produce any actual 
erosion but merely resulted in the deposition of a 
finely divided layer of 
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metal on the electrode surfaces. The capacitive breakdowns, on the 
other hand, led to the formation of a pip on one electrode and a 
crater on the other after a large number of switching operations. 
Since the total duration of the capacitive breakdowns was relatively 
short, usually being no greater than 5- 10µs, these breakdowns 
occurred across a small contact gap so that under these conditions 
severe bombardment of the anode by electrons would be expected to 
occur. Anode loss and cathode gain would be expected and this was 
observed in practice. In the 0.25A, 400mH circuit it was observed 
that the capacitive breakdowns occurred for a longer time and therefore 
across an increasingly greater contact gap. The greater number of 
ionising collisions resulting would be expected to produce more heating 
of the cathode. Moreover, oscillographic observations showed that 
during the showering the low resistance in the discharging part of the 
above circuit caused the polarity of the electrodes to be reversed and 
breakdowns sometimes occurred in the reverse direction. Both these 
effects would be expected to produce increased loss of material from 
the cathode and cathode loss was observed in practice. 
The results in 1. OA circuits can be explained using the concepts 
of short-arc and long-arc transfer. Except for large values of 
inductance the mean arc duration was proportional to the circuit 
inductance so that for low values of inductance the arc duration was 
short. Therefore with low circuit inductances transfer should be of 
the short-arc type with a consequent loss of material by the anode and 
gain by the cathode. Cathode gain was observed for inductance up to 
about 50pH which corresponded to arc durations of about 3ps. For 
inductances greater than this value the arc discharge could be maintained 
across larger contact gaps. Under these conditions greater ionisation of 
metal atoms by electron collisions is thought to occur and the ions thus 
produced would be expected to cause heating of the cathode and loss of 
material from the electrode. Cathode loss was observed in practice in 
high-inductance circuits. 
Although the commencement of cathode loss occurred for relatively 
low inductance values (L4 74}iH) in 1.0A circuits, the rate of cathode 
loss for inductances larger than this value was not as great for palladium 
1,8 6 
in air as it was for silver in air. Ignoring for the present any 
effect of the ambient gas on silver there are several possible reasons 
for the different erosion rates of the two materials. Firstly, the 
mean arc durations observed for palladium contacts in air are less than 
those observed for silver contacts in air for a given circuit 
inductance. Since material transfer is generally proportional to the 
amount of energy dissipated in the arc, and therefore on its duration, 
a smaller rate of material transfer would be expected with palladium. 
Further, the melting and boiling temperatures of palladium are greater 
than those of silver so that if electrode loss is primarily the result 
of melting and vapourisation of material a lower rate of transfer would 
be expected with palladium than with silver for arcs of the same energy. 
The question that naturally arises is why is the mean arc duration 
in air with palladium contacts less than with silver for a given set of 
circuit conditions? Oscillographic observations have shown that the 
minimum current required to support an arc in air is greater for 
palladium than for silver, typical values being about 0.7 - 0.8A and 
0.2 - 0.3A respectively. Since the circuit inductance determines the 
rate of current decay in the arc it follows that for a given inductance 
the arc will be maintained for a shorter time with palladium. The 
factors which influence the value of the minimum arcing current are 
discussed in the next chapter. 
Comparison of the erosion rates of palladium and silver switching 
series R-C circuits in air showed that the rate of material transfer was 
greater with silver. It has already been shown that the mean arc 
duration in these circuits does not usually exceed a few is. Moreover, 
it was also shown that the arc lifetime is not determined primarily by 
the circuit parameters but by physical conditions in the gap such as the 
shape of the erosion that is produced on the anode. Measurements of the 
arc duration at make showed that there was little difference in the mean 
arc lifetimes of the two materials so that the mean arc energies were 
also very similar. A series of experiments carried out with a number of 
materials showed that the most important factor in determining the rate 
of material transfer under these conditions was the melting temperature 
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of the electrode material and that materials with low melting points 
exhibited the greatest rate of material transfer 
( 32- ). Palladium has 
a higher melting temperature (1550°C) than silver(960°C) and exhibited a 
smaller rate of transfer consistent with the observations referred to 
above. 
7.5.2 Discussion of results in ambients containing hydrogen 
Although some aspects of the results obtained when 
palladium contacts were operated in an ambient containing hydrogen can 
be explained by using the concepts employed so far, it is shown that a 
number of anomalies are apparent. For the sake of clarity it is 
proposed to discuss them separately. 
In low-current inductive circuits and in the 50V dc R-C circuits, 
where the erosion resulted from short-duration arcs following capacitive 
breakdowns, the cathode gained material and the anode lost material. 
Oscillographic observations showed that the number of capacitive break- 
downs occurring at the breaking of the inductive circuits was greater 
when the contacts were operated in hydrogen. Moreover, the mean duration 
of the arc on make in the 50V dc R-C circuits was substantially greater 
in hydrogen than in the other gases. These observations show that the 
amount of energy dissipated in capacitive discharges is greater in 
hydrogen. However, comparison of the erosion rates of palladium in 
different gases showed that the rates of transfer to the cathode were 
far greater than expected from the increase in arc energy. Examination 
of the pips built up on cathodes after a large number of switching 
operations showed that the sizes of the individual granules from which 
the pips had been built up were much smaller after operation in hydrogen 
than after operation in the other gases. The different structure of the 
eroded regions of the electrodes after operation in hydrogen suggests a 
possible reason for the increase in mean arc duration observed for the 
R-C circuits although it is not immediately obvious why the rate of 
erosion is so much greater. It is shown in Section 5.6.2. , that the 
arc on make is usually extinguished prematurely by metallic closure of 
the contacts which is brought about by a rim of metal thrown up around 
the anode crater. Rims several micrometres in height were observed. In 
hydrogen the rim thrown up around the anode crater was much smaller than 
in the other gases and so are interruption, if it occurred, would be 
. .... ý.....,....,, r__.. _..., au.. w.... ý,....,,,...,. ý _...,., ýý. 
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expected to happen at a later stage in the arc life. Oscillographic 
observations confirmed this and showed that the are was less likely to 
be interrupted by metallic closure in hydrogen (less than 50ö of cases 
as compared with about 75% in air or nitrogen). The great rate of 
material transfer in hydrogen and the marked differences in the structure 
of the transferred material suggests that under these conditions the 
properties of the palladium metal may be altered. This suggestion' is 
not unreasonable since it has been established that palladium exposed to 
severe temperature cycling in a hydrogen atmosphere undergoes a phase 
change which leads to embrittlement of the metal surface (35)3t). This 
is discussed more fully in Section 7.5.3. 
At the breaking of 1. OA inductive circuits in which the are duration 
could be much greater than for the conditions described above, operation 
in hydrogen increased the mean arc duration as compared with other so 
This is contrary to observations with silver and particularly those Awhic# 
oxidise, for which it is more difficult to maintain a low voltage arc in 
hydrogen than in air. The only difference between palladium and the other 
materials is that palladium absorbs and occludes large quantities of 
hydrogen. This observation dis therefore consistent with 
the view put 
forward in Section 6.4.3 that gas absorption by a metal produces conditions 
which permit more easily sustained arc discharges. There are two likely 
explanations for this. Firstly, the solubility of hydrogen in palladium 
is temperature dependent and decreases very rapidly as the temperature is 
increased. During arcing the electrode surfaces are violently heated and 
expulsion of hydrogen would therefore be expected and this may affect the 
arc cathode mechanism. Secondly, the temperature cycling experiment by 
the electrode surfaces as a result of switching current probably leads to 
a phase transformation at the surface. It has long been recognised that 
the properties of electrode surfaces have a marked influence on the 
stability of the arc discharge. Theme two aspects are discussed in detail 
in Section 7.5.4. 
The rate of material transfer of palladium in hydrogen was very much 
greater than in the other gases examined but this increase in transfer was 
far greater than expected from the observed increase in arc duration. 
Moreover, contrary to expectations, cathode gain was observed in hydrogen 
for inductances of 2mH corresponding to a mean arc duration of 40 - 50ps 
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compared to inductances of less than 100pH and arcs of 3ps duration in 
the other gases. With arcs of about 50µs duration long-arc transfer 
resulting in cathode loss would be expected. If it is assumed that the 
electrode which exhibits a net loss of material is the one which 
receives the greater amount of heat the above observations suggests a 
change in the relative heat dissipation between the two electrodes 
occurs in hydrogen. 
There is further evidence to support this contention when the results 
in hydrogen-nitrogen and hydrogen-argon mixes are considered. With about 
20% by volume of hydrogen present the mean arc duration for a particular 
inductance value was greater than observed in nitrogen, argon or air, and 
substantially increased cathode loss was observed. This would be 
expected according to the concept of long-arc transfer used to explain 
the magnitude and direction of material transfer in circuits where prolonged 
arcing occurs. As the hydrogen content was increased the arc duration 
increased only slightly for up to about 80% of hydrogen and slightly 
increased cathode loss would therefore be expected. In practice the rate 
of cathode loss initially increased slightly but was observed to reach a 
maximum with about 30 - 40% of hydrogen and for greater proportions of 
hydrogen than this the cathode loss was gradually reduced. Thus while the 
arc duration. was almost constant for percentages of hydrogen between 20 - 
80% the magnitude and even the direction of net material transfer could 
vary substantially. It is possible that nitrogen and hydrogen may combine 
in the presence of discharges to form ammonia by an exothermic process and 
alter the heating of the electrodes resulting from the discharge. However, 
results in hydrogen-argon mixes were similar to those in hydrogen-nitrogen 
mixes. These observations suggest that the thermal balance between the 
two electrodes is altered when a considerable amount of hydrogen is present 
in the operating ambient. 
At this stage of the discussion it is clear that the results with 
palladium contacts operated in hydrogen are not consistent with those in 
other gases and cannot be adequately explained by means of the formal 
concepts introduced in Chapter 2. There are several aspects which regnre 
more detailed consideration. Firstly, why is the volume rate of material 
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transfer in hydrogen very large compared with other gases and why is it 
so much greater than expected from considerations of arc energy? 
Secondly, why is the low-voltage arc discharge more easily maintained in 
hydrogen? Finally, why does material transfer to the cathode occur in 
hydrogen with arcs of considerable duration, i. e. why is the thermal 
balance between the two electrodes altered? Each of these questions will 
be discussed separately although some of the more fundamental such as 
possible mechanisms for the effects of gas absorption on are stability and 
transfer are considered in Chapter 8. 
7.5.3 Possible reasons for the greater rate of 
volume transfer in hydrogen 
There are several possible reasons for the large rate of 
volume transfer in hydrogen. Firstly, the different appearance of the 
transferred material raises the question as to whether the material 
properties of it, such as density, are the same as those of the bulk metal 
so that volume measurements of material transfer may give values that are 
too large. Secondly, the modified arcing characteristics may result in 
the arc being more efficient at removing material from the electrodes. 
It is also possible that the violent evolution of hydrogen gas that 
probably occurs when the electrode surfaces are heated causes ejection of 
material from the surfaces. 
A series of experiments were carried out in which pieces of palladium 
wire were heated momentarily to redness a number of times (about 100) in 
different gases and these showed some interesting resits. Although wires 
heated to redness in air and nitrogen did not exhibit any visible changes, 
wires which had been heated in hydrogen were swollen and the surfaces were 
blistered. See Pigs 7.21 - 7.23. After heating in hydrogen the diameter 
of the palladium wire increased by about 10 - 15% and its electrical 
resistivity increased. This means that the electrical 
and thermal conductivities are decreased. Palladium subjected to 
temperature cycling between about 100°C and 700°C in hydrogen undergoes 
a phase transformation from alpha-palladium to beta-palladium with an 
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Moreover, the metal surface suffers embrittlement and shows signs of 
cracking. Further Smith ( 3* ) has found that the electrical 
resistivity of beta-palladium is greater than that of alpha-palladium. 
These observations demonstrate that simply temperature cycling 
palladium in hydrogen produces changes in the material. It is now 
necessary to see if similar changes occur when a pair of palladium 
contacts in a hydrogen ambient are made to switch current and if such 
changes can explain the observed results. 
A great dell of information can be obtained from a detailed 
examination of the eroded contacts. In high-inductance (L>. -20mH) 1. OA 
circuits the anode exhibited material transfer in a cracked and embrittled 
form and its density was less than that of the bulk metal (Fig 7.11). 
Although embrittlement was not so obvious in lower-energy circuits the 
pips of transferred material were built up from particles of metal that 
were much smaller than observed in other gases. These observations, 
together with the fact that the surfaces of switching contacts are 
subjected to violent temperature fluctuations, make it highly probable 
that the surfaces of palladium contacts operated in hydrogen undergo a 
phase change similar to that described above. Moreover, it is likely 
that the surface embrittlement occurring favours the transfer of small 
particles of metal observed in hydrogen rather than that of larger 
droplets which are normally observed in the other gases considered. 
An increase in specific volume of only 10ö normally accompanying the 
probable phase change that occurs does not explain the greatly increased 
volume of transfer. This observation suggests that either the low- 
voltage arc in hydrogen is much more efficient at removing electrode 
material, particularly if surface embrittlement occurs, or that the 
hydrogen evolution which takes place if the electrode surfaces are heated 
leads to enhanced ejection of electrode material. The rate of transfer of 
palladium per joule of arc energy can be up to 50 times greater in 
hydrogen than other gases and it is difficuklt to imagine how the arc 
itself can be so much more efficient at removing electrode material under 
these conditions. Moreover, comparison of results with stable arcs in air 
for a number of materials do not show such proportionately large rates of 
transfer. It is concluded that the large rate'of material transfer is 
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most probably a consequence of surface embrittlement and violent 
hydrogen evolution. The appearance of blowholes in the electrode 
surfaces are consistent with gas evolution from the metal. 
Examination of contacts which had been operated a few times in 
hydrogen showed that more material was transferred in this gas and 
that the surface was embrittled. Moreover, the structure of the 
transferred material was finer than observed in other gases and the 
eroded areas were greater. Another series of tests were carried out 
during which pairs of palladium contacts were allowed to stand in 
hydrogen prior to switching current a few times in air. Although 
there was no other preconditioning of the electrodes the appearance 
of the eroded areas after switching a few times in air was similar to 
that observed after switching in hydrogen. Thus the surface 
embrittlement observed in hydrogen is most likely to be due to 
absorption and evolution of gas from the metal rather than due to the 
fact that the contacts are being switched in a hydrogen atmosphere. 
Operation of hydrogen-embrittled palladium contacts in air did not 
lead to large rates of material transfer. This observation, together 
with the other results discussed in this section, indicates that the 
large rate of transfier of palladium in hydrogen does not resu]t purely 
from embrittlement of the electrode surfaces but is a consequence of 
the fact that the metal can absorb, occlude and evolve hydrogen and is 
most likely due to enhanced material ejection by violent gas evolution. 
7.5.4 Possible reasons for the increase in arc duration 
and stability of palladium in hydrogen 
There are a number of factors which can affect the stability 
and duration of the low-voltage arc discharge. These include the 
cleanness and structure of the surface, material properties such as the 
thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity, melting temperature and 
boiling temperature of the electrode and the work function and the 
vapour pressure of the cathode material. 
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Surface conditioning can result in changes in the material 
properties of the electrodes and measurements indicated 
that the 
electrical resistivity of the embrittled palladium surface is 
increased. Some experiments were therefore carried out to examine 
the possible effects of any surface conditioning on arcing. Several 
pairs of palladium contacts which had been operated in hydrogen and 
whose surfaces showed signs of embrittlement were subsequently 
operated in air and the arc characteristics were examined 
oscillographically. These were the same as in hydrogen but after a few 
operations the arcing characteristics were the same as those normally 
observed in air, with substantial voltage fluctuations during the 
early part of the arc life and a rapid increase in the contact 
voltage as the are was extinguished. This observation suggests that 
the surface deformation and embrittlement that occurs as a result of 
operation of palladium in hydrogen is not responsible for the change 
in arcing characteristics observed in hydrogen but rather that the 
effect is in some way due to the presence of hydrogen. 
Another series of experiments were carried out where palladium 
contacts were first allowed to stand for a few minutes in hydrogen. 
Under these conditions the metal absorbs hydrogen. The palladium 
contacts were then operated in air and it was found that for the first 
few operations, the low-voltage arc was more stable and less 
interrupted that normally observed in air, and was similar to that 
usually observed in hydrogen. After the first few operations the 
arcing characteristics gradually changed to those normally observed in 
air. ' This suggests that absorption and evolution of hydrogen is more 
likely to be responsible for the change in arcing characteristics of 
palladium in hydrogen. It is known that palladium can absorb up to 
640 times its own volume of hydrogen at room temperature, but if the 
metal is heated most of the gas is very rapidly evolved. This violent 
evolution of gas may modify the arcing mechanism at the cathode or may 
enhance material ejection from the cathode. It is worth considering 
this in more detail to determine whether or not such an effect is 
possible. Experiments carried out by Cobine and Farrall (35,3() suggested 
that the most significant factor affecting the stability of the low- 
voltage are is the vapour pressure of the cathode material. For a given 
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circuit, cathodes with high vapour pressures produced longer and more 
stable arcs. Since it has been established that low-voltage arcs run 
primarily in metal vapour ( 37 ) it is possible that the vapour 
pressure of the palladium cathode may be increased by violent hydrogen 
evolution thus stabilising the arc. However, it has not been possible 
to confirm this. Moreover, the results of a few operations show that 
the area affected by the are is greater in hydrogen than in air 
indicating that are. movement is increased. Movement of the arc is 
caused by the formation of new arc sites , the number of which may be 
increased by hydrogen evolution. 
It is also worth considering whether increased electron emission 
can occur. Since the production of electrons at the cathode is vital 
for arc maintainence, increased electron emission can have a 
stabilising effect on the arc discharge. Measurements of electron 
emission carried out in different gases by Wilson ( 3$ ) showed that 
electron emission from palladium in hydrogen was substantially greater 
than in other gases. Moreover, measurements by the author of the work 
functions of palladium in different gases using a contact potential 
difference method indicated that the work function of palladium in 
hydrogen was about 0.2 - 0.3eV lower than in air. This is consistent 
with increased electron emission. In order to discuss this further, 
however, it is necessary to consider what happens when hydrogen is 
absorbed by palladium. 
Although Graham discovered the absorption and occlusion of hydrogen 
by palladium as long. ago as 1866 ( 39 ) the behaviour of the gas in the 
metal is not fully understood. However, it is generally considered that 
the following processes occur ( 35 ). 
1) Hydrogen molecules are absorbed onto the metal surface, 
2) the molecules dissociate to become hydrogen atoms absorbed. 
3) Each atom ionises to produce a proton and an electron which 
are absorbed into the metal. 
When the gas is ejected from the metal the above processes occur in 
reverse order so that hydrogenions diffuse to the surface where they 
combine with electrons. This does not discount the possibility of hydrogen 
as being trapped within the metal lattice. 
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From this it is clear that as the electrode surface is heated 
adsorbed atoms or ions may be present in the surface. It can be shown 
that atoms adsorbed as positive ions can produce a charged double 
layer at the surface of a metal since opposite +ve ions there exists a 
-ve surface change in the metal. Inside this layer 
the force on an 
electron is proportional to the surface change density. Thus as an 
electron is taken from the interior of the metal there is an extra 
potential drop, resulting from the double layer. It is therefore 
easier for the electrons to escape than without a double layer and the 
effective work function is lowered by say A+. 
7.5.5 Discussion of the change in thermal balance 
between palladium electrodes in hydrogen 
It must be stated at the beginning of this section that the 
observed change in thermal balance between palladium electrodes in 
hydrogen cannot be explained at present. In the experiments described in 
this work the electrode gap is very small even while arcs of considerable 
duration occur. For example, with a lms arc and a velocity of separation 
of the contacts about 30mm 
1 the maximum gap is about 30x10 
3mm. This 
means that conditions in the contact gap are likely to be dominated by 
electrode effects. It is therefore highly probable that the thermal 
balance between the two electrodes is determined primarily by conditions 
at the electrodes. 
It has been found that with palladium in hydrogen the cathode gains 
material when arcs of up to 501is duration occur which is contrary to 
observations with silver in all the gases and palladium in gases other 
than hydrogen. Moreover, in hydrogen-nitrogen or hydrogen-argon mixes 
cathode loss is reduced with increasing hydrogen content (for ýIi2 
30-40f) even though the mean arc duration remains approximately constant. 
'4 
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Hydrogen is the best gaseous conductor being about five times 
better than air and its specific heat is also higher. Comparison of 
the erosion occuring in arcing circuits in different gases, notably 
nitrogen and hydrogen, for a number of different contact materials, 
other than palladium, showed little if any difference between the gases. 
This is consistent with the assumption put forward above that the 
phenomena occurring under the conditions being studied are essentially 
electrode phenomena. 
The only factor that has a probable effect is the heat produced 
when hydrogen is absorbed or evolved. Arcing between contacts causes 
them to be heated so that hydrogen would'be expected to be given off, 
e. g. palladium evolves occluded hydrogen when heated. Palladium is an 
exothermic occluder of hydrogen so it would be expected that heat is 
abbmrbed as hydrogen is ejected from the heated electrodes. It would 
also be expected that both electrodes would be affected in the same way. 
However, examination of palladium electrodes indicates that a greater 
area of the cathode than the anode is affected by arcing. Thus the 
heating due to the are discharge and due to the evolution of hydrogen gas 
is smaller per unit area on the cathode. This electrode would therefore 
be expected to lose less material than the anode. This is put forward as 
a possible explanation for the observation that palladium cathodes in 
hydrogen gain material even when arcs of considerable duration 
accompany switching. As the contact gap and arc duration increase the 
cathode normally suffers increased heating (see Chapter 5). Eventually 
when arcs of long duration, i. e. greater than 50jis occur the cathode 
suffers loss of material, even in hydrogen. At this stage it has not 
been possible to find a more satisfactory explanation for the phenomenon. 
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CHAPTER 8- GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Summary 
This chapter shows that results with palladium-silver alloys in different 
gases are consistent with those obtained for pure silver and pure 
palladium. The effects of operation in hydrogen and ambients containing 
oxygen on the behaviour of other contact materials are also briefly 
considered. The factors determining which discharges accompanying 
switching and the erosion which results from these discharges are also 
discussed. The relations of the general results of this thesis to the 
field of electrical contact phenomena are illustrated. Finally, possible 
areas for future work are discussed. 
8.1 Introduction 
The results produced in this thesis so far have shown that the 
switching behaviour of silver contacts is markedly affected by the 
presence of oxygen in the operating ambient. Further, the behaviour of 
palladium contacts can be drastically affected by the presence of hydrogen 
in the operating ambient. Silver can absorb oxygen when heated and 
palladium absorbs and occludes large quantities of hydrogen which are 
released on heating. Discussion of these results has indicated that the 
discharge characteristics and the erosion behaviour of silver and 
palladium in air (or oxygen) and hydrogen respectively may result from gas 
absorption. It is now necessary to see if this conclusion can be further 
substantiated by considering other contact materials, including palladium- 
silver alloys. 
8.2 Erosion results with palladium-silver alloy contacts 
Erosion measurements were carried out using 10/90,30/70 and 60/40 
palladium-silver contacts. This part of the investigation was limited to 
24V dc inductive circuits breaking a current of 1. OA with inductances in 
the range from a few 100pH to 20mH. A few results were also obtained for 
making ß-C circuits at 50V dc. For convenience the results in each gas 
are described separately. 
-"- 
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8.2.1 Erosion results in air 
In high inductance 1. OA circuits, the cathode loss with pure 
palladium was much smaller than with pure silver (Section 7.2). However, 
contrary to expectations, it was found that when the transfer rates of 
the palladium-silver alloys were measured for the above circuits the 
rates were equal to or greater than those of silver (see Fig 8.1). The 
30/70 alloy transferred material at about the same rate as pure silver but 
the 10/90 and 60/40 alloys showed a greater loss of material from the 
cathode than pure silver over most of the inductance range. 
8.2.2 Erosion results in nitrogen 
The erosion results for palladium-silver alloy contacts 
switching 1. OA, 24V dc inductive circuits in nitrogen are shown in Fig'8.2. 
It can be seen that with the 10/90 and 30/70 palladium-silver alloys the 
material transfer from the cathode was less than observed in air, 
particularly with the larger inductance values. With the 10/90 alloy, 
cathode gain was observed for inductances up to about 3mH compared with 
about 30pH in air. With the 30/70 alloy, cathode gain occurred for 
inductance up to about 2mH in nitrogen (701iH'in air). However, the rates 
of material transfer with the 60/40 alloy were not significantly affected 
by operation in nitrogen. 
A few additional experiments in argon gave similar results to those 
in nitrogen. 
8.2.3 'Erosion results in hydrogen 
When the alloy contacts switched 1. OA inductive circuits while 
being operated in hydrogen, the 10/90 and 30/70 palladium-silver alloys 
eroded at rates very similar to those observed in nitrogen. However, the 
erosion of the 60/40 palladium-silver alloy was substantially incfeased 
over most of the inductance range. The rate of cathode gain as a function 
of circuit inductance for the 60/40 alloy is shown for 1. OA circuits in 
Fig 8.3 where results for air are included for comparison. In low 
inductance-circuits the 60/40 alloy exhibited substantial cathode gain in 
hydrogen compared with cathode loss in the other ambients examined. For 
inductances 
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With the 60/40 palladium-silver alloy a few tests were also carried 
out in 50V dc R-C circuits discharging at make and results showed 
that a 
significant ambient effect was demonstrated by this alloy in 
hydrogen. 
It was found that the rate of material transfer to the cathode was 
substantially greater than in air or nitrogen. A comparison or the 
erosion occurring at make for the 60/40 alloy in air and 
hydrogen is shown 
in Table 8.1. 
TABLE 8.1 
Net cathode gain per operation, mm3 x 1079 







A summary of the effects of different gases on palladium-silver 
materials breaking 1. OA, inductive circuits is shown in Fig 8.4. 
8.3 The visual appearance of the eroded contacts 
The visual appearance of the eroded contacts and the shapes of the pips 
and craters were, found to be substantially affected by operation in 
different ambients. The erosion shpae is described in terms of the erosion 
steepness which is defined by the ratio pip height (or crater depth) to 
erosion diameter. 
8.3.1 Results in air 
The physical appearances of silver and palladium after operation 
in air are discussed in detail in earlier sections (6.2,7.3) but the main 
features will be summarised here. The erosion usually took the form of a 
cathode pip and complementary anode crater. In high inductance 1. OA circuits 
the cathode exhibited loss of material in the form of a crater. The erosion 
steepness varied with inductance in a similar way to cathode gain, i. e. the 
steepness of the cathode pips increased with inductance reaching a maximum 
when the cathode gain was a maximum. As the inductance was further increased 
the pip became flatter and was gradually replaced by a crater. 
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A feature of the 10/90 and to a lesser extent of the 30/70 palladium- 
silver alloys which had also been observed with pure silver, was the 
appearance of a series of coloured annuli after operation in high inductance 
circuits. The annuli were more apparent on the cathodes but the anodes also 
showed some signs of colouration under these conditions. Colourations on 
the cathode were not observed with pure palladium or the 60/40 palladium- 
silver alloy. As discussed in 6.4 the colourations probably result from 
sputtering phenomena in the glow discharge. 
8.3.2 Results in nitrogen 
In the 1. OA circuits the cathode gained material for low 
inductance values and lost material for high inductance values. Over the 
inductance range for which cathode gain was observed in air and nitrogen 
the pips for the 10/90 and 30/70 palladium-silver alloys were steeper 
after operation in nitrogen than after operation in air. 
It was found that the colourations that were observed after operation 
in air on palladium-silver alloys containing a high proportion of silver 
were absent if these materials were operated in nitrogen, argon or at a 
low pressure. These results are consistent with those made earlier using 
pure silver contacts. 
8.3.3 Results in hydrogen 
With the 10/90 and 30/70 alloys, the appearance of the eroded 
contacts and the general variation of pip and crater shape with. inductance 
was very similar in hydrogen to that observed after operation in nitrogen. 
It will therefore not be discussed in any further detail. 
With the 60/40 palladium-silver, the rate of material transfer in 
1. OA inductive circuits was much greater than in the other gases. Moreover, 
the cathode pips were much taller and steeper after operation in hydrogen. 
It was also observed that the structure of the transferred material was much 
finer than in air or nitrogen, an observation which is consistent with 
results obtained with pure palladium. The electrodes were covered with 
substantial quantities of finely divided black powder, the amount of which 
increased with increasing inductance. 
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Clearly the 60/40 alloy is affected by the presence of hydrogen in the 
same way as pure palladium although, as might be expected, not to the same 
extent. 
Results in R-C circuits discharging from 50V dc at circuit closure were 
consistent with those in 1. OA inductive circuits at break. The pips were 
much bigger, taller and more spiky and were surrounded by a considerable 
amount of finely divided black powder. Moreover, the structure of the pips 
and craters was much finer than in the other gases. 
8.4 Oscillographic observations with palladium-silver contacts 
Oscillographic observations showed that the discharge characteristics, 
particularly those of the low voltage arc discharge, were considerably 
affected by both the contact material and the different operating ambients. 
With alloys containing a high percentage of silver, the low voltage arc was 
unstable in oxygen free gases. However, operation in hydrogen tended to 
increase the duration of the low voltage arc with the 60/40 alloy, 
particularly in high inductance 1. OA circuits. 
8.4.1 Oscillographic observations in air 
In 1. OA circuits, low voltage arcs occurred immediately after 
break for all inductances considered. When the arc extinguished the contact 
voltage increased rapidly to a maximum followed by circuit ringing, ors if 
there was sufficient circuit energy, capacitive breakdowns and a glow discharge. 
The mean arc durations at a particular inductance, varied considerably with 
the three alloys although in each case the arc duration increased 
approximately linearly with inductance. The 10/90 alloy exhibited the longest 
arcs for a particular inductance and the 30/70 alloy the shortest. 
8.4.2 Oscillographic observations in nitroren 
In 1. OA circuits it was found that the discharge characteristics 
of the 60/40 alloy were not significantly changed from those observed in air. 
A sustained low voltage arc occurred which was followed by capacitive 
breakdowns and a glow discharge in high inductance circuits. However, with 
the 10/90 and 30/70 alloys, the low voltage arc was shorter in duration than 
in air and was often interrupted by contact reclojures" This effect was 
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more pronounced with the 10/90 alloy and thus is comparable with the 
observations made with pure silver contacts in nitrogen 
(see Section 6.3). 
Experiments suggested that the minimum arcing current for the 10/90 and 
30/70 alloys was greater in nitrogen than in air. The mean value of the 
arcing voltage, particularly during the initial stagesp'was greater in 
nitrogen for the above two alloys. 
The discharge characteristics in argon were found to be similar to 
those in nitrogen for all the alloys. 
8.4.3 Oscillographic observations in hydrogen 
The general discharge characteristics of the 10/90 and 30/70 
alloys in hydrogen were the same as those observed in nitrogen. 
With the 60/40 palladium-silver alloy breaking 1. OA inductive circuits 
in hydrogen the duration of the low-voltage arc was slightly increased for 
inductances below 2mH. The arc voltage tended to remain constant for 
durations up to about 3001is, before increasing in intermittent steps. 
This is similar to the behaviour observed with pure palladium (see 
Section 7.4). 
Studies of the arc at make in 50V dc R-C circuits showed that the arc 
characteristics in hydrogen for the 10/90 and 30/70 alloys were similar to 
those in air and nitrogen. With the 60/40 alloy, however, the mean arc 
duration was about three times greater than that observed in air or nitrogen. 
Most of the arcs ignited prior to final contact closure and were not usually 
prematurely extinguished by metallic bridging of the contact gap. These 
observations suggest that the 60/40 palladium-silver alloy appears to be 
affected by the presence of hydrogen in a similar way to pure palladium. 
8.5 Discussion of the effects of oxidation and the presence of oxygen 
At this stage it is worth discussing briefly the effects of operation 
in an ambient containing oxygen on a number of different contact materials. 
Some materials, such as tungsten, copper and nickel-iron, oxidise to a 
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considerable extent in air and it is generally 
found that such materials 
produce stable and sustained arcs when switching 
inductive circuits of 
about 1A or more. In oxygen-free gases these material exhibited 
interrupted arcs of reduced duration (generally in the current range 
1A< I<10A). 
The importance of an oxide as a possible mechanism for 
increasing 
arcing stability and duration has long been recognised 
(( )" 
Mechanisms involving increased electron emission have been favoured and 
it has been considered that the oxide surface has a lower work function 
than the underlying metal. This is not, however, always true. 
O 
Druyvesteyn (1938) suggested that an electrostatic field can be produced 
within a thin film of relatively high resistance oxide material by 
positive charges which collect on the crater surface. Although such a 
field could enhance electron emission not all oxides are high resistance. 
Even today, the effects of oxide films on electrode surfaces are not 
completely understood. Another aspect is discussed below. 
A number of other contact materials oxidise only to a slight extent 
producing oxide films which are easily dissociated by heating. Examples 
of such materials are platinum, palladium and silver. With the exception 
of silver operation of these materials in an oxygen-free ambient does not 
lead to a marked change in low-voltage arcing characteristics as compared 
with those in air. This suggest that thin, easily dissociated oxide films 
do not affect the arcing characteristics of a particular material. 
Although silver forms an unstable oxide it is capable of absorbing 
considerable quantities of oxygen, particularly near its melting point, 
and this is considered to be the reason for the stable arcs observed with 
silver in air. These observations further indicate that arcing 
characteristics are determined primarily by electrode effects resulting 
from reactions between the contact material and the ambient gas rather than 
by the gas itself. 
It is necessary to consider what happens when oxygen is dissolved in 
silver. The basic study of this phenomenon was carried out by Steacie and 
Johnson ( 31 ). They showed that the solubility of oxygen in silver 
decreased as the silver was heated from room 'temperature, reaching a 
minimum at about 400°C. 
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As the temperature was further increased the amount of oxygen that 
could be dissolved was also increased so that at the melting temperature 
of the metal one volume of silver dissolved twenty volumes of oxygen. 
At temperatures above the melting temperature the solubility of oxygen in 
° 
silver decreased. They considered that for temperatures up to 400C the 
oxygen was absorbed in molecular form or even as silver oxide. However, 
for temperatures greater than 400°C the oxygen was absorbed in atomic 
form. Little work has since been carried out on this phenomenon. 
Consider what happens when silver contacts are switching an arcing 
circuit in an ambient containing oxygen. Arcing causes severe local 
heating of the electrode surfaces resulting in melting or evaporation and 
it would be expected that oxygen would be evolved since its solubility is 
a maximum at the melting temperature. In this case the oxygeh. will either 
diffuse to the surface or be violently expelled from the metal. It is 
likely that if oxygen is dissolved in atomic form atoms may recombine to 
form molecules at the surface or there may be a layer of adsorbed oxygen 
atoms at the surface prior to ejection. Adsorbed atoms at a metal surface 
can modify the work function of the metal (': ', 41 ). However, 
considering that oxygen in atomic form has a considerable electron affinity 
and would tend to form negative ions this would be expected to increase the 
work function and reduced electron emission. Since a supply of electrons 
is essential for arc maintainence this would be expected to reduce arcing 
stability rather than increase it. 
The other aspect of oxygen absorption which needs to be considered is 
the effect of gas ejection from the metal. Silver violently ejects oxygen 
and spits metal when cooled. suddenly in air and it is probable that 
similar phenomena occur when the metal is suddenly-heated. Examination of 
silver electrodes showed evidence of blowholes in the surface suggesting 
violent gas evolution. (This gas evolution could, of course, be due to 
cooling). Moreover, there are signs of thermal etching revealing what are 
probably grain boundaries. These indicate low energy sites on the surface 
from which evaporation of material more readily takes place. Further 
Plaksin and Brechsted( 4L ) found that silver volatilised more readily 
in air than in other common gases. 
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It is conclbded that the most likely explanation for the increased 
arcing of silver contacts in ambients containing oxygen 
is based either 
on a mechanism which increases the vapour emission of electrode materiäl 
or one which relies on local reduction of the work function, perhaps as 
a result of thermal etching. However, operation in oxygen-free ambients 
of contacts which show signs of such surface disturbance does not show 
stable arcing after the first few tens of operations. It is therefore 
considered that the former explanation is the most likely although 
it 
has not been possible to confirm it. 
8.6 Discussion of the effects of hydrogen 
The effects of hyarogen on palladium are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 7 and it was concluded that absorption of hydrogen by the 
palladium causes the metal lattice to expand and a phase change to occur. 
Moreover, temperature cycling led to embrittlement of the contact surfaces. 
Further, the longer and more stable arcs and the greater rates of material 
transfer observed when palladium contacts were operated in hydrogen were 
thought to be a consequence of gas evolution and surface embrittlement. 
From this point of view this behaviour can be compared to that of silver 
in oxygen where oxygen is evolved and the electrode surface suffers damage. 
It is considered worth examining briefly a few other hydrogen occluders. 
A number of metals are capable of occluding hydrogen and these are 
divided into two classes - endothermic and exothermic occluders. Palladium 
and the rare earth metals are exothermic occluders and this group 
experiences lattice expansion when the hydrogen is absorbed. It is also 
found that the hydrogen can conglomerate in certain parts of the metal 
forming what are known as rifts (see Smith 1948 (3j1 ). Platinum and nickel- 
iron belong to the other group of hydrogen occluders and occlude hydrogen 
endothermically but experience only a small lattice expansion. Brief 
studies of pairs of contacts switching current in a number of ambients 
showed that platinum and nickel-iron (50/50) did not exhibit increased 
erosion in hydrogen as compared with say nitrogen (Ni/Fe oxidises readily in 
air). Moreover, a comparison of the arcing characteristics in nitrogen and 
hydrogen indicated that, if anything, arcs were more difficult to maintain 
in hydrogen. 
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The only endothermic occluder other than palladium or 60/40 palladium- 
silver that it was possible to examine was tantalum. This metal exhibited 
signs of embrittlement after operation in hydrogen.. However, the arcing 
in hydrogen was not more stable than in nitrogen and the mean arc duration 
was less than in air. However, tantalum is a particularly reactive metal. 
These results were disappointing but the somewhat negative results with 
platinum and nickel-iron are consistent with the hypothesis that it is the 
embrittlement of palladium and the 60/40 palladium-silver alloy which 
occurs in hydrogen which is an important factor in causing increased 
material transfer. 
8.7 Summary and discussion of the discharge phenomena 
observed in this work 
At this point it is useful to discuss some of the factors which 
determine the types of discharge that occur at the breaking of inductive 
circuits and the reasons for their occurrence. When inductive circuits are 
broken sustained arcing does not occur unless the current broken exceeds a 
particular value, commonly known as the minimum arcing current. When a 
pair of contacts break inductive circuits at currents below the minimum 
arcing current, multiple capacitive breakdowns or "showering" arcs can be 
observed. These occur if the current and inductance can generate a voltage 
sufficient to break down the contact gap (according to Paschen's law) and 
if the capacitance in parallel with the test contacts is greater than O. 1nP. 
The phenomenon consists of the local, capacitance being charged to about 
300V then discharging and, being followed by a short duration arc discharge. 
Once this arc has been extinguished the capacitance may be again charged 
up to 300V and the process repeated. Detailed oscillographic observations 
have shown that a glow discharge is usually formed prior to the actual 
breakdown. This conclusion was also reached by Schuocker and Schmitt (1972)3 
who studied the effects of ambient gas pressure on showering discharges. 
In the work described in this thesis the likelihood of glow-to-arc 
transition was determined largely by electrode effects, since some 
electrodes react with the ambient gas. In oxygen-free ambients, 
particularly after surface clean up, *glow to arc transitions were much less 
likely than in air, except for the case of palladium contacts operated in 
hydrogen. It is usually found that the likelihood of glow to arc' 
transitions occurring is increased if there is oxide present on the cathode 
1 
surface (see Cobine 1958). 
i 
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When the current broken is equal to or greater than the minimum 
arcing current a sustained low-voltage arc could occur after bridge 
rupture. Thus the discharge phenomena are determined to a certain 
extent by the parameters of the circuits being switched. The 
characteristics of the low-voltage arc discharge are strongly 
dependent on the ambient gas and the, contact material. Two basic arcing 
characteristics could be distinguished. The first type exhibited an 
approximately constant arcing voltage with only small voltage 
fluctuations and was seldom interrupted. This type is considered to be 
a stable arc and occurs when conditions are such that an arc can readily 
be supported at currents below 1. OA (for the circuits considered) and 
was observed for silver and 10/90 palladium-silver in air and for 
palladium in hydrogen. 
The second type of arc characteristic exhibited a voltage which 
increased with time, was often interrupted and which showed considerable 
fluctuations from the mean value. When the arc was interrupted the 
voltage increased rapidly to about 300V and often a glow-to-arc transition 
followed which led to reignition of the arc. This type of arc occurred 
when the current broken was approximately equal to the minimum current 
necessary to support an arc. It was observed with silver in oxygen-free 
ambients and, except in hydrogen, with palladium. 
The actual value of the minimum arcing current (I}IIN) depends on the 
particular contact material and usually lies in the range 0.2A - 1.2A 
It also determines the likelihood of a low-voltage arc occurring and also 
its'duration. Clearly a consideration of the factors influencing the 
magnitude of the minimum arcing current will be useful in explaining some 
of the results obtained in this work. 
KaeseNv (1965M s derived an empirical relationship between the 
minimum arcing current and some of the properties of the electrode material. 
This may be expressed in the following way : 
'MIN =BT8 )1 
1A 
----- ----iö 
where T is the boiling temperature, ) 'is the thermal conductivity B1oK1 6 (watt m) and B is a constant equal to 1.2 x 10 . These results were 
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found to apply to clean surfaces which had not been made to switch 
current a number of times. It has already been shown that the minimum 
arcing current of silver and palladium are reduced by the presence of 
oxygen and hydrogen respectively in the operating ambient. Since the 
mean arc extinction current can be identified with 'MIN measurements of 
arc extinction current in nitrogen were compared with values calculated 
from the above relationship. The results are shown in Table 8.2 for the 
palladium silver system where it can be seen that agreement is reasonable. 
TABLE 8.2 
Minimum arcing currents of palladium-silver alloys 
Material Silver 10/90 Pd/Ag 30/70 Pd/Ag 60/40 Pd/Ag Palladium 








0.6 0.6 0.4 0.8 
This relationship between 'MIN (or T INCTI& and two easily known 
properties of the contact material together with a knowledge of the circuit 
parameters (i. e. current and time constant L/R) enables an estimation of 
the mean arc duration to be made, at least for an ambient where there is no 
reaction between the contact material and the ambient gas. 
It is clear that the minimum arcing current of a particular contact 
material can be related to at least two of its properties. Use of this 
relationship permits a possible explanation of the results obtained with 
the palladium-silver alloys switching 1A circuits in nitrogen (Fig 8.2). 
Both calculated and observed values show that the 60/40 alloy has the 
lowest value of 'MIN and as would be expected exhibits the longest duration 
arcs for a given circuit inductance. This was confirmed by observations. 
Moreover, this material exhibited the greatest rate of material' transfer in 
high-inductance 1. OA circuits with the palladium-silver system when 
operated in nitrogen. 
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It has already been shown that the minimum arcing current, 
Ir1IN for 
palladium-silver alloys containing a high percentage of silver 
is 
reduced if oxygen is present in the operating ambient and 
that IMIN for 
for alloys containing a high percentage of palladium is, reduced 
if 
hydrogen is present in the operating ambient. The question that naturally 
follows is whether the above equation is still valid under these conditions. 
If it is then either the boiling temperature or the thermal conductivity or 
both are altered. The absorption of oxygen by silver is a maximum at the 
melting temperature of the material and it is possible that the presence of 
oxygen may reduce the conduction in the metal under those conditions. 
There is evidence to suggest that the thermal conductivity of palladium is 
reduced (a) because a lot of hydrogen is evolved and (b) because the phase 
transformation S -palladium at the surface exhibits a reduced conductivity. 
There is no evidence to suggest a marked change in the value of the boiling 
temperature with silver in air or palladium in hydrogen. However, if 
conditions occurring when absorbed or occluded gases are violently ejected 
on heating may result in increased vapourisation of electrode material 
this may be equivalent to a reduction in, the value of the boiling 
temperature. If this is the case then Kaesev'_s empirical relation may be 
compatible with observations but is an oversimplification of the phenomena 
occurring at the arc cathode. 
8.8 Factors which influence the erosion of contact materials 
Contact erosion is influenced by the discharges which accompany 
switching and by the properties of the electrode surfaces. The factors 
which influence the discharge phenomena have been discussed in Section 8.7 
The erosion resulting from the glow discharge was found to be negligible. 
However, when transient or sustained arc discharges occur there is usually 
a transfer of material from one electrode to the other. The amount of 
material involved in transfer processes is dependent on the energy 
dissipated in the arc discharge although long arcs (. 100ixs) may be less 
efficient than short ones, (up to a few ps). 
As far as material properties are concerned experiments 
have 
shown 
that when short duration arcs occur the most important parameter is the 
melting or boiling temperature of the electrode material. Low melting 
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temperature materials usually transfer material at the greatest rates. 
Long arcs occur when current broken exceeds IMIN, and the phenomena are. more 
complex. The thermal conductivity and boiling temperature determine the 
minimum arcing current and hence the extinction current and mean arc 
duration. As would be expected materials with low melting or boiling 
temperatures tend to exhibit larger rates of transfer for a given arc 
energy. However, the importance of thermal conductivity becomes more 
apparent with long arcs ,d nce a high thermal conductivity material. 
exhibits a smaller rate of material transfer than a low thermal 
conductivity one for a given arc energy even though the melting 
temperatures may be similar. This is reasonable since more heat is 
dissipated by conduction through metal. The effect of the thermal 
conductivity of the electrode was not significant when short arcs of 
given energy occurred. 
8.9 The contribution of this thesis to electrical contact studies 
The work described in this thesis has provided quantitative data on 
the rates of material transfer in low current (up to 1. OA) inductive 
circuits. These results, taken in conjunction with a detailed oscillo- 
graphic study of the discharge phenomena accompanying switching make it 
possible to predict the magnitude and form of the erosion occurring in 
these circuits. This information is of obvious use to manufacturers and 
users of relays and other light-duty contacts since the parameters were 
originally selected as being representative of practical cases. 
From the fundamental viewpoint several interesting features have 
emerged. The importance of considering ambient gas with contact material 
has been demonstrated. A new possible explanation for the arcing and 
erosion characteristics of silver in air has. been put forward, there being 
up to the present no satisfactory explanation. The switching behaviour 
of palladium and also 60/40 palladium-silver alloy in hydrogen has also 
been demonstrated showing some of the effects of gas absorption. As far 
as is known the work with palladium in hydrogen is original. Tentative 
explanations for predicting the arcing characteristics and approximate 
erosion of silver-palladium alloys in different ambients have been made. 
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8.10 Suggestions for further work 
f 
A number of interesting observations have been made and a plausible 
hypothesis for the behaviour of the low-voltage arc with certain metal-gas 
combinations has been put forward. However, within the limitations 
imposed during this investigation it was not possible to fully explain all 
the observations made. A number of other experiments could be carried out 
to examine arcing properties further and to examine the structure of 
hydrogenerated palladium. For example, spectroscopic examination of arcs 
could indicate what atoms, molecules, etc predominate in the discharge 
particularly when the electrodes are known to have absorbed gas. An 
examination of the properties of palladium which has occluded hydrogen, 
such as its thermal conductivity and its volatility would be worthwhile. 
pm- 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions 1 to 16 apply to silver contacts. 
1) When silver contacts are made to switch current in air.. a 
low-voltage 
arc discharge occurs at break in 1A circuits and in high 
inductance 
(L 4 2mH) 0.25A circuits. (5.5.3) 
2) The minimum arcing curent for silver in air is approximately 
0.25A. 
(5.5.3) 
3) In lower-energy inductive circuits a glow discharge occurs at contact 
separation if the inductive stored energy is sufficient to produce a 
voltage of at least 300V. In air the glow is often interrupted 
by 
capacitive breakdowns, particularly duäng its initial stages. 
(Glow-to- 
arc transitions are taking place). 
(5.5.3) 
4) At the making of an R-C discharge circuit from 50V dc a low voltage 
are is ignited prior to bulk contact closure if the capacitance is greater 
than 0.001uF and the resistance is less than approximately 30 ohms. 
(5.6.1) 
5) It is highly probable that the arc on make is ignited by 
vapourisation of local asperities. Moreover it is usally prematurely 
extinguished as a result of the erosion produced on the anode. 
(5.7.1). 
6) When arcs of up to 3ps occur the cathode gains material. (5.7.2) 
7) When arcs of duration greater than 10ps occur the cathode usually 
loses material. (5.7.2) 
8) In general, for silver contacts operated in air, the magnitude of 
material transferred is approximately proportional to the energy 
dissipated in the low-voltage arc discharge. (5.7.2) 
9) When silver contacts break inductive circuits in ai; resulting in the 
occurrence of a glow discharge, both electrodes exhibit a series of 
coloured annuli. It is considered that these colourations are due to 
different thicknesses of silver oxide resulting from a sputtering 
phenomenon. (5.7.2) 
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10) When silver contacts switch inductive circuits in an oxygen-free 
ambient the rates and direction of material transfer are different from 
those observed in air or oxygen. It is generally found that transfer 
towards the cathode is increased in oxygen-free ambients. 
(6.1.3) 
11) It is more difficult to maintain a low-voltage are with silver 
contacts when they are operated in oxygen-free ambients. Experiments 
indicate that the minimum arcing current is about 1. OA instead of about 
O. 25A in air. (6.3.1) 
12) Glow-to-arc transitions are less likely to occur in oxygen-free 
ambients. (6.3.1) 
13) The physical phenomena leading to the formation of a molten metal 
bridge with silver contacts are different in oxygen-free ambients from 
those observed in air. In oxygen-free ambients small, short duration, 
multiple bridging occurs which leads to arc interruption during its initial 
stages. (6.3.3) Moreover the thermal properties of the bridges are different. 
14) The different behaviour of silver contacts in various gases is 
attributed to the presence of oxygen in the operating ambient. However, 
oxidation of silver does not explain the observed differences. (6.4.2) 
15) Absorption of oxygen by silver, particularly in its molten state, is 
put forward as a hypothesis for the increased arcing stability in ambients 
containing oxygen. (6.4.3) 
16) Silver experiences thermal etching if subjected to arcing in ambients 
containing oxygen. (6.4.3) 
Conclusions 17 to 21 apply to palladium contacts 
17) The behaviour os palladium contacts is not much affected by the 
presence of oxygen in the operating ambient. (7.2.1) 
18) The rates of material transfer of palladium contacts are greatly 
increased when they are operated in hydrogen. (7.2.2) 
19) Palladium contacts operated in hydrogen exhibit longer arcs than in 
the other gases considered. (7.4.2) 
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20) When operated in hydrogen palladium suffers surface embrittlement 
due to hydrogen absorption. Under these conditions, and 
particularly during violent temperature cycling palladium undergoes a 
phase change. (7.5.3) 
21) The increased are duration and stability in hydrogen is due at least 
in part to hydrogen evolution resulting from the heating of the 
electrodes by arcing. (7.5.4) 
Conclusions 22 to 28 are general 
22) The arcing characteristics of palladium-silver alloys in different 
gases are consistent with those of the pure metals. (8.2) 
23) With the exception of silver the arcing characteristics of materials 
which form unstable oxides are not substantially affected by operation 
in 
air. (8.3) 
24) Materials other than palladium which occlude hydrogen do not exhibit 
increased arcing in hydrogen. However, these did not suffer 
embrittlement. (8.5) 
25) Silver absorbs oxygen and palladium absorbs hydrogen. Moreover, both 
these materials suffer electrode damage as a result of gas absorption and 
evolution. It is concluded that gas absorption and desorption increases 
the arcing stability probably because gas evolution during arcing enhances 
the emission of electrode vapour. (8.5 and 8.6) 
26) The effects described in this thesis are dominated by electrode 
phenomena rather than gas phenomena. (7.5.5) 
27) The minimum arcing current and hence thearc duration depends both on 
the electrode material and the ambient gas. (8.7) 
28) The rate of material transfer generally depends on the energy 




Eight sets of seven Talysurf scans were made across one sample by 
rotating the sample through approximately 221° before each scan. The 
volume of transferred material was then calculated in the manner described 




Deviations 2 d 
X10-9 (mm vol 
from mean 
. (d) 
267 +0.5 0.25 
258 -8.5 72.25 
262 -4.5 20.25 
274 +7.5 56.25 
268 +1.5 2.25 
263 -3.5 12.25 
264 -2.5 6.25 
ýý 276 +9.5 90.25 
, 
SUMS 2132 38.0 260.00 
rEMS 266.5 4.75 32.5 
Mean observation = 266.5 
Mean deviation (d) = 4.75 
Mean d2 = 32.5 
Standard deviation = O' d2 5.7 
The standard deviation of the observations is not a measure of the 
probable accuracy of the mean; the latter is represented by O'M , the 
standard deviation which would be exhibited by a large number of means each 
formed from sets of observations containing the same number of readings and 
taken under the same conditions as those of the actual set taken. It can be 
shown that that the standard deviation CJ'n , defined in this way, of the mean of n 
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observations having standard deviation 0' is 
O' 
Jn 




There the most probable value is 266.5 





Derivation of expression for the duration of the glow dischax[te 
A simple expression for the duration of the glow discharge occurring 
at contact separation can be deduced on the assumption that the glow 
dissipates the total available stored energy. This assumption is 
approximately true if no, sustained arcing precedes the glow since the 
total energy dissipated in capacitive breakdowns is usually only a small 
fraction of the total available energy. 
In this case at contact break, the current in the circuit can be 
considered as given by theequation 
L di + Ei = RG(t)i 
dt 
where L= circuit inductance, 
i- instantaneous current, 
R= circuit resistance 
and RG(t) = resistance of the glow discharge as a 
function of time 
therefore di = 
RG(t)i'_i 
dt L 
Now at the commencement of the glow discharge, RG(t)i II 280V, the 
glow discharge voltage, and Ri = 24V (or 12V or 6V) the source vo'tage, 
As the discharge continues the current decays almost to zero so that the 
voltage across R becomes small compared with the glow voltage which 
remains almost constant. Therefore, the voltage across the circuit 
resistance is always only a relatively small fraction of RG(t)i so that 
approximately 
di _G(t)i 280 constant dt LL 
The current, should therefore, decay linearly until it is almost zero when 
the discharge extinguishes andR+circuit oscillation occurs. This has been ,_s,. y r__w0 9nß+ r*tt`M. ewa ' r. 
. confirmed 
by observations. Now, with an approximately constant voltage and 
linearly decreasing current the energy dissipated in the glow discharge is 
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äV IBTg 
where V= glow voltage 
IB = average discharge current, equal to one 
half of the current broken 
and Tg = glow discharge duration. 
Equating this to the inductive stored energy, one obtains 
2 LIB2 
2V IBTg 
therefore Tg = L. IB 
Y 
In the case where a low voltage arc precedes the glow dicharge the glow 
-- ignites at the arc extinction current 10 (Ie< III). The average glow 
current is then 
2 Ie and the available energy after the arc has 
extinguished is 
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